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Used to be, anyone could get com-
plex, wide-ranging FM digital sounds 
— if you didn't mind sounding exactly 
like everyone else. Excessive complex-
ity made FM synthesis the private 
property of specialist programmers. 
Now Korg engineers have simplified 

FM. The new DS-8 has eight two-oscil-
lator FM digital voices — and a full set 
of fast, intuitively familiar analog-
style controls. No more searching 
through endless program cartridges, 
no more settling for "close enough:* 
Get the sound right without getting 
tangled up in operators, algorithms 
and techno-secrets. 

The DS-8 has responsive real-time 
performance editing to bring out the 
individuality of your playing. Com-
bination programs that give you in-
stant access to splits and layers. And 
full multichannel, multitimbral oper-
ation to give you a virtual multitrack 
studio. Assign any number of the 
DS-8's eight voices to different pro-
grams and MIDI channels. Sequence 
your bass line, piano comp and horn 
or string lines, all playing at once. 
Take control of the DS-8 at your 

Korg dealer. You'll find that it gives 
FM synthesis a whole new personality 
— yours. 

For a free catalog of Korg products, send your name and address, plus $1.00 for postage and handling to: 
Korg USA, 89 Frost St.. Westbury, NY 11590. or to Korg USA West, 7886 Deering Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 
Exclusively distributed in Canada by: Erikson Music, 378 Isabey Street. St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1W1 

DS-8 Features 
Versatile, cost-effective design. Eight 
voices with two FM oscillators each. Pro-
grammable multi-effect digital delay. New 
multi-stage Timbre and Amplitude enve-
lope generators. Four waveform options 
plus cross modulation. 100 program 
memory (200/400 with optional RAM/ 
ROM cards). Full MIDI capabilities with 
programmable multi-timbral voice as-
signments. Splits, layers and multi-patch 
combinations including MIDI channel, 
digital effect and output panning. 
Weighted action, 61 velocity-and pres-

sure-sensitive keys. Nine function real 
time Performance Editor section: EC and 
timbre controls for each oscillator; Mix/ 
Balance for layers or splits; Oscillator se-
lect; Velocity & Aftertouch on/off; Effects 
select. 1Wo assignable footswitch/pedal 
jacks. Programmable joystick. 

KORE 
Korg U.S.A. 1987 



THINK OF IT AS THE 
WORLD'S SMALLEST DIGITAL PLAYER. 
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Now you can take the dynamics of 
digital performance anywhere With 
TDK HX-S. It captures the putty an 
nuances of di9ital sound like no 0th 
high-bias audid Cassette. . 

Specifically designed to record 
digitally-sourced matelats. HX-S offers 
four times the maw* storage capa-
bility of cher high-bias casseres avail-
able today Plus unmatched high 
frequency MOL (Maximum Output 
Level) for optimum performan:e. 

With all this going for it, HX-S does 
more than step-up yoir pocket-sized 
player. It also acts like fuel injection for 
your car audio system. And it can turn 
a boombox into a portable music hall. 
TDK HX-S. One small step for digital. 

One giant leap for music-kind. 

e'TDK 
THE ART OF PERFORMANCE. 
TDK is the world's leading manufacturer of audio i3i video cassettes and f 



display) are based upon Roland's legendary BOSS 
products, and are designed to provide the optimum in 
sound quality with the minimum of noise. Effects 
parameters (Level, Distortion, Delay, Tone, etc.) , 
can be freely varied for each effect, and then these 
settings can be stored in the GP-8's memory as 
a patch, along with the on/off status of each of the 
effects in the chain. Then the patch can 
be named with its sound or the name of 
the song it's used in. (The display above 
is an actual GP-8 readout showing 
patch name, and number. The effects 1 
that are turned on show up as numbers, 
the ones turned off show up as 
Parameter settings can vary widely for each 
patch, so, for example, one patch can have 

THIS DISPLAY - - 
MARKS THE DAWN OF 

A NEW ERA IN 
OTAL EFFECTS CONTROL 

GROUP BANK NUMBER 

A B 

1 DYNAMIC FILTER 
2 COMPRESSOR 
3 OVER DRIVE 
4 DISTORTION 
5 PHASER 
6. EQUALIZER 
7 DIGITAL DELAY 
8 DIGITAL CHORUS 
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Look into the display of the new Roland GP-8 Guitar screaming distortion, while another might have just 
Processor and you'll see an indication of effects a touch. Altogether there are 128 patches available, 
control like you've never experienced before. That's accessed either by the front panel switches or the 
because the GP-8 Guitar Processor is actually eight optional FC-100 Foot Controller. Another pedal that 
effects in a single rack-mount package— all under the greatly expands the GP-8's capabilities is the optional 
most advanced computer control ever to grace the EV-5 Expression Pedal, which, depending on 
world of guitar. All of the effects (as shown in the the patch, can function as a volume pedal a 

wah pedal, a delay time pedal, almost anything 
you can think of. The GP-8 is also MIDI 

compatible and transmits or 
,efie receives MIDI program change 
messages. The GP-8's power to switch 

4 between radically different effects settings 
with just one touch must be heard to be 

believed— guitar players have never before 
had such power. So take your guitar down 
to your nearby Roland dealer and try it out 

today. Then, say goodbye to dead batteries, 
shorts in cables, ground loops, noise, and at the 
same time see the magic that the GP-8 Guitar 
Processor can add to your music. RolandCorp 
US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 

e t6e igiip- (213) 685 5141. 

•,, 

Roland 
c 1987 Roland Co•poratIon US WE DESIGN THE FUTURE 
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Ten years after The Last Waltz, the man 
who wrote "The Weight," "Up On Crip-
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Old Dixie Down" has finally finished his 
first solo album—with backup from U2 
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without Sting (or Dylan). 
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your strings. Summer's here and the 
time is right for opening the garage 
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"Go" With The Flow 
Of Hiroshima. 
"Go" is the lush new album from 

the progressive instrumental group, Hiroshima! 

A mellifluous melange of jazz, 

R&B and oriental influences envelops your 

senses as Hiroshima take you on 

a transcendental journey eastward! 

Their new album is on Epic Records, Cassettes and Compact Discs. 
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How does a 360-year-old family of cymbal 
makers keep up with the demands of mod-
ern drummers and today's music? 

At Zildjian, we listen to innovative 
artists like Vinnie Colaiuta and Dave Weckl. 
And turn their ideas into new sounds and 
new cymbals. 

"Zildjian is really tuned in to the needs 
of the drummer. Their people are out in the field listening and 
doing research, asking drummers what they want in cymbals," 
says Vinnie Colaiuta, L.A. studio drummer who's played with 
Frank Zappa, Joni Mitchell, Gino Vannelli, Tom Scott, Chaka 
Khan and The Commodores. 

Dave Weckl, currently with Chick Corea, explains. " I told 
Zildjian I wanted the perfect ride cymbal for all occasions. 
One that had just the right amounts of brilliance and attack, but 
not too ping y Sort of a dry definition that would allow me to 
carry out the emotion of the music." 

"Sol actually worked in the Zildjian factory, experiment-
ing with new designs. We combined "A" machine hammering 
and "K" hand hammering, no buffing and buffing. The result 
is what is now the K Custom." 

"The K Custom is a nice, warm, musical ride cymbal 
with a clean bell sound, yet it's not too clangy. I can turn 

VINNIE 
AND DAVE-
TWO VIRTUOSOS 
ON THE VIRTUES 
OF A ZILDJIAN 
CYMBAL. 

around and crash on it without having 
to worry about too many uncontrolled over-
tones. It blends perfectly" says Colaiuta. 

Zildjian continues to play an instrumental 
role in shaping the sound of modern music— 
by working closely with leading-edge 
drummers like Vinnie and Dave. 

"I'm always looking for new sounds and 
so is Zildjian. In fact, that's how we came up with the idea of 
mixing a Z bottom and K top in my Hi Hats. The K gives me 
the quick, thin splash characteristic I like. And the Z provides 
that certain edge. They really cut through," says Weckl. "Which 
is important because of all the electronics that 1 use. 

"Zildjian's really hit upon a winning combination in 
terms of delivering new concepts. They're creating cymbals 
that have a musical place and make a lasting impression," 
claims Colaiuta. 

"Zildjian is as sensitive to the needs of drummers as 
the drummers are towards their instruments," concludes 
Weckl. 

If you'd like to learn more about Zildjian A, K or Z cym-
bals, stop by your Zildjian 
dealer. And discover the 
virtue of listening. 

11 

The Only Serious Choice 

For a copy of the new Zildjian Cymbals and Accessories Catalog, send 63.00 to: 
01987 Avedis Zildjian Company Asedio Zildjian Company, Dept. NC, Longwater Drive. Norwell, MA 02061. 



LETTERS 
'Steen-age Crush 
I am so fed up with your wor-
ship and adulation of Bruce 
Springsteen (June '87) that I 
no longer look forward to re-
ceiving your magazine. As far 
as I am concerned, Spring-
steen is the most overrated 
performer in the history of 
recorded music. Please don't 
waste any more space on 
such a banal and superficial 
subject. 

TM. Hennig 
Vernon, TX 

As one of the first to write 
about Bruce Springsteen and 
among the few to have inter-
viewed him in the 80s—and 
one of the fewer still who has 
not turned those interviews 
into a book—I was surprised 
to find in your excerpt from 
Glory Days a 250-word quote 
that Dave Marsh lifted ver-
batim from my USA Today 
article without proper attribu-
tion. In another recently pub-
lished excerpt he also quoted 
from that article, this time 
identifying it only with "as he 
told USA Today" After fif-
teen years in the business, 
and seven books, I'm certain 
Dave Marsh is well aware of 
my byline. 

Bruce Pollock 
Guitar 

Port Chester, NY 

Bruce Pollock received proper 
credit in the bibliography of 
Dave Marsh's Glory Days. 
- Ed. 

Look, I know Brucie has 
some talent, but it's as a poet, 
not as a musician. The name 
of the rag is Musician. Write 
about musicians. 

Denis Morrissette 
Albuquerque, NM 

The problem with Dave 
Marsh is that—like every-
body else in America—all he 
really wants to do is sleep 
with Bruce Springsteen. 

A. Budd 
Bronx, NY 

Bobby's in the Basement 
I just want to thank whoever 
was responsible for laying 
the newly discovered base-
ment tapes on us Dylan 
freaks ("Albert Grossman's 
Ghost, " June '87). Garth 
Hudson's comments suggest 
there's more tapes laying 
about somewhere; yes, we'll 
have those too! And why 
can't Columbia Records give 
us quality tapes of Dylan's 
classic live shows? There's 
much more to be had than the 
wonderful slices on Biograph. 

Michael Ecker 
Trenton, NJ 

Ginger Rails 
Hype hype hooray! Ginger 
Baker (June '87) doesn't want 
to be reminded of his past 
with Cream, and then spends 
an entire interview bitching 
and moaning about it. Maybe 
you could say Jack Bruce was 
the heavy Cream, Eric Clap-
ton the light—and now 
Ginger seems a little like àalr 
Cream. 

Jeanne Quintile 
Clinton, NJ 

Here's something I came 
across a couple weeks after 
reading Ginger Baker's inter-
view, where he said: "Time 
moves itself in four..." 
From Rudolf Steiner's The 

Inner Nature of Music and the 
Experience of Tone: "Regard-
less of man's relationship to 
rhythm, all rhythm is based 

on the mysterious connection 
between pulse and breath, 
the ratio of eighteen breaths 
per minute to an average of 
seventy-two pulse beats per 
minute. This ratio of 1:4 
naturally can be modified in 
any number of ways; it can 
also be individualized. Each 
person has his own experi-
ence regarding rhythm; since 
these experiences are ap-
proximately the same, how-
ever, people understand each 
other in reference to rhythm. 
All rhythmic experience 
bases itself on the mysterious 
relationship between breath-
ing and the heartbeat, the 
circulation of the blood." 

Dennis Darrah 
Montpelier, VT 

Rich and Famous 
Kudos to Billy Cobham for 
his stirring tribute to the late 
Buddy Rich (June '87). A vir-
tuoso of the first, magnitude, 
Rich will be mourned by the 
world-wide jazz community 
for many years to come. 
From the time Rich joined 

Joe Marsala's band in 1937, 
and all through his years of 
bouncing around to Bunny 
Berigan and Artie Shaw, and 
then to Tommy Dorsey and 
Harry James, Buddy fought 
off fierce competition at his 
instrument by simply stating, 
musically, that "I am the best 
at what I do." 

That was a confident at-
titude, and all you had to do to 
understand that veil of arro-
gance was hear how he would 

move the band. Buddy Rich 
was a drummer's drummer! 

John Geis 
Asheville, NC 

Triumph of the Joe? 
I thought record reviews 
were supposed to be about 
the record, not about a per-
sonal dislike for a musician 
because they've changed or 
done something different. I 
am speaking of Kristine Mc-
Kenna's review of Joe Jack-
son's Will Power (June '87). 
To compare Will Power, a 

classical album, to "It's Dif-
ferent For Girls," a seven-
year-old pop song, shows 
only that McKenna wants 
Jackson to go back to writing 
pop songs she can under-
stand. It seems to me she 
had a dislike for the album 
before she heard it. 

This is music very much 
worth hearing and under-
standing, not whimpering 
about like a dog cowering in 
the corner afraid of the dark. 

Andrew Cinko 
Middletown, NJ 

Letter from the Ed. 
This is an unabashed pitch: 
More letters! We know our 
readers are an intelligent 
bunch, and we want to give 
you the chance to prove it. We 
also want a cheap source of 
entertainment—only fair, 
since we break our backs 
month after month bringing 
you folks fascinating reading. 

So c'mon, people: feedback! 
We want to hear more about 
what you love, adore, respect, 
look forward to, or maybe even 
don't like (maybe) in Musi-
cian. Don't hesitate to send 
your comments, recipes, gifts, 
etc. to Letters, Musician, 1515 
Broadway, New York, NY 
10036. We guarantee each 
published letter will include 
flu • writer's name at no extra 
charge. - Ed. 
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NEWS STORIES BY SCC 

HUGO 
LARGO 

Pretty Rad: 
Minimum R&R 

ands formed by super-
cilious rock journalists 
have ranged from in-

significant efforts to grand 
failures, with only a few sur-
prising successes along the 
way. Observers of such af-
fairs know a relevant rule of 
thumb: Passionate, aggres-
sive, disrespectful critics 
tend to play much the same 
way. So what is Tim Som-
mer—onetime enfant terrible 
champion of hardcore punk 
and merciless tilter at 
trends—doing in the delicate, 
percussionless Hugo Largo? 

According to him, it's no 
big change: "What we're 
doing is as much on the edge 
as the Buzzcocks or Wire 
were in 1977. As quiet and as 

subtle as Hugo Largo can be, 
as delicate and pretty, it will 
always be to me a real fierce 
rock 'n' roll band, albeit a very 
different one." 

Scimmer was first in a New 
York punk band, then played 
with Glenn Branca while 
keeping his day job in the 
MTV news department, all 
the while planning a truly non-
conformist musical venture. 
Downtown bands, the bassist 
notes, were reaching for 
radicalism with cacophony 
and lyrical repugnance. "But 
being loud or offensive is too 
obvious. I wanted to do 
something that was just as 
weird and edgy, so we màde 
it really quiet—minimal as 
opposed to maximal." 
The concept—two bass-

ists and a singer—might have 
died a brave experiment were 
it not for the presence of 
Mimi Goese, a dancer and 
performance artist who had 
never vocalized onstage be-
fore Hugo Largo's debut in 
early 1984. Her controlled 

but unpredictable singing 
kicks the band's airy, moody 
pieces away from the fringes 
of new age and closer to the 
sublime rock realms of Kate 
Bush or U2. After a shaky 
first year, bassist Adam 
Peacock replaced a departing 
member, and engineer/elec-
tric violinist Hahn Rowe, 
another Branca alumnus, 
made it a foursome. Hugo 
Largo declined a Warner 
Bros. offer, ultimately releas-
ing Drum—three early 
demos and four new tracks 
produced by R. E. M. 's 
Michael Stipe—on Relativity 
early this year. 

While no pretender to the 
Pet Shop Boys' crown as the 
best-selling ex-rock-jour-
nalist group of all time, Hugo 
Largo is talented, original 
and visceral in a way few 
bands that don't use volume 
as a weapon can be. Hell, 
they might even sell a few 
subversive records to unsus-
pecting yuppies. 

— Ira Robbins 

ISLL 

Divided City, 
Divided Audience 

The term "captive audi-

ence" took on new meaning 

to East German rock fans in 

early June. They gathered 

on the right-hand side of the 

Berlin wall while—four 

hundred yards to the west— 

an open-air festival pre-

sented David Bowie, the 

Eurythmics and Genesis on 

three successive evenings. 

If the sightlines were bad, 

the mood was worse. On 

June 6, while Bowie (a 

former Berlin resident) was 

performing, the East Ger-

mans scuffled with police, 

threw bottles and chanted 

anti- wall slogans. The fol-

lowing night the violence 

escalated as East German 

troops appeared and police 

made an estimated forty 

arrests. 

On June 8 the youthful 

crowd, now about 4,000 

strong, chanted the name of 

Soviet general secretary 

Mikhail Gorbachev, whose 

cultural liberalization 

policies are way ahead of 

the East German govern-

ment's. (Rumors that the 

crowd rioted because they 

could hear Genesis are prob-

ably exaggerated.) The 

shouting was audible at the 

shows. These fans' requests, 

though, are unlikely to be 

granted for some time. 
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Buddy Holly 
Triumphant 

An attempt to rewrite the 

rock history books ended in 

defeat this April for three 

brothers who claimed that 

Buddy Holly's "That'll Be 

The Day" copied their own 

unrecorded song of that title. 

Al, Art and Allair Hom-

burg brought suit against 

Paul McCartney's MPL Com-

munications, Inc., which 

EDGAR 
MEYER 

"Wildwood Flower" 
Meets "Requiem" 

an geography shed in-
sight on art? Trying to 
speak with Edgar 

Meyer, I called Telluride, 
Colorado; he was performing 
in a bluegrass fest there. We 
didn't connect so I thought 
about trying Santa Fe, New 
Mexico; he participates in a 
classical string trio there. I 
guess I should've just played 
it smart and called Nashville, 
where he lives, teaches and 
records. 

"Yeah, I'm running around 
right now," the elusive bass-
ist/composer drawls from a 
closet in an Arizona rehearsal 
space (the only quiet spot in 
the building). "I finished writ-
ing my last piece for violin, 
cello and bass on the plane to 
Santa Fe. I'm getting real 
nervous." 

Despite all the activity, the 
new Dreams Of Flight doesn't 
sound antsy. It's a low-key 
dip into contemporary acous-
tica (not snooze age), whose 
melodic pieces embrace 
classical music as often as 
they do melancholy offshoots 
of bluegrass. The balance 
isn't strained; this "Wildwood 
Flower"-meets-"Requiem" 
stuff flows. 
"The Bach/Mozart/Bee-

thoven type of deal is my 
standard," Meyer, twenty-
six, laughs. "If I'm confused, 
I'll look to them as a source. 

owns the Holly song 

catalog, in 1985. The 

brothers charged they had 

publicly performed their 

song around September 

1956, and registered it for 

copyright shortly thereafter. 

Holly's song was copyright-

ed in April 1957; "That'll Be 

The Day" hit the charts four 

months later. 

Unfortunately for the 

Homburgs, they apparently 

didn't know that Holly and 

But in the last six years I've 
learned worlds and worlds 
about country music from 
hanging out with Sam Bush, 
Mark O'Connor and Jerry 
Douglas. You can pick up neat 
things from other places." 

Basses run (walk?) in the 
Meyer family. Edgar is really 
Edgar, Jr., and pop played the 
big one too. " I heard it all 
around the house. There'd 
be jazz and classical music 
everywhere when I was 
growing up. That was my 
education. These days I don't 
know how to categorize 
myself. 

"Within a couple years I'm 
going to have to do a hardcore 
classical LP to establish more 
credibility there. But with 
Sam and Mark I've learned 
how to use the bow for impro-
vising bluegrass style. And I 
like to combine the ideas: 
groovin' with the bow, 
yeah." — Jim Macnie 

his Crickets first recorded 

the song (with a painfully 

high-pitched vocal) in July 

1956. Holly's co-writer/ 

drummer Jerry Allison and 

guitarist Sonny Curtis both 

testified that the song was 

inspired by and written a 

few days after the three of 

them saw the film The 

Searchers—in which John 

Wayne uses "that'll be the 

day" as a catch phrase. 

Local newspapers showed 

REGINA 
BELLE 

Been Somewhere 
and Going Places 

he two most obvious 
comparisons for Re-
gina Belle's singing 

are Sade and Anita Baker. 
But as Belle points out, al-
though she's a fan of both 
women, "I don't necessarily 
think that I sing on that side, 
because to me, they sing on 
the dark side of the music." 

Indeed, Belle's singing is 
lighter and somewhat more 
accessible than Baker's or 
Sade's, while still encompass-
ing the sensibilities and 
sophistication of jazz. In other 
words, Belle is a singer who 
could conceivably appeal to 
the Lisa Lisa crowd, although 
she also sounds like she's 
played a smoky bar or two in 
her time, sounds like she's 
been somewhere. Yet get 
this: The lady only just turned 
twenty-four. 

"I started singing profes-
sionally when I was twelve," 
she says. Upon entering Rut-
gers University, she added 
jazz to her repertoire. "I was 
singing gospel and blues be-
fore I got to college, but jazz 
seemed like a foreign lan-
guage to me." Belle says she 
learned that language on the 
local circuit playing not only 
the smoky bars but also 
"the hole in the hole in 
the wall." 

Jazz did not pro-
vide her only mu-

that The Searchers played 

Holly's Lubbock, Texas in 

late May and early June 

1956. Several witnesses, 

found via a Lubbock news-

paper ad, said they saw 

Holly do his song that June. 

The Homburgs withdrew 

their suit. Now does anyone 

have a recording of the 1956 

Big D Jamboree radio show 

in which they claimed they 

performed their "That'll Be 

The Day"? 

sical education. Besides gos-
pel and blues, she says she 
studied opera in college, and 
is a fan of the reggae group 
Steel Pulse to boot. As she 
puts it, "I have always con-
sidered myself as a vocal 
musician. Instead of being 
someone who mimics the in-
struments, I am a student of 
the music." 

The "student" was appar-
ently a prize pupil. All By My-
self, her debut album, is an 
uncommonly assured first 
outing, highlighted by the 
jazzy "So Many Tears" and 
the stately ballad "After The 
Love Has Lost Its Shine." 

Columbia Records has 
slapped a sticker on the LP 
gushing over its new find 
whose vocal stylings and de-
livery are "mature beyond 
her years." Record company 
hype-writers aren't exactly 
known for scrupulously hon-
est advertising, but this time, 
miracle of miracles, they're 
telling you the truth 
— Leonard Pitts, J 
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ERASURE 

Patience Rewarded, or 
Second Time Lucky 

fter racking up a string 
of quick successes 
with Depeche Mode, 

Yaz(oo) and the Assembly, 
synth-slinger Vince Clarke 
formed Erasure with singer 
Andy Bell and immediately 
experienced something new: 
downward mobility. 

"I think the first album edu-
cated us to the ways of the 
world," Clarke says of last 
year's Wonderland, which 
fizzled critically and commer-
cially. "Everything I'd been 
involved in before seemed to 
be successful really quickly." 
The wait must have been 

excruciating—all the way to 
the second album, Circus, a 

much more warmly embraced 
release. But for a guy who's 
demonstrated a Midas touch 
while continually giving 
synth-pop a good name, the 
success probably was slow in 
coming. One problem may 
have been the confusing simi-
larity between Bell's husky, 

soulful vocal style and that of 
ex-Yaz singer Alison Moyet. 
Another problem, Clarke 
speculates, was his history of 
successful but short-lived 
associations. "It's only now 
by playing live, I think, that 
we've gained credibility." 

Playing live has yielded not 
only credibility but an intrigu-
ing study in contrasts: 
Backed by two male singers 
onstage, Clarke presides 
over his machines looking 
glum and vaguely discon-
nected, while the flamboyant, 
constantly moving Bell practi-
cally redefines camp. 
The pair's musical differ-

ences are just as sharp, which 
Clarke—not one to collabo-
rate before Erasure—finds a 
creative boon. "When writing 
a song, there were always 
certain things I felt would 
work. I'd very rarely go 
astray of those ideas. But 

now Andy comes in and he's 
got no musical background or 
training, so his melody ideas 
and ideas for sound are com-
pletely alien to me. It's made 
me aware that basically any 
sound's possible—anything's 
possible. It's been a real edu-
cation." - Duncan Strauss 

VOE 
TUCKER 

She's Sticking 
with V U. 

ou gotta admire Moe 
(Maureen) Tucker. 
Not only has the leg-

endary Velvet Underground 
drummer recently released 
the rockin' ModadKateBany 
EP, but she did it while work-
ing full-time at K-Mart, taking 
care of five kids, and living in 
an isolated little burg in south-
ern Georgia. Tucker. plus 
Half Japanese's Jad Fair and 
guitarists Kate Messer and 
Barry Stock, bucked those 
odds and cut five songs' 
worth of grunge-o-rama 
guitars and drum pummeling 
for the independent 50,000,-
000,000,000,000,000,000 
Watts label. "Yeah, it was 
these people's garage which 
they had set up as a very 
small studio," she says, "and 
they had never recorded a 
band before—they had re-

corded commercials—so it 
was a learning experience for 
all of us." 
The keen observer will 

note that three of the EP's 
tunes are V. U. related: 
"Guess I'm Falling In Love" 
(with lyrics!) and "Hey, Mr. 
Rain" are both Velvets tunes; 
"Why Don't You Smile Now" 
is a pre-Velvets Lou Reed/ 
John Ca!e collaboration. "We 
only had four hours," Tucker 
explains. "We'd never played 
together and decided we'd 
better play some songs we all 
knew. Those three are rela-
tively simple and relatively 
obscure, and are songs that I 
really like." 

While Cale was touring and 
V. U. guitarist Sterling Morri-
son penning The Velvet Un-
derground Diet, Tucker 
played a few shows. Morri-
son. Tucker says, was "really 
amazed that I would go out— 
now—with a band and sing 
some songs. But he doesn't 
understand that people just 
want to see you. If you put on 
a decent little show and do 
your best, that's fine." 

- Thomas Anderson 
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A TOTAL CONCEPT 
O gLIECTRIC,LASS 

Garry Tallent 
E Street Band 

Will Lee 
"Late Night With DavId Letterman" 

Studio Mus,cian 

You're looking at three of the most listened-
to electric basses in modern music. Their 
owners chose them for expressive potential. 
They choose speakers just as carefully, 
because they know speakers are an essential 
part of the total electric bass. With Hartke 
speaker systems, Will, Garry, Darryl, and 
dozens of other top players hear the punch, 
articulation and response they've been missing. 
The "secret" of each Hartke system is our 

innovative aluminum cone dnver It's no secret 
that aluminum is light, strong, inherently rigid 
and extraordinarily tough However it is 
fiendishly difficult to work with. It seems that 
other speaker manufacturers aren't ready to 
deal with the time consuming hand work 
required to assemble aluminum cone drivers. 
Fortunately for you, we are. 
Hartke systems are designed and built to a 

level of precision and clarity that articulates 
your every move. Aluminum speakers transmit 
sound three and a half times faster than 
ordinary paper cones, to produce outstanding 

Darryl Jones 
Maas Davis, Sting 

transient attack. And Hartke systems' superior 
stability delivers consistent sonic performance. 
Our very first bass cabinet is still in use after 

traveling around the world with Jaco Pastorius, 
Marcus Miller and Darryl Jones. That kind of 
reliability lets us back our drivers with an 
exclusive throe year warranty. 

If you miss something crucial every time you 
pick up your instrument, experience handmade 
Hartke speakers in our carefully tuned, 
precision built cabinets. Discover what leading 
players already know: Hartke systems 
articulate the total impact of electric bass. 
Also available: Hartke systems optimized for 

electric guitar 

Hartke Systems 
Transient Attack »» 

Hartke Systems: extusis.rely distributed worldwide by 

Samson Technologies Corp. 
134 Fulton Avenue, Hempstead, New Ya-K 11550 
(516) 4892203 TLX 284696 SAM UR FAX (516)4892418 
Send for free brochure. 

lemke Roos Import B.V., Amsterdam, Netherlands • Music Productiv, bbenbuehren, W. Germany • Paul Farrarr Sound, London, U.K. 

Tom Lee Music, Hong Kong • THK Company, Inc., Kobe, Japan 

Hartke Systems and Samson Technologi' es Corp. are not associated with the manufacturers of other pÉtured equipment. 011837 Swoon lachrdoples 



SDX 
16 voice— I6 bit sampling percussion system 

Up to 88 seconds of sampling at 44.1 KHz 

Zone Intelligent drum and cymbal pads— 

up to 9 samples assignable per pad— 
selected by dynamic and strike position 

Real-time recorder option with on-screen 
editing and SMPTE 

SCSI 

MIDI 

User friendly, on-screen programming 

Unrivalled sensitivity and player control 

The ultimate instrument for drummers, and 
people who record drums. 

Simmons—redefining the standard for 
professional electronic percussion. 

:S MONS: 
Simmons Electronics Limited, Alban Park. Hatfield Road, St, Albans, Herts AL4 OJH, Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines). 

Simmons Electronics GmbH, Emil-Hoffman-Strafk 7a. 5000 Koln 50. Tel: 022 366 76 66. 
Simmons USA, 23917, Craftsman Road, Calabasas, Ca. 91302. Tel 818 884 2653. 

Simmons Japan, Beluna Heights 1B•1, 4-11, Hiroo 5-chome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan 150. Tel: 03 440 0991 
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CHARLIE 
WATTS 
BY SCOTT ISLER 

NEWS SUMMARY: 
STONES DRUMMER 
DENIES BREAKUP 

F
or Charlie Watts, meaningful 
conversation deals with his 
wife's horse-riding activities— 
or getting a pair of reading 

glasses—or a knowledgeable discussion 
of DerekJacobi's acting style—or (espe-
cially) post-war, pre-"free" jazz. For 
Charlie Watts, as for many people, 
meaningful conversation deals with just 
about anything except his job. 

Unfortunately for Watts, his job has 
assumed paramount importance to 
ridiculous numbers of humanity: For 
nearly a quarter-century he has occupied 
the drum seat in the Rolling Stones. No 
doubt lie is grateful for the role history 
has thrust upon him. But that doesn't 
mean he's willing to surrender the 
privacy that seems incompatible with 
such a privileged position. Con-
sequently, Watts has been the most 
reclusive Stone—the group's strong, 
steady heartbeat who's there when 
needed and invisible when not. 

In late 1985, though, Watts took an 
unprecedented step into the spotlight 
with the debut of his very own thirty-
two-piece orchestra playing mostly jazz 
standards of the 40s. This bigger-than-
big band gigged in a London jazz club, 
videotaped itself in concert before an 
invited audience, and even made it 
across the Atlantic for a handful of dates. 
They returned this June for a more 
extensive cross-country tour. More 
remarkably still, Watts gave interviews 
(reportedly for the first time in nineteen 
years) to promote the events—a brave 
move from a guy who doesn't even like 
to answer the phone. 
"Nobody wants to talk to anybody else 

[in the band], y'see," he explains ingenu-
ously. "They generally say, 'How did you 
get the idea?' The other one is, 'What are 
the Rolling Stones doing?" 
Ah yes, the Rolling Stones. Since 

Watts premiered his band, the Stones 
themselves have released Dirty Work 

"I could never be a leader. I'm rot Duke Ellington." 

and apparently dissolved amid upcoming 
solo albums from Mick Jagger and Keith 
Richards. But not according to Watts. 
He says the Stones have always been a 
very open marriage: " together for 
weeks on end" when working, com-
pletely out of touch with each other when 
not. He doesn't sound worried. 
Then again, worrying in public isn't his 

style. Being in public isn't his style. 
Watts, forty-six, is only two years older 
than Mick Jagger but seems to accen-
tuate the contrast between himself and 
the Stones' fashion-conscious, age-
defying singer. The day of his big band's 
concert in New York's prestigious Avery 
Fisher Hall, Watts wears a double-
breasted navy blue blazer, a bue button-
down shirt, a conservative striped tie, 
grey trousers, black alligator loafers and 
turquoise socks (a rakish touch). His all-
grey hair was surprisingly long during his 
band's appearances late last year: now 
it's trimmed. He has a bald patch. Stones 
bassist Bill Wyman called him "dog-
faced." but Watts' creased features have 
taken on noble contours over the years. 
His soft, muzzled voice ignores initial h's 
and glottalization in general. 

He's in an Indian restaurant, but he's 
not eating. " I don't eat on the road very 
well, ever," he says. "I ate last night for 
the first time in four days." 

Is that healthy? 
"No. Being on the road is not healthy. 

I don't usually do this"—he points to a 
cigarette, half- smoked and extin-
guished, in an ashtray. " I don't smoke if 
I'm not working. When I started re-
hearsing I was on a pack a day. Three 
days later I was down to what I do now: 
a pack every two days. You smoke, you 
drink and, uh, everything. 'Cause you're 
just waiting to do something. That's 
what I'm doing now, waiting to do the 
next thing. And when you've done that 
you go somewhere else. Your time's not 
your own. It's not hard, but it's not your 
own. Everything is geared 'round these 
two hours that you're showing off. I find 
it quite wearing. Its a real drug, playing. 
There's nothing like applause. Especially 
if you're having fun doing it. I've been 
very lucky with the Stones. They're a 
very easy band to play with. Likewise 
with these." 

Watts' orchestra came as no surprise 
to anyone familiar with the drummer's 
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musical tastes. "When I was thirteen I 
wanted to play with Charlie Parker in 
New York and do all—I read what he did, 
not knowing what it ever meant to be 
drunk, to take—to jack up and all that. 
But I thought, god, what if! Imagine 
standing up there with a gold saxophone; 
it's like being Frank Sinatra to me." 

Although England was then experi-
encing a trad jazz boom (soon to degen-
erate to skiffle, and from there to rock 'n' 
roll), Watts didn't like banjo rhythm 
sections. The first instrumental he 
remembers liking was Earl Bostic's 
"Flamingo," which his big band now 

plays. His well-intentioned but mis-
guided parents bought him a banjo. 
Watts removed the neck and used its 
body as a drum. Nine years later, he had 
progressed, self-taught, to playing in 
Alexis Korner's pathbreaking Blues 
Incorporated. Then the Rolling Stones 
asked him in. You might know the rest. 
Or maybe not. "He seems to live in his 

own world," says Tony King, a business 
associate who's known Watts since 
1965. "He's always lived outside of rock 
'n' roll." A twenty-three-year marriage 
keeps him at his country home in En-
gland. He has a nineteen-year-old daugh-

THE  GANG'S  ALL  HERE. 

STEVE GADD • CORNELL DUPREE 
EDDIE GOMEZ • RICHARD TEE 

Led by superstar drummer Steve Gadd, "The Gadd Gang" 
brings together the universally-acclaimed talents of Cornell Dupree 
on guitar, Eddie Gomez on bass and Richard Tee on keyboards. 
Although Steve himself has appeared on over 400 albums—and is 

widely considered to be the premier drummer in the world 
today—"The Gadd Gang" marks his " solo" debut. It's about time. 

STEVE GADD AND 
"THE GADD GANG:' 
JOIN UP WITH THEM 

ON COLUMBIA 
RECORDS, CASSETTES 
AND COMPACT DISCS. 

Produced by Steve Gadd with Kiyoshi hoh. 

ter. She's with him in New York, and 
trying to attend a Duran Duran concert. 
"She saw them in England," Watts 
chuckles. "But there's nobody here of 
her age who would want to go see them!" 

Reclusiveness has its drawbacks. It 
allows rumors to breed in the absence of 
proof to the contrary. Given Watts' 
longterm membership in the notorious 
Stones, and affinity for jazz—he wrote a 
children's book about Charlie Parker (!) 
in the early 60s—speculation inevitably 
grew about his own drug use. Watts says 
he's been "very lucky. I don't really take 
drugs like that, know what I mean? I'm 
not saying I haven't taken them; I'm 
saying it was not a way of life with me. 
You've seen guys like that, or you've 
been into it—it's like living hell. It's very 
hard to get out of. You could stop and 
step back, which I've always been lucky 
enough to do, 'cause I've always had a 
home to go to." 

Watts grumbles about how even this 
sixteen-day tour has taken him away 
from home. He acknowledges, though, 
that "if you're a drummer, you have to 
play with people. And to play with people 
you have to travel. It's worth it when 
you've had nights like we've had." 
The orchestra has received mixed 

notices, mostly because of its size: 
Seven trumpets, five trombones, a 
dozen reeds, two vibraphones, piano, 
two double-basses and three sets of 
drums can be overwhelming. Watts 
delights in all the British talent he's 
assembled. "It's so big!" he says glee-
fully. "It is an incredible thing to see, isn't 
it?" The band's size is a result of Watts' 
inability to exclude any of his favorite 
musicians. Several are free-jazz players; 
trombonist Annie Whitehead, an exuber-
ant soloist, notes, "It's good discipline, 
reading the charts." 

Their first visit to New York drew 
Stones fans expecting—what? A Keith 
Richards guest shot? The Blood, Sweat 
and Tears arrangement "Symphony For 
The Devil"? (For all its bulk, Watts' band 
has no vocalists.) This time around, the 
rockers are more polite—or perhaps just 
staying away. The Washington, D.C. 
date was downscaled from a theater to a 
club. "The audiences are marvelous," 
Watts says, "but it's the amount." He 
frets that the band may not be popular 
enough "to sell hall to hall....I'm sure 
they don't promote it; they can't be." 
These responsibilities are new to 

Watts. In other respects, the band is his 
in name only. "I'm not the bandleader," 
he admits. Saxophonist "Bobby [Wellins] 
is the bandleader. He's respected, he 
didn't mind doing it, and he has all the 

"Columbia," It are trademarks of CBS Inc. (!:) 1987 CBS Inc 



HEADROOM TO BURN. 
Let your solos soar. 
Let your breaks blast. 
No matter how many synthesizer 

tracks you lay down, no matter how hot 
the output, a Tascam 300 Series mixer can 
take it. You'll get greater input sensiivity 
and more headroom than you'll ever need. 
So your sound is neve- limited by what 
your mixing board can handle. 

Thirty years of Tascam engineering 
make each 300 Series mixer as versatile 
as it is easy to use. Five complete submix 
systems cover every multiple or alternate 
mix situation. Signal routing is easy from 
the top panel, so you'll rarely need to 
patch. Back panel inputs allow complete 
flexibility, providing mic and line, balanced 
and unbalanced, XLR, quarter-inch and 
RCA jacks. 

But these aren't just studio prima 
donnas. Pack them up and take them on 
the road. A solid steel subchassis anchors 
the electronics, whiie the rugged casing 
seals out abuse. They're built to take it, and 
deliver the same sophisticated sound-
handling on stage you'd expect from a 

prized studio performer. 
When you're burning up the tracks, 

don't settle for a mixing board that can't 
take the heat. Get a Tascam 300 Series 
mixer. They love it hot. 

_ 
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TASCAM 

e 1987 TEAC Corporaton pf Arnenct, 7733 Telegrapt- Road, Montebello, 
CA 90640 213/726-0303. 



The Passionate, Jogous Cr 
of the 
Flamenco Guitar... 
PACO 
deLUCIA 

SIROCO 
—A wind that blows 

through the soul in magical, 
rhythmic celebration—by a world master 
of the guitar • 8 incredible performances! 

AVAILABLE ON VERVE COMPACT DISCS, HIGH QUALITY XDR CASSETTES AND AUDIOPHILE LPS. 

More than 
just notes. 
EMG Pickups. 
You want more than just the 
notes you play. With an EMG, 
get the response you need 
from a pickup. Get the 
performance you put into it. 

Ita 77 /G1 PO, Box 4394 
Santa Rosa, CA 95402 

1111111111 (707) 525-9941 
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terminology. Songwriters like Mick and 
Keith will say, 'Oh, we'll do that bit 
again.' If there's a musical term and you 
talk to thirty people and they've got it all 
written out, they've got their pencils to 
mark that. They use words like—I 
mean, I know them, I've just never used 
them. If there's a discrepancy in how it 
should go, they'll just say, 'What do you 
think?' I'll say what I think, or 'I don't 
know.' But I could never be a leaden" 

Watts' reticence extends to the 
Stones as well. He is definitely not a 
studio creature; he lays down his tracks 
and gets out. Asked what he considers to 
be his best drumming on record, he 
laughs. "I never listen to them. The only 
time I like listening to them is if I get in a 
car and it's on the radio. But I could 
never play them. I can play anybody 
else, but I can't play my own." 
Such modesty approaches self-efface-

ment. "I'm not important enough to 
write about," he says. More than one 
associate sums up this quiet, shy person 
as "gentleman"—an impression rein-
forced .by Watts' dress, bearing and 
amount of leisure time. Forty-six may 
not be the median age for a rock 'n' roller, 
but it means nothing in a jazz career. 
Watts, though, citing laziness, has 
trouble dealing with his self-proclaimed 
"retirement." "I don't know what to do!" 
he says in a rare introspective moment. 

continued on page 26 

CHARLIE'S MI, DARLING 

A
sk Charlie Watts to describe his 
drum kit and he'll say "Gretsch." 
Ask for more detail and he'll re-
peat himself. So instead we turn 
to Chuch Magee, Watts' drum 

technician for the last twelve years, for 
this breakdown: His "jazz kit," used with 
the big band, consists of a 14x6 snare, 
9x13 ride tom, 16x16 floor tom and 
twenty-inch bass drum with a felt beater 
on an old Speed King pedal. Yes, they're 
all Gretsch; Watts particularly prefers the 
late 40s/early 50s vintages. His cymbals 
are a twenty-inch riveted sizzle China and 
twenty-two-inch riveted thin sizzle, both 
by Zildjian, and an eighteen-inch flat ride. 
High-hats are a set of old fourteen-inch 
Rogers. For the Stones, Watts uses the 
same drum sizes but removes the flat ride 
cymbal and adds a twenty-two-inch cast 
(unspun) cymbal, a riveted Chinese bell 
cymbal and a small ice bell cymbal. His 
sticks are Joe Morellos, his brushes old-
style round steel Ludwigs. Don't dare 
utter the phrase "electronic percussion" 
in Watts' presence; he hates the stuff. 
"We tried syndrums when they came 
out," Magee sighs, but they were "just 
not" Charlie. 
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333-9100   2 

Kurzweil — 411 Waverley Oaks Rd.. Waltham, MA 
02154 (617) 893-5900   63 

Paul Reed Smith Guitars — 1812 Virginia Ave , 
Annapolis. MD 21401 ( 301) 263-2701   57 

Peavey — 71 1 A St, Meridian, MS 39301 (601) 
483-5365  38-39 

QSC Audio — 1926 Placentia Ave., Costa Mesa, 
CA 92627 (714) 645-2540  61 

Ramsa — 6550 Katella Ave., Cypress, CA 90630 
(714) 895-7275   59 
Rane — 65 10 216th S.W., Mountlake Terrace, WA 
98043 (206) 774-7309   45 

Recording Workshop — 455A MasSeville Road. 
Chillicothe, OH 45601 (800) 848-9900   62 

Rickenbacker International Corp. — 3895 So. 
Main St., Santa Ana, CA 92707 (714) 545-5574 ... 64 

Roland — 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, 
CA 90040 (213) 685-5141   4, 28-29 

RotoSound — James How Industries Ltd., Unit One, 
Morewood Close, Sevenoaks, Kent TNI 3 2HU, 
England (0732) 450838  56 

Sam Ash — 124 Fulton Ave., Hempstead, NY 1 1550 
  106 

Shure Brothers Inc. — 222 Harvey Ave.. Evanston, 
IL 60202 (312) 866-2200  35 

Simmons — 23917 Craftsman Rd., Calabasas, CA 
91302 (818) 884-2653   14 

Sonus — 21430 Strathern St. H. Canoga Park, CA 
91304 (8 18) 702-0992  65 

Steinberger — 122 S. Robinson Ave., Newburgh. 
NY 12550 (914) 565-4005  48 

Tascam — 7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA 
90640 (213) 726-0303   17,85 

TC Electronics — RO. Box 5039, 52 Woodbine St, 
Bergenfield, NJ 07621 (201) 384-4221   24 

Vesta Fire — Midco International. RO. Box 748. 
Effingham IL 62401 (217) 342-9211   77 

Yamaha — 6600 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park. 
CA 90620 (714) 522-901 I   41, 66-67, 116 

Young Chang America — 13336 Alondra Blvd.. 
Cerritos, CA 90701 (213) 926-3200   87 

Zeta Systems — 2823 9th St., Berkeley, CA 94710 
(415) 849-9648   44 
Zildjian — 22 Longwater Dr., Norwell, MA 02061 
(617) 871-2200   7 
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Understanding 

FurtherAdventures in the 
Digital Music Paradise, 

including Sampling, MIDI 
Guitar and Percussion, 
and much, much more. 

SIMPLY MIDI 
Announcing the publication of Understanding MIDI II. our 
all-new, all- MIDI special edition. While volume one provides a 
basic introduction to MIDI, Understanding MIDI II takes a 
closer look at specific MIDI technologies: making complex 
systems more orderly with MIDI mergers and switchers, 
synching MIDI-sequenced tracks to tape and how to use signal 
processing to get more out of your analog equipment. Plus 
special sections on the application of sampling, the MIDI guitar 
explosion, and complete 1987 MIDI product buyer's guide. 

Choose one or order both, but tune in to MIDI today. 

Please send me• 

UNDERSTANDING MIDI 

UNDERSTANDING MIDI II 

Order both and save' 

UNDERSTANDING MIDI 

(volumes I and II) 

copies ($3.95 each) 
copies ($3.95 each) 

copies ($6.90) 
(Add $ 1.00 postage and handling for each copy.) 
Total 

Send check to: UNDERSTANDING MIDI 
P.O. Box 701. Gloucester, MA 01931-0701 
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MICHAEL 
BRECKER 
BY TOM MOON 

A SESSION ACE 
SWEARS OFF 

SAFE SAX-FOR NOW 

M
ichael Brecker, consummate 
saxophonist under pressure, 
wants to explain why he's 
waited twenty years to 

make his first statement as a leader. The 
pauses between his thoughts hang in the 
air of his Bowery loft unresolved, like 
courtroom drama. 

"I was scared. Simple?" he finally 
blurts, releasing the tension in the room. 
"That's the truth. I always had buffers, 
cooperative groups that were shelters. I 
finally felt okay with my playing, finally 
felt I could do it." 
So the interval-crunching titan of con-

temporary tenor saxophone is human. 
That's nice to know, because Brecker's 
more often viewed as a hired gun, 
perhaps the best in the business—a 
supremely adaptable, technically unri-
valed asset to nearly any production. He 
gives the people what they want. He is 
macho-chopso. He plays sleek, he plays 
gutsy, he flutter-tongues, he growls— 
you know the sound in a heartbeat. 
Heard it on records by James Taylor, 
Cameo, Eric Clapton and Donald Fagen. 
Call him and he'll lay down eight bars of 
his soul for your next hit song. 

But who is he? With the exception of a 
few experimental projects, Brecker has 
rarely revealed more personal music. As 
a professional collaborator, he's sharp-
ened his saxophone skills and exploded 
his blues-funk bag into a whole genre, 
bringing the angular, quartal-harmony-
based "Brecker lick" to a baroque level 
of refinement. But technical mastery 
does not an individual make; his pres-
ence had become at once ubiquitous and 
transparent. The time came for Michael 
Brecker to put his balls on the block. 

Brecker assembled an elite group of 
jazz musicians for the occasion, including 
guitarist Pat Metheny, bassist Charlie 
Haden, keyboardist Kenny Kirkland and 
drummer Jack DeJohnette. Other 
friends (guitarist Mike Stern, pianist 

"I realized that I don't really like things that perfect." 

Don Grolnick, who acted as producer) 
helped hatch compositional vehicles for 
Brecker's brand of improvisation— 
sweeping modal pedal-points punctuated 
by changes in rhythm and texture. He 
avoided drum machines and funk 
grooves, elements of his recent output 
with Steps Ahead. At home in the world 
of endless overdubs, he made Michael 
Brecker almost entirely live ( though 
adding his new toy, the Electronic Wind 
Instrument synthesizer, afterwards). 
The studio-savvy Brecker found live-

to-tape recording difficult. "One of the 
dangers doing studio work," he discov-
ered, "and there's a lot of them, is the 
tendency to make things neat. I realized 
this time that I don't really like things 
that peefect. On my favorite jazz records, 
there are quirks of personality, mis-
takes, whatever, that make them great. 
The challenge was to not repair things." 

Brecker runs down his primary influ-
ences as if reading a recipe: "Wayne 
[Shorter], Joe [Henderson], Charlie 
Parker, Lester Young, Miles, Sonny, 
'Trane. Weather Report was a huge 
influence on me—you'd have to put 
Zawinul in there, too. Piano players— 

Herbie, McCoy, Wynton Kelly, Chick— 
and trumpet players and drummers." 
Asked about Stevie Wonder, whose 
harmonica solos are marked by a lyricism 
not unlike Brecker's own, he bursts out, 
"God yes, he's a big influence. What can 
you say about Stevie?" 

In other words, as Pat Metheny points 
out, "he loves all kinds of music. You 
hear him with Dire Straits and he's not 
just playing for the bread. The reason I 
think it's taken him so long to make his 
own record is that he's been given the 
opportunity to play so many different 
styles, been exposed to the range of 
possibilities. It's got to be a heavy 
decision what to pursue." 
What emerged was a blowing record, 

though not quite like the blowing records 
Brecker has played on in the past, the 
Hal Galper sides and Horace Silver's 
Pursuit Of The 27th Man; the Mike Nock 
explorations or the Chick Corea studio 
date Three Quartets. There's more at-
tention to mood, almost an obsession 
with the development of peaks and val-
leys. There's also a hint of the open-
ended ensemble writing that best served 
Steps Ahead, employed here as a spring- O
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PAT METHENY GROUP 
Pat Metheny 

Lyle Mays 

Steve Rodby 

Paul Wertico 

Armando Marçal 

David Blamires 

Mark Ledford 

Dgmalty %coed. 7), Genen Recce. 

ane Cce,x10.scs 

nulite(talking) 
The New Album Featuring "So May It Secretly Begin" and "Last Train Home" 

U.S.S.R.. JUNE 5-JUNE 25 
EUROPE JUNE 28-JULY 25 

U.S. TOUR 

AUG. 4 

AUG. 5 

AUG. 6 

AUG. 7/8 

AUG. 10 

AUG. 11 

AUG. 12 

AUG. 13 

AUG.. 14 

AUG. 16 

AUG. 17 

AUG. 18 

AUG. 19 

Artpark Festival, Lewiston, N.Y 

Roy Thompson Hall, Toronto, Canada 

National Arts Center. Ottawa. Canada 

Place Des Arts, Montreal, Canada 

Filene Center. Vienna, VA. 

Mann Music Center Philadelphia. PA. 

Bushnell Memorial Hall. Hartford, CT. 

Concerts on the Commons, Boston, MA. 

Radio City Music Hall. New York. N.Y. 

Nautica Amphitheatre, Cleveland. OH. 

Meadowbrook, Detroit MI. 

The Ravine Festival, Highland Park IL. 

Orchestra Hall. Minneapolis, MN. 

AUG. 20 Sandstone. Kansas City 

AUG. 22 Red Rocks, Dem.er, CO. 

AUG. 24 Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ. 

AUG. 25 San Diego St. University. San Diego. CA. 

AUG. 26 Santa Barbara County Bowl, Santa Barbara. CA. 

AUG. 27 Pacific Amphitheatre, Costa Mesa, CA. 

AUG. 28 The Greek Theatre, Los Angeles, CA. 

AUG. 29 The Greek Theatre. University of 

California, Berke'ey, CA. 
AUG. 30 Pioneer Theatre, Reno. NH. 

SEP 1 Britt Gardens Pavilion, Jacksonville, OR. 

SEP 2 Hult Center. Eugene. OR. 

SEP 3 Civic Auditorium. Portland. OR. 

SEP 4 Expo Center, Vancouver, Canada 

SEP 5 Paramount Theatre. Seattle. WA. 

JAPAN OCTOBER 1987 
BRAZIL/ARGENTINA NOVEMBER 1987 
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board for more spontaneous exchanges. 
The arrangements are minimal (à la 
Metheny's tumultuous 80181) but essen-
tial—make or break road maps. 

Brecker acknowledges 80181, which 
also paired Haden and DeJohnette, as a 
turning point. "The beauty of playing 
with these guys is that they are experts 
at spontaneously creating a mood. There 
was something that came out of that 
record, and the European tour we did. 
The way I played was more me. It was 
the way I had been playing all along, but I 
never had the chance to do it on record." 

Says Haden: "We all knew Michael's 

Sec ia y Dricec 
stucio songs anc 

work before 80181, but none of us were 
prepared for the tour. We would be 
amazed, nightly, at the constant inven-
tions, the freshness. He's the ultimate 
saxophone player " 

But it's also significant that Michael 
Breckees most striking saxophone work 
occurs when there's little—or nothing— 
going on around him. Ever since his King 
Curtis blues cop opened the first Dreams 
record back in 1970, he's been a cadenza 
specialist. He can conjugate the whole 
history of the saxophone with a two-
minute solo workout on "I Got Rhythm" 
changes. Like a prodigy crossing lost 

A • • 

bun featuring 3 new 
ive songs inclucing: 

WHITE COATS 
51ST STATE 

"Our music has -affected small 
numbers of people a lot, whereas 
other sorts of music affect 
large numbers of people a little': 

et*. e - -• • \ .Slade the Leveller, • • • 
Caiedet. C1987 thit Re'''tts LI& lead singer New Model Army 

languages, Brecker binds an internalized 
post-Coltrane harmonic concept with the 
phrasing of Lester Young, the rhythmic 
jumbles of Joe Henderson, the lucidity of 
Steve Grossman and the lyricism of 
Stevie Wonder. 
When he begins to truly improvise, 

however, he sounds like jabbing, roiling, 
instant-on Michael Brecker, whose solo 
chops came together by playing duets 
with drummers. "I love the combination 
of saxophone and drums. When I was 
learning to play in Philadelphia, I would 
get with this drummer, Eric Gravatt, and 
just play. Eric used to set the clock for an 
hour; we'd play non-stop. So I wanted to 
do that with Jack. 

"I play drums myself," he continues. 
"I learned so I could reverse roles, 
thinking it would teach me what drum-
mers like to hear from a saxophonist." 

Brecker has always been conscious of 
what people want to hear from him. Until 
now, his path has not been an evolution so 
much as a parade. He's grown, but more 
significantly, the scenery has changed. 
Ever the chameleon, he changed with it. 

Born in 1949 in the Cheltenham sub-
urb of Philadelphia, Brecker learned the 
basics of music from his father, a lawyer 
and part-time jazz pianist. His earliest 
musical memory is of his father playing 
Clifford Brown records. He enrolled as a 
pre-med student in college, but in less 
than a year was following his brother, 
trumpet player Randy Brecker, to Indi-
ana University's music school. Another 
year, and Michael was following his 
brother to New York. 
He calls Randy's influence "enor-

mous. He was three years ahead of me, 
so I'd always check out what he was 
listening to. He'd come home on breaks 
and we'd get together and jam. It was a 
great education." 

Manhattan was good to the brothers. 
There were Randy's tours with Blood, 
Sweat and Tears, scattered jazz gigs and 
Michael's three-a-day sessions. Then 
there was the time Michael popped a 
vein in his neck from playing too hard; his 
doctors told him to change careers. 
(Brecker still wears an elastic support 
when he plays.) Dreams, built around 
the improvising horn section of Michael, 
Randy and trombonist Barry Rogers, re-
corded two jazz-meets-rock albums for 
Columbia. This spread the word: From 
1973 on, the Breckers were in demand 
for pop horn sections as well as jazz. 

Recording as the Brecker Brothers in 
1975, they perfected a slick, uptown-
funky show band concept. "We've always 
been very close musically," Michael 
explains. "We have that telepathy that 
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FEATURING 

Lips Like Sugar 

New Direction 

The Game 
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seems to accompany brothers." 
Following a string of successful al-

bums, the duo invested in a Greenwich 
Village nightclub, Seventh Avenue South. 
"I learned my lesson," Michael says 
bitterly, though he acknowledges a void 
in New York's club scene, particularly for 
fusion, since its demise. "I don't intend 
to get involved with any more jazz clubs. 
For eight years it was financially just a 
disaster. By the end we were up to our 
necks in alligators." 
He talks reluctantly about other studio 

projects, those bread-and-butter guest 
spots that have spread his name through-

out the music world. He's only proud of a 
few guest solos—those recorded for 
James Taylor, Cameo, Carly Simon, 
Donald Fagen and Dire Straits. " I get 
very involved with musicians of this 
stature. I really try to compose a solo; it 
depends on what's needed. There are 
times I really feel like I can't come up 
with what's needed—especially when it 
gets into that Clarence Clemons area." 

But Brecker's studio work has been 
colored by intermittent challenges— 
notably his work with orchestration 
genius Claus Ogerman on the Gate Of 
Dreams collection and as featured soloist 

Stand On Higher Ground 

With Eric Johnson's Choice* 
Incredibly transparent, absolutely silent, 

rich thick analog chorusing. 

This is the remarkable pedal you have read about in interview after interview with top gui-
tar players. IC's amazing Stereo Chorus Flanger has a higher frequency response and a 
higher signal to noise ratio than any rack unit. 

*Eric also uses T.C.'s Booster/Distortion and Sustain/Parametric 
pedals. 

t.c. electronic 
Transparent Silence 

For the "Sound of Silence Literature 

Write To T.C. Electronics. Dept. 5 

52 Woodbine St., P.O. Box 5039 
Bergenfield. N.J. 07621 

on Ogerman's ambitious Cityscape. 
Brecker considers that album one of two 
career high-water marks. (The other is 
the Brothers' Heavy Metal BeBop.) "I 
always like playing with strings, particu-
larly when they're arranged like that," he 
declares. "I was concentrating on lyri-
cism, on the emotional parts. That music 
had a life of its own." 
Journeyman work continued: Brecker 

played in the Saturday Night Live band 
for a season, then hooked up with vibra-
phonist Mike Mainieri for a series of live 
gigs and a double-album called Blue 
Montreaux. That led to Steps Ahead, yet 
another collective. Brecker says he 
spent whole chunks of the past two years 
working on the third domestic Steps 
Ahead release, Magnetic—an effort he 
concedes "quite possibly might have 
been a little overproduced." 

If Brecker's self-criticism seems 
circumspect, so is his confidence. His 
new direction is like a work in progress, 
he suggests, one that may take several 
albums to congeal. But there are signs 
he is making a commitment: "I really 
want to restrict iny activities," he says, 
allowing that he'll be more selective 
about future studio work. 
And he feels he's in the right place to 

do that. "The Impulse label has strong 
associations for me. It was almost 
overwhelming at first—they said, 'Make 
a creative record,' and I talked with 
[MCA jazz division president] Ricky 
Schultz at length about it just to make 
sure I wasn't hearing the wrong mes-
sage. My formative years revolved 
around Impulse records. It's really a 
privilege to record for Impulse. We tried 
to do something in that tradition, but do 
it in a way that is meaningful to me now. 
It brought out something in my playing 
which I haven't often captured." 74 

SAX AND SYNTH 

M
ichael Brecker says that learn-
ing the EWI Steinerphone, a 
wind-driven synthesizer invent-
ed by Los Angeles trumpet-man 
Nyles Steiner and now manufac-

tured by Akai, is like learning a new 
instrument. A rectangular box about the 
size of a dime-store kaleidoscope, it's 
fingered somewhat like a saxophone, with 
one dramatic difference: Instead of one 
octave key there are ten. 

Brecker also MIDIs the rack-mountable 
EWI to an Oberheim Xpander, Akai S-900 
sampler and Yamaha TX modules. 

Brecker still plays a Selmer Mark VI 
tenor saxophone, of course, and uses a 
Dave Guardala handmade mouthpiece 
with a tip opening equivalent to that of an 
Otto Link # 7, with La Voz medium reeds. 
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Black Saint & Soul Note... 
Number One Jazz Labels in the Down Beat Critics Poll 

for the fourth consecutive year. 



GROVER WASHINGTON, JR. 

LIGHT UP YOUR NIGHT 
WITH THE SOUND 

OF "STRAWBERRY MOON." 

"Strawberry Moon" is the new 
album from Grammy-winner 

Grover Washington, Jr. 

Grover has been dazzling listeners for 
years with his spellbinding 

performances on alto, soprano and 
tenor sax. And now he's enlisted 

guitarist B.B. King,' Jean Carne and 
newcomer Spencer Harrison for their 

tour-de-force vocals on his new album. 

"Strawberry Moon." It lights 
up the night with the magic of 

Grover Washington, ir. 

FEATURING THE NEW SINGLE, 
"SUMMER NIGHTS." 

ON COLUMBIA RECORDS, CASSETTES 
AND COMPACT DISCS. 

• Appears courtesy of MCA Records, Inc. 
78Priears courtesy of Omni Records. 

Producer: Grover Washington, Jr. except "Summer Nights" 
produced by Marcus Miller and " I Will Be Here For You" co-

produced by Michael J. Powell and Grover Washington, Jr. 
Executive Producer: George Butler. 

.'Colombia," k" are trademarks of CBS Inc. 1987 CBS Inc. 

WATTS from page 18 
"I don't know if I like being on the road, 
with a suitcase. Two-and-a-half weeks is 
enough for me. God-damn." 
He denies thinking about aging, but 

admits its effect. " I don't play records as 
much as I used to. If I do, I tend to go for 
Charlie Parker, Duke Ellington or the 
Four Tops—which is another sign of 
age, I think." 
The big band gets his juices flowing, 

but in a curiously distant way. "I feel 
responsible for things going right," 
Watts says. "Other than that, I don't look 
upon it as my project at all. You just sit 
there and be paid, instead of paying, to 
listen to people like [bassists] Ron 
Matthewson and David Green. For me 
it's totally self-indulgent. I'm not Duke 
Ellington. I don't really know where to 
go with it, either.... Everybody in this 
band has got so many other things to do, 
even outside of music. It's quite relaxed 
in that respect. Which takes that 'going 
for it' edge off it. I was never like that, 
anyway. The dynamo of that was Mick 
and Keith. I'm not that sort of person." 
At the Fisher Hall sound check that 

afternoon, the Charlie Watts band is a 
motley assembly of T-shirts, sport 
shirts, slacks, blue jeans and running 
shoes—all except the natty Watts. 
Between run-throughs he sits placidly 
behind his drums, twirling his sticks. 
That evening the band has donned their 
customary formal wear—except Watts: 
He wears a vest and no tie, and removes 
his jacket before sitting down at the 
drums. (Whatever he says, he is the 
boss.) The 2700-seat hall is less than half 
full. As the band kicks into Charlie 
Barnet's "Skyliner," Watts breaks into a 
grin that rarely leaves his face when he's 
surrounded by this behemoth of talent. 
Playing with this group, he looks like he's 
having the time of his life. 
And he doesn't have to say a word. 

ACOUSTIC from page56 
"That's when it's really fun to stretch 

the acoustic sound and see what you can 
do with it. It's such a rich sound to begin 
with. There's so much body, such nice 
low end, and round, pear-shaped mid-
range and high tones. Electric guitar can 
be so Cro-Magnon. Onstage I'll run the 
acoustic guitar through a digital delay and 
stretch it. I'll feed long pedal tones into a 
long delay program and then hold them, 
and we can play around those like you 
might play around a tambura drone. Give 
me a drone and a twelve-string and I'm 
happy." a 
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DON'T JUST 
TAKE THE STAGE. 
OWN IT. 
Whether you're play ing for 20 

people or 20000, you have to 
control every aspect of your 
sound. JBL's new Performance 
Series is a complete line of 
speaker systems that incorpo-
rate the same unique tech-
nology that has made us the 
dominant force in international 
tour sound. They let you rock 
louder, longer, and with more 
versatility than any other stage 
speakers in their class. 

Theresa Performance Series 
systen for every stage need: 
monitor, vocal and instrument 
reinforcement, even a high-
frequency power pack for 
custom loading. 

JBL's new Performance Series. 
They're the perfect speakers for 
the next important stage in your 
career...the one you command 
tonight. Hear them perform at 
your local 1BL dealer today. 

Ili 1BL Professionat 
8500 Balboa Blvd 
Northridge, CA 91329 

e--

THE NEW PERFORMANCE SERIES BY JBL . 
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INTRODUCING THE GM-70 
GR-MIDI CONVERTER 

• 
FATCH BRANCH 

BB ROLRN2 GM- q0 
ND—BRANCH—STRING— SELECT PROGRAM— TRANSPOSE 

A 

FUNC tl lit 

6 

2 3 4 

9 0 EINTEri 

POWER 

• 
At least fifty percent of a guitar's sound comes from 
the unique performance technique that is exclusively 
its territory— string bending, picking, hammers on, 
strumming — no other instrument has this range of 
expressive control. So when Roland set out to open 
the world of MIDI to the guitarist, our first priority 
was to preserve every ounce of 
that technique, and allow 
guitarists that same expressive 
control over MIDI sound 
sources. The result is the 
GM-70 GR-MIDI Converter, 
the first device ever to convert 
every nuance of the guitar's 
performance into MIDI data 
that can drive synthesizers, samplers, sequencers, or 
any other MIDI instruments. The GM-70 GR-MIDI 
Converter's tracking is incredibly fast, with no glitches, 
warbles, or false triggers. All of this is made possible by 
a 16 bit processor and advanced MIDI control teamed 
(of course) with 
Roland's years of 
experience in guitar 
synthesis. The 
GM-70 GR-MIDI 
Converter works 
with your own 
guitar equipped 
with the GK- 1 
Synthesizer Driver, 
and a balance control on the GK- 1 allows you to mix 
your normal guitar sound with that of the MIDI 
sound modules. The GK- 1 Driver and pickup mount 
simply to most guitars without professional 
installation, and can be easily removed if desired. And, 

TYPICAL GM-70 SETUP 

there are no special requirements for string gauge— 
just whatever works best for you. A Roland "G Series" 
guitar can also work with the GM-70. Either way 
provides a simple set-up with one cord that goes from 
your guitar into the GM-70 and from there into the 
world of MIDI. The GM-70 GR-MIDI Converter has 

programming ability 
for 128 patches to 
be stored in its 
memory, and each 
can contain data for 
MIDI Channel 
Assignment, 
Program Change, 

ELECTRIC GUITAR 
WITH GR I 

or 

(.SERIES GUITAR 
CONTROLLER  

GM-70 

MIDI SOUND SOURCES 

MKS- 50 

MKS-70 

NI KS- ',IDO 

NI RS-20 

etc. 

FC- 100 FOOT CONTROLLER 

Level, Bend, 
Velocity— and not only can the GM-70 control MIDI 
sound modules, but also MIDI effects devices too. For 
even more control, all of the patch switching can be 
done via the optional FC-100 Foot Controller, the only 
pedal you'll ever need on stage. The advanced MIDI 
capabilities of the GM-70 are simply too extensive to 
be listed here, but among them are the ability to send 
Mono or Poly Guitar signals in many configurations 
even to the point of sending to a different MIDI 
module for each string. Imagine layering synth bass 
with piano and acoustic guitar, then mixing all of that 
with your normal guitar sound. With the GM-70's 
control over MIDI, the possibilities are endless. Find 
out why so many of the top pro musicians are already 
using the Roland GM-70 GR-MIDI Converter and 
GK- 1 Driver. Find out just how much more 
performance a MIDI module can deliver, when it's 
being driven by the finest MIDI Converter— the 
Roland GM-70. RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion 
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ANDY 
SUMMERS 
MOVES 
ON 

The Police's guitarist, 
now running his own private 
security force, wants to make 

a point about the past. 

By Jock Baird 



I
t's a sweaty evening at Manhattan's Studio 
Instrument Rentals, and Andy Summers is 

putting his new touring band through its 

paces in the main rehearsal room. Sum-
mers stands and delivers at the vocal mike 

at stage center, earnestly singing tracks from his 

new solo LP, XYZ, and then pulling away to tear 

off ringing, stinging guitar solos on his cherry red 

Strat. It's a tight little band cooking behind him, 

and the journalist leans over and asks Andy's 

personal engineer/techie Dennis Smith who the 

players are. Smith readily complies: "The 

drummer's name is Aaron Amun, the bassist is 

Alan Thompson, the keyboardist is Tom Eyre, 

spelled E-Y-R-E, and that guy in the middle, 

singing the songs," nods Smith, indicating 

Summers, "his name is spelled S-T- I-N-G." 
An idle jest, perhaps, until Summers kicks into 

"Nowhere," which reprises his much-admired riff 

from "Message In A Bottle," and follows with a 

punchy version of the Police classic " I Can't 

Stand Losing You." For a guy who seldom 

opened his mouth onstage during the last years 

of the Police, Andy Summers is doing one hell of 

a good Sting. Not everything in the show or on 

XYZ is so clearly cop-related, but the album is 

rich with just the kind of adventurous pop 

atmospherics that fueled the Police's best 

work—especially its early work. 

It shouldn't amaze anyone that Summers 

would be able to evoke that same feeling 

instrumentally—after all, as he vigorously 

maintains, he was an important contributor to the 

Police's success—but it's very surprising that he 

would take on the role of lead writer and singer as 

well, and even more surprising that he could pull 

it off so convincingly. Two years ago he was 

intent on putting as much distance as he could 

between himself and his Police duties, culminat-

ing in the second of his off-the-cuff guitar duet 

LPs with Robert Fripp, Bewitched. Back then he 

was functioning first as the loyal opposition, later 

as the guerilla opposition. A track like " Mother" 

could only have been added to Synchronicity by 

a troublemaker. Now, with the release of XYZ, it's 

almost like Summers has formed a government 

in exile. 

"Wonderful! You've given me a good theme to 

start on," smiles Summers, joining our table at a 

chic Village pasta palace. " Let me comment on 

your comments. Since Sting was obviously the 

principal writer and wrote the pop songs, there 

was no point in competing with him. He didn't 

want to sing anyone else's songs anyway. So my 

only tactic was the more off-the-wall stuff. Also 

there has to be a certain amount of astringency, 

and I was the one who provided the lemon juice, 
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in that sense. Otherwise we might have become a little too rich 
and sickening. It was the dryness my stuff provided, even 
going into the way I played guitar, the more astringent 
harmonies and the space. We weren't a fat and juicy group, we 
were lean and hard musically. 

"In terms of rejecting my role in the group, I guess that's 
something that's always been with me. I never wanted to be 
lost in any kind of movement or group that I didn't think was 
special. So I guess a lot of those things were crystallized in the 
Police with that tendency to want to flick off on my own. And 
one of the reasons to do that kind of music was so that there 
would be no confusion between my solo work and the Police. It 
would've made no sense to get into opposition with myself. But 
throughout all this, I had always carried the idea that one day I 
would do a vocal record and be the leader and write all my own 
songs. Even before the Police, I was sort of primed to do my 
own thing. I would've liked to have gotten this album out the 
first year after the Police, but it's taken a bit longer." 
Summers got sidetracked by soundtracks, aided and abetted 

by his taking up residence near Venice Beach in L.A. His first 
encounter with Hollywood was 2010, for which he did a synth-
funk remake of the 2001 theme. Summers saw it all as a fairly 
cold-blooded proposition, but got highly involved nonetheless. 
"They wanted to get a rock star to do the theme, and see if 
they could get a video on MTV. They came to me and paid me 
a lot of money and I did the track. Then, of course, they heard 
it and tore their hair out that it was too late to put it in the film. 
It was a piss-off, because I worked hard and did a very good 
version of it, and they should've ended the film with it." 
The sadder, wiser Summers hit paydirt on his next big film 

project, Down & Out In Beverly Hills. Introduced to director 
Paul Mazursky, Summers pulled out some of his prime home-
studio demo tapes and hooked him on one in particular. 
Summers worked fairly closely with Mazursky in adapting the 
track to Down & Out in Beverly Hills and producing variations, 
but even so, Summers' musical contributions seemed pretty 
far down in the mix of the actual film (though prominent on the 
soundtrack LP). "The politics are intense. It's such bullshit— 
it's Hollywood. Actually the biggest problem you have to face 
writing for film is they put in what they call their temp track as 
they're editing the film; they put in all this bullshit, anything. 
But they get so used to it that when you compose fresh, new 
music they can't make the adjustment over to the real stuff." 
Summers took full advantage of the windfall profits, though, 

purchasing a $100,000 Fairlight III to anchor his SMPTE-ready 
home studio setup. He's now something of a hot property in 
Hollywood and has another film score out late this summer, but 
recording XYZ put a detour in Andy's road to riches. The 
hardest part was saying no: "Everyone was calling me and I 
was turning down hundreds of thousands of dollars. Tough 
Guys was one, Nobody's Fool...." 

In one respect, the long-deferred solo LP was the direct 
result of his soundtracks: They had been the first non-
photographic work he'd presented to the public that had no 
collaborator. "It was down to me to put all that together. I had 
people around me to help, like the engineer and film editor and 
keyboard player, but I was pretty much on my own." 

In a sense, seeking out elite collaborators was a kind of 
crutch for Summers: "I think back on my career and my life and 
it's amazing how much has this incredible insecurity with it. But 
I think a lot of artists are the same. It's a search for where you 
belong in this great field of music. So you try a bit of this, then 
this is more me than this, no, I can't do that, it's not me at all. 
So I was very careful who I chose to play with, because they 
would be a reflection of me as well. I was very snobby about 

"I wanted to get back to that cool, stripped-down approach." 

that. I'm not sure if I feel that way now. I'm getting very strong 
ideas of my own." 
Thus did Summers throw himself into the making of that 

elusive solo record, enlisting producer/programmer David 
Hentschel and working at Devo's studio in L.A. There was no 
shortage of material: "I keep a sort of catalog of my musical 
ideas as I go along—when I have time. I always have things on 
cassettes and I have a notebook in which they're all charted in 
a weird sort of cryptic code that probably only I can under-
stand. So I had a backlog of stuff that I could dip into." 
Summers does indeed have a SMPTE-compatible home 

studio based around a Fostex 16-track, a Q-lock synchronizer 
and Sony U-matic mastering machine, but he's never been a 
big fan of homework: "I'm not too keen on demos. I've always 
preferred to go to the studio, going to this new framework, 
psychologically: 'Right, there's the engineer, now I've got to 
do it. ' That works better for me. I'm not one of these guys who 
can sit around and work away in his living room. It's not my 
thing." (His Fairlight is too expensive to be taken so lightly, 
however, and is at a studio where it can be rented during 
Andy's down-time.) 

Finally, Summers decided "the time was right to make the 
real commitment to time. It's scary, because it can take a lot of 
time to do one song which may not work out. But you have to 
take the plunge. And fairly early on, I was up for the idea of 
getting a great drummer and bass player to see if we could pull 
off the tracks that way. So I got two very famous guys, very 
good players, but the problem—which I'd encountered 
before—was that they couldn't really get the songs, and they 
couldn't understand the conception of the songs the way I did. 
They seemed to lower the material—I tried for three days with 
these guys and they just added their licks to what I was doing 
and it made no sense to me. They didn't seem to be able to play 
something simple. The drummer in particular... really, I was 
very angry because there was an attitude I didn't like. 
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"I'm just not interested in fighting for things anymore." 

"So after that weekend I said, 'No, it's not gonna work. Let's 
go back to doing it with drum machines and samples,' which I'd 
already gotten into doing for the film work. David Hentschel 
did all the programming. He's actually played drums a little bit 
himself, so he had that advantage." So Hentschel came up with 
those little Stewart Copelandesque touches like the off-beat 
snare on "Love Is The Strangest Way"? "Well, Stewart made 
an impact, let's face it, on anybody who's into drumming." 

This was a radical reversal from Summers' previous habit on 
the Fripp-Summers records of "putting a lot of paint on the 
canvas and peeling it away." Now he was building it up, adding 
only what worked. Sort of like the early Police albums, before 
all the sax overdubs, synth washes and whatnot took hold. "I 
wanted to get back, yeah. I was always sad that the Police.... 
You know I wasn't the only one in the group; Sting certainly 
had his say, obviously, and he'd go through certain fads and if 
he wanted saxophones on a song, there wasn't a lot I could do 
about it. But I was never into that—I was much more into the 
real cool, stripped-down approach. I tried to keep this record 
as light as I could." 

Could it be that Andy's contributions to the Police recipe 
became more "astringent" because the records became 
gradually sweeter and sweeter? "True. The difference 
between the first Police album (Outlandos d'Amour) and the 
fifth one (Synchronicity) is incredible. You see a big progres-
sion. I probably prefer the first one myself. It's very joyful and 
spontaneous. The fifth one is, in a sense, more cynical, much 
more polished, a different thing altogether. It's more 
controlled, which I enjoy less." 
Summers surely didn't set out to recreate the early Police 

mood and sound, but made no attempt to avoid it, either. "I had 
a set of concerns when I went in that I was going to try to 

achieve, but I wasn't sure exactly how to achieve them. But I 
knew, having been in the process, that as you go along, things 
start to reveal themselves. You see a path come up and you go 
down it and find the way. So my concerns were first that this is 
a vocal album, so I have to make a convincing vocal and the 
material has to work as songs. So in a sense, I didn't really care 
if they sounded exactly like the Police or not like the Police. It 
could've gone either way, but I knew I would do the right thing 
if I just served the songs." 
As it happened, the resulting LP, initially called Quark and 

ultimately XYZ, went both ways. Although the first single, 
"Love Is The Strangest Way," and "Nowhere" hit most of the 
cop cues, other pop vehicles like "Scary Voices" and the 
sleeper track "Eyes Of A Stranger" show Summers fully 
capable of off-the-force activity. He gets a lot of his measured 
vocal performances, shifting ranges and tonalities without 
obviously showing his weakness. For the opening rehearsals 
of the tour, Summers seemed slightly more tentative at the 
mike, but by the first dates was laying on with a will. Overall, 
each side of the record gradually develops from pure pop into 
more ambient excursions, the second side concluding with 
three ambitious and related pieces, "XYZ," "The Only Road" 
and "Hold Me." 

Of ten selections, only a brief one is instrumental, so we're 
not talking about the kind of ambient excess the Fripp-
Summers excursions specialized in. Still, naming the album 
after that instrumental must at least raise the question that 
Summers loves that form best and sees the pop format as, at 
best, a necessary evil. "No, I love pop music. I don't have a 
cynical view of it at all. I'm not like someone who's yearning to 
be a jazz player and doing this because his manager told him to. 
I don't feel that way at all. There's far more prejudice amongst 
jazz players than rock players; that's my experience. They're 
far more snotty and I don't see why, because pop music at its 
best is definitely equal to jazz, I think, and is probably more 
creative. There seem to be less clichés in it." 
One of the noticeably different traits of Summers' album and 

his stage show is a renewed interest in playing lead guitar, not 
just atmospheric texture creation, but rip-roaring, scene-
stealing raunch. Is it that he enjoys being more direct now? 
"Probably." It's almost as if Summers were a closet ZZ Top 
fanatic.... "I love ZZ Top! I think they're the best live band in 
the world. They're wonderful!" Summers is also more 
frequently seen jumping into jams with guitarist's guitarists— 
just last week he got into a "total drunken shambles" of a jam 
with Eric Clapton, Ringo Starr and John Martyn at Island 
Records' twenty-fifth anniversary party. But most telling is the 
way he plays live with his touring outfit, with commanding 
presence and clarity on the grooves, and real charisma on his 
solos. You forget until you see him play how deeply he's 
absorbed the experiences of his twenty-three years in rock 'n' 
roll. 

Andy's pre-Police gigs are generally listed as Zoot Money's 
Big Roll band, the Soft Machine (yes, he was there during 
Robert Wyatt's tenure; he even lived with Wyatt for a time) 
and the New Animals, in which he worked with Eric Burdon. 
But Summers has been in quite a few other bands. He worked 
with U.K. pre-punk psychotic Kevin Coyne, one of Summers' 
Blue periods: "Back then, in the early 70s, I was doing a much 
heavier blues thing, with a lot of slide guitar. It was what a lot 
of rock players did, but I was a student of it. I went all the way 
and learned this incredible country blues stuff. I like it all, and I 
like bringing it all together and making it my own." 
There was a stint with Tim ("Walk Me Out In The Morning 

Dew") Rose, Jon Lord, ex-Soft Machinist Kevin Ayers and M
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even Neil Sedaka. Good lord, Andy, Neil Sedaka? "Actually, I 
met Neil after I came back from California [where Summers 
had studied classical guitar at Northridge], and I had no money 
at all, just one guitar. I said to him, 'Can you give me 300 
pounds to buy an amplifier?' He'd never heard me play or 
anything, but he gave me the 300 quid and I went off and bought 
a Fender Twin Reverb. After he gave me the money he sort of 
had to give me the gig, so there I was in the deep end. The first 
gig was at the Royal Festival with the Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra and I was like...Jesus Christ! So I toured for four 
months with him and it was great fun." 

It was about 1977 when Summers hooked up with Stewart 
Copeland and Gordon "Sting" Sumner, both of whom were 
decidedly unsatisfied with guitarist Henry Padovani. Although 
the pair hit it off immediately with Summers, they were a bit 
reticent to give Padovani the boot. Andy had no intention of 
sharing the guitar chair, however. "I said, 'The only way I'm 
going to be in this group is if it's a three-piece group, and that's 
how I see it.' I was very clear about my terms for joining, and I 
wasn't gonna play with another guitar player, especially if he 
was inferior to me. His days were numbered anyway—Sting 
told me he was very unhappy with the situation, and we'd been 
rehearsing a lot and there was a very strong musical rapport. 
The Police came to life when I joined." 
The Police also worked their billy clubs off: "We didn't stop 

for seven years. We never stopped. It was incredible how 
much work we did. It was relentless, the years. We wanted to 
be successful. Obviously we were making money, and the 
group was building; every time it went up a little more. We 
were trying to conquer America. And that's really what it 
takes. I can see that now." 

With his present band, Summers is returning to many of the 
venues the early Police once played, but in one sense he feels 
he can never go back to the times when the band simply toured 
in a station wagon: "It's a different era. I mean, all we had was 
one small guitar amplifier, a small bass amp and a kit of drums. 
It's not like that now. You weren't expected to reproduce a 
modern, state-of-the-art recording. The whole thing has 
gotten a lot more complex. It's costing $20,000 a week to keep 
this new band on the road." Summers adds that he fears he 
may be touring too quickly upon the release of XYZ, and may 
put all but the East Coast dates on hold. 
By 1978, Summers was bringing more than a guitar amp to 

Police gigs; he began working intensively with an Echoplex, 
using the repeats to form rhythmic textures. It was one of the 
first rock uses of delay not simply as a coloration, but to 
generate actual compositional elements: "That's right, they 
were part of the song. You couldn't write or play the songs 
without them." Gradually, Summers began to explore more 
and more combinations, "experimenting with echoes within 
echoes, reverbs inside digital delays and all that. Very 
orchestral. And you've got the hold button, whereyou can hold 
beats and keep playing forever over it. But still you're creating 
a sound, a big envelope of sound to go with the vocal. It's 
slightly different now, because when I'm singing I can't get too 
complex. But there are still the solos and big areas when we 
just play, so there are things I can do." 

Until recently, Summers stuck by his trusty Echoplex, 
declaring it sounded better than any digital delay, but he has 
finally joined the digital and the MIDI age. It's a stack of eleven 
rack units all controlled from a MIDI effects patcher and pedal 
designed by Bob Bradshaw, and Summers is ecstatic over it. 
"What I've achieved with this setup is a real absolute clarity of 
sound with no extra noise. It's very inspirational to play with, 
not like the old days when to get a lead sound you had to turn 

up all the way and have the whole place rumbling with it. It's 
made me think twice." 

It's certainly made Summers think twice about guitar 
synthesis—he's so thrilled with his new setup he's put his 
Roland system in the closet indefinitely. "I'm not into guitar 
synthesis that much anymore. I don't think they make it. I 
suppose I shouldn't be saying that because I've been known for 
using them—in fact, Guitar Player has just put out a book with 
me playing one on the cover. But frankly, I thought the last one 
I had was dreadful. And what about the Stepp guitar? They're 
selling for half-price in London—you can't get rid of them. I 
tried that and didn't like it. It doesn't feel like an instrument. 
My own electric guitar setup is so fantastic, I don't feel I need 
a synthesizer." 
What are the Police songs that Summers remembers most 

fondly? "I like 'Message In A Bottle.' Roxanne"s important 
because it put us on the map. I always used to like 'Secret 
Journey,' which wasn't one of our most popular ones. And I also 
liked 'Tea In The Sahara,' which is a tune we're now playing, 
but I don't sing. I let [backup vocalist] Nan Vernon sing it. It's 
kind of nice, just this big, cloudy, sort of backwards echo." 
Summers has also revived the reggae-ish "So Lonely" and 
"Omega Man" for his show, in addition to his rousing rendition 
of "Can't Stand Losing You." 
One Police song that some fans—this one definitely 

included—felt should not have been revived was "Don't Stand 
So Close To Me," released last year as part of a greatest hits 
package. Combined with reunion performances for the 
Amnesty tour, the hope that new material would emerge from 
a joint studio effort momentarily flickered, but was quickly 
dashed by a flat remake that was nothing short of sacrilegious. 
"I think you're right in a way. It was a little bit sacrilegious. 
Stewart was particularly miffed about having that version come 
out—he didn't think it was anything like as good. I'll tell you 
what the real truth is: It was just laziness. We got together last 
summer to assemble our greatest hits...." 

Wait, wasn't it rumored the band would try to record a new 
album? "Yeah, we were gonna record an album. It was very 
political and difficult to deal with, and I can't get into it. I'm not 
going to put myself, in terms of that situation, on the line 
anymore, like fight for things. 'Cause why should I? To me, it's 

continued on page 114 

SUMMERS' STOCK 

A
ndy's pretty much sticking to his '61 red Fender Strat, 
downplaying the '63 Telecaster he used in the Police. He 
also has a pair of Gibsons, a '64 175 and a '58 ES-335, 
plus an old Martin D-28, a Coral electric sitar and a 
Steinberger bass. The super-effects rack Bob Bradshaw 

cooked up for him includes a Lexicon PCM-70, a Yamaha SPX90 
and two D-15s, a Roland DEP-5 and SRV-2000, a Dytronics CS-5 
compressor, Rane PE-15 eq and a Rocktron Hush III and RX1. He 
uses Marshall amps piped through MESA/Boogie M-180 bottoms. 
Drummer Aaron Amun plays Pearl drums, Zildjian cymbals and 

a Roland Octapad MIDIed to an Akai S900 sampler. Bassist Alan 
Thompson pumps a Yamaha RBX bass through a Roland 
Dimension D and Yamaha SPX90 into a Crown amp with JBL 
speakers. 

Keyboardist Tom Eyre, who used to work for Wham!, has a 
humongous MIDI pile consisting of a Roland MKS-1000 
motherboard, an E-mu E-max, Yamaha TX7 and DX7II, Roland 
MKS-20, JX8P and PG-800 programmer, all mixed through a 
Soundcraft 200. Star of the setup, though, has to be a real, Leslie-
equipped Hammond B-3 organ. Onstage, Tom also runs the Roland 
MC-500 sequencer, which drives some of the above, plus Roland 
727 and 707 drum boxes. 
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hick Corea, John-Luc Ponty and Jeff 
Berlin all share one thing, besides 

',:erourse, being at the very pinnacle of 
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Guitar" album on Legato Records. You'll 
hear playing that crosses all the lines that 
separate Rock, Jazz and Fusion with 
rare style and emotion. 
After writing two technique books— 
"Speed Picking" and "The Frank Gambale 
Technique Book Part I", plus teaching 
at G.I.T. in Hollywood, Frank is readying 
his second solo album—"A Present For 
The Future", for release. Pretty impressive 
stuff. Frank's choice of guitars? Ibanez— 
also pretty impressive stuff. Check one out 
at your nearest authorized Ibanez dealer. 
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Mike Stern's Either/Or 
Fusion Philosophy 
INCHING TOWARD THREE A.M. ON 
a spring Thursday, most of the world is 
in the arms of Morpheus. At the tiny 55 
club in Greenwich Village, Mike Stern 
decides it's a fine time to break into the 
bop classic " Donna Lee" at a tempo 
designed to separate men from boys and 
dilettantes from diehards. The guitarist 
issues some swift, spidery chops to the 
delight of a guitar-intensive crowd who 
probably 1) heard Stern blow fretwork 
steam with the first 80s Miles band, 2) 
sopped up the sleek electrified fusion of 
Upside Downside, Stern's first real solo 
album that he'll claim pride in, or 3) saw 
Stern's picture on the cover of a big-time 
guitar magazine. 

Having recently bucked a mean chem-
ical dependency and emerged afresh as a 
major figure in the current jazz guitar 
scene, Stern seems especially adroit and 
alert. But even he has his limits. Trying 
to fend off the encore-hungry throng, he 
shrugs to the crowd: "Please," he says 
with a genuinely contrite grin, " I have to 

get up at seven tomorrow morning." 
Stern doesn't mind being an early bird 

at the moment, now that he has a new 
lease on physiological and artistic life. 
His sights are set on self-improvement 
as a musician, on trying out new ideas 
and chiseling his technique to a fine art. 
This is where his long-standing gig at the 
55 comes in handy. "That's why I do it," 
he laughs. "It's not because of the beauty 
of the place. We know it as 'the dump.' 
But it's great to have. To have a regular 
gig in New York City is pretty amazing 
anyway; you can't find a street corner 
nowadays. Wherever I am, I love having 
a place to try things out and practice. 
When I first started playing there they 
never advertised, so it was like two 
drunks drooling at the bar saying 'turn 
down' or calling out, 'Play "Melancholy 
Baby." The place doesn't take much to 
make it look swamped." 
Two months later and 3,000 miles 

away, Stern is the lauded guitar player in 
saxist Michael Brecker's first band as a 

Miles smiles 

when Stern 

steers to 

extremes of 

pentatonic 

wailing and 

hard bop 

chromaticism. 

By Josef Woodard 

leader. The guitarist sits down for an 
interview after a burning set at Oscar's 
in Santa Barbara, California. Stern 
played guitar alongside Brecker in Steps 
Ahead, but, as opposed to that aggre-
gate's poppish tint, this line-up draws a 
sterner line to capital-J jazz. It strikes me 
that Stern is a champion of the modern 
jazz guitar because of a certain either/or 
musical ideal. No, we're not talking 
about the philosophical tenets of Kier-
kegaard, but the case of jazz/rock versus 
jazz-rock. Avoiding the middle ground of 
fusion clichés, Stern steers to the 
extremes of pentatonic wailing or hard 
bop chromaticism; he screams out bent 
notes on his Tele with the overtone-rich 
beefiness of Roy Buchanan or Albert 
Collins, only to unwind heady jazz 
phrasings on the next tune. 

"I come by that honestly," he offers, 
"because of influences I've had—from 
Hendrix to Jim Hall and Wes and B.B. 
King, as far as guitar players go. As for 
music in general, I like both. I've got to 
go with that. Some people say, 'Well, you 
should play one way or the other.' That's 
changing now; there are more groups 
who are getting frustrated with just one 
or the other." 

Stern is no stranger to the New York 
scene. His work with bassist Harvey 
Swartz, for instance, on record and 
onstage, is a case of happy interaction. 
At one time Stern played trio guitar gigs 
with his wife, Leni, and the ever-enigma-
tic Bill Frisell (who appeared on Leni's 
Clairvoyant album last year). "We did 
that a couple of times a couple of years 
ago in New York at another club at 55 
Grand Street." What is it with the 
number 55 and Stern? "It seems to keep C
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appearing. I don't know why. I'm starting 
to get nervous." Stern gets a bit more 
serious with the memory of rough wat-
ers. "We did some stuff and I can't 
remember it very well; some of those 
years escape me. About three years ago 
I finally just had to cool out completely, 
as far as alcohol and drugs." 

It was during his dark phase that Stern 
cut his debut album, Neesh (as in Monty 
Python's "neesh"-spouting knights). 
The recollection is hazy, the vinyl artifact 
an unsavory reminder for him. " It's 
weird. I did that while I was out there; I 
literally wasn't there in the mix. I can't be 

objective about it. Whenever I hear 
myself on tape, I'm one of those people 
who can't be objective and usually I just 
don't like it. Although you have to listen 
to learn, usually I'm overly critical. 
There are a couple of people interested 
in rereleasing it, but I just nixed it. I want 
to remember that period, but not too 
much," he grins amiably. "Just enough so 
I don't go back and do that again—not too 
much, not in my face." 

If ever there was a case of artistic 
vindication, it is Stern's Atlantic debut of 
last year, Upside Downside, a supremely 
tasteful fusion excursion which gave new 
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hope to those who thought that electric 
jazz had gone the way of Miami Vice. 
The record's alternately edgy and ele-
gant surfaces show none of the strain 
that went into its conjuring. "I don't 
know why, but it's difficult sometimes to 
do records. It is for everybody, but, for 
me, it's like," he cops a grimace, "yee-
eee. You have to listen to it over and over 
again. There are some people who just 
walk out of it; they do their soloing and 
split. But if you're doing your own 
record, you can't do that. I just figured, 
well, it's time to not be so precious about 
it and just do it. 

"It gave me an excuse to get into 
writing again. I figured if I'm going to do 
it, I'm going to try to write all the music, 
which is the way it turned out. I like the 
way it came out, actually. We didn't have 
that big a budget, so we had to do the 
basics a little fast. I would have liked to 
do less overdubs. It's a live-sounding 
record, but I'd like it to be more so. 

"It was therapeutic, painful. Sort of 
like castor oil," he laughs. "It's good for 
you, hut watch out. I'm ¡making it too 

STERNER STUFF 

S
tern's axe of choice is a Telecaster, 
hardly a common tool of jazz play-
ers. He became smitten with the 
Tele sound by virtue oían inspiring 
model that he once had—previ-

ously owned by Roy Buchanan and sub-
sequently heisted. His current Tele was 
built by the Boston-based Michael Beren-
son (who once ran Michael's Pub, where 
Stern played a fateful gig with Bill Evans 
that led to his Miles connection). It sports 
a Broadcaster neck and pickups by 
Seymour Duncan and Bill Lawrence. 

Part of Stern's signature sound results 
from his use of bi-amping, creating a 
composite tone that incorporates varying 
shades of hard and soft, clean and dirty 
timbres. "I've been doing that for about 
ten years. I don't like playing through just 
one amp. I like the chorus effect and the 
bigger sound. It's very hard to get dynam-
ics out of a guitar, especially on a big 
stage. This makes it easier, not so much 
for volume; I use it more for sound. But 
you've got to be careful; with two amps, 
you can blow out everybody and melt 
down half the club." 
Most often these days, Stern mates a 

Yamaha G100 212 amp (with JBL speak-
ers) with a stack—a Peavey aluminum 
head and Hartke or AMP speaker cabinet 
on the bottom. " Between the two of 
them, it's real clear and it's still warm 
sounding. It's not a wash of notes at all. At 
the same time, it's not real caustic, for the 
picking legato sound. When I want to go 
into a more rock, sustain sound, I use this 
Boss distortion unit. That's it." 
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dramatic. It was a lot of fun, too." 
Suddenly, Stern had to put on the 

unfamiliar shoes of bandleader, guiding a 
group that included bassist Mark Egan, 
wunderkind drummer Dave Weckl and 
keyboardist Mitch Egan. "The first time 
doing that is difficult. It is for Michael 
over there, too," he points to Brecker, 
perched in the corner of the dim-lit club. 
"He never seemed it, he seems so 
natural. The way he likes to run a band is 
the way I think of it; that you're working 
with people. Ultimately, you've got to 
call the shots because it's your music, 
your project, and you've got to pull 
people's coats or just give them direc-
tion. Otherwise they don't know. It's 
kind of scary." 
As a writer, too, Stern shows great 

promise, belying his modesty. The 
twining melodic turns of "Scuffle," the 
abidingly sweet flavor of "Little Shoes," 
or the thornier harmonic turf of 
"Choices"—from the Michael Brecker 
LP—paint a hale picture of compositional 
instinct. "I'm relatively new at it," Stern 
says of writing. "Even playing, I'm 
relatively new at in a way. I've done that 
a lot more, but I'm approaching it very 
differently than three years ago, since 
I've cooled out. I'm more focused now, 
more serious. I'm starting to ask myself 
questions like 'What do I really want to 
say?' It's not so much just trying to do 
the job; I'm trying to focus in a little bit 
more on my own voice and trying to 
figure out what that is. 
"A big influence—both in writing and 

for playing—is Pat Metheny. His music 
is very convincing, very honest. Some of 
it sounds real melodic. Some of it's not 
too dissonant, but he can do that. That's 
some dissonant stuff on the recent album 
he did with Omette. Even the out stuff, 
in a weird way, is very melodic—the 
outest lines have a method to them." 

It was in Boston in the mid-70s that 
Stern first encountered Metheny, with 
whom he shares both a penchant for 
lyricism and a consuming ear-to-ear grin. 
The relationship was a student-teacher 
one in the beginning; the rock-weaned 
Stern sought harmonic wisdom at 
Berklee, where the precocious Metheny 
was dispensing knowledge. "He was 
about eleven," Stern chuckles. "No, he 
was nineteen and I was twenty-one. He 
heard me play and said, ' It sounds good 
to me.' I was playing all the wrong notes, 
but I guess he liked my style. So he said, 
Well, we'll just play.' He would suggest 
things and finally he kind of pushed me 
out of Berklee." 
Through Metheny, Stern landed his 

continued on page 113 
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Glenn Branca: 
Taking cues from 
Aerosmith and 
Varese. 

Gonzo Guitarists & the 
Big Whack(o) Attack 
BELLS ARE RINGING. LOUDLY. A 
celestial choir screams in epiphank 
ecstasy. And the wings of a thousand 
hornets cut the air with their nagging 
ripsaw hum. 

Relax, it's only a symphony. Nine 
electric guitarists are putting the white 
knuckles to their oddly-tuned axes, 
wringing out chords that swell into a 
tsunami of sound that threatens to topple 
the old oaken-walled theater, but breaks 
into a soundtrack for the apocalypse. No 
mirrors. No curtains. No synthesizers. 
It's just the magic of meshing overtones, 
stock- in- trade for composer Glenn 
Branca and his ensemble. 
Welcome to the world of wacked-out 

guitarists. It's midway between the 
rock/jazz underground and the boho art 
scene, filled with composers and soloists 
with a decided bent for the decidedly 
bent. They're sophisticated noise-
makers who dabble in weird tunings, 
anarchic improvisations, exotic genre-
blending, homemade instruments and 
alien compositional techniques. Stone 
serious about their music, they mess 
around, but they don't mess around. 
Many have crept out of lower Manhat-

tan's diverse noise noir scene, which 

embraces bands like Sonic Youth and the 
Swans, cranks like Lydia Lunch and Jim 
"Foetus" Thirwell, composers like 
Branca and Rhys Chatham, and avant-
gardists-about-town like Fred Frith and 
Elliott Sharp. Way out west, the L.A. 
and San Francisco areas have spawned a 
slew of free-thinking stringslingers: 
Henry Kaiser, ex-Black Flagger Greg 
Ginn, the late D. Boon of the Minutemen 
and Joe Biaza, co-boss of free-form 
poetry/jazz/rock outfit Saccharine Trust, 
among others. 

They're all dedicated boatrockers, but 
this year Branca, Kaiser, Sharp and Ginn 
are making some of the biggest waves in 
this stormy sea of sound. Branca re-
cently debuted his sixth full-length 
symphony, "Devil Choirs At The Gates 
Of Heaven," and plans to record it this 
fall. Kaiser's penned a dozen albums into 
his calendar, crammed between blitz-
krieg tours of Europe and Japan, and his 
day jobs scoring local television shows 
and teaching underwater scientific 
research at U. C. Berkeley. Sharp's just 
put out two records that are atypical 
even for him, and he'll unveil an opus for 
thirteen musicians at the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music in November. And 

Ginn, with his bands Black Flag and the 
all-instrumental Gone kaput, is writing 
new music and spearheading an effort by 
SST Records—the label owned by him 
and ex-Black Flag bassist Chuck 
Dukowski—to issue a proliferation of 
albums by wire-walking guitar players, 
including Kaiser, Sharp, Biaza and 
rocker Glenn Phillips. 
That said, pretend it's mid-June. 

Glenn Branca's been a madman all week, 
rehearsing, rethinking and rewriting the 
movements of his new symphony before 
its two-night stand at the Sanders 
Theater, a gloomy old hall on Harvard's 
Cambridge,' Massachusetts campus. 
"I'm crazy, the way I work," he says. "I 
hate to finish anything." But finish he 
does, more or less. After a shaky pre-
miere he makes a battery of adjustments 
to compensate for the Sanders' boomy 
acoustics. The piece finally unrolls like a 
blistering juggernaut, spiked with scald-
ing tempos and a latticework of over-
tones and textures that conjure voices, 
horns, violins and cathedral chimes from 
thin air. Three hundred years earlier 
Branca would have been hanged for 
witchcraft by the Commonwealth's 
governors. Today, he's underwritten by 
a state grant. Times change. 
"Much of my work has to do with what 

I call 'acoustic phenomena," Branca 
explains. "It's what happens when you 
start to hear things other than guitars. 

Henry Kaiser: Making contact 
with the great musical unknown. 

Things like strings or brass or voices, or 
sometimes screaming or chanting and 
other non-musical sounds that are still 
penetrating in a really musical way. What 
I'm trying to do is put that in a bottle, so 
I can make it happen anywhere." 

Branca's a self-taught guitarist, a 
trained thespian and an instinctual 
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By Ted Drozdowski 

rocker. Most of his pieces carry a kick-
ass beat. And he's as likely to take cues 
from Aerosmith as Edgard Varèse. It all 
started in 1974, when Branca took his 
degree in stage direction and started the 
experimental Bastard Theater in Bos-
ton. Needing music for his plays, he 
dusted off the guitar he'd shelved as a kid 
and started composing. That led to 
experiments with tapes, synthesizers 
and electronics. "Eventually," he says, 
"I couldn't hold down the urge to start a 
rock band." 
So Branca hustled his troupe to New 

York in 1976 and led two early no wave 
bands, the Theoretical Girls and the 
Static, on the side. But it wasn't until the 
1979 Easter bash at Max's Kansas City 
that he laid the groundwork for his natty 
guitar symphonies. "The Theoretical 
Girls were invited to play, but I wanted 
to do something different," he recalls. " I 
had written a piece called 'Instrumental 
(For Six Guitars).' One section that 
worked let chords overlap in a sustained 
fashion. I was just letting the piece 
resonate, generating a continuous field 
of sound. It sounded amazing, and within 
six months I'd dropped everything else I 
was doing." 
He'd discovered pearls hiding in 

ringing pig piles of overtones. So Branca 
began fiddling with tunings based on the 
harmonic series, guitars with every 
string set to the same note, and full-
cranked amps to up the aural ante. Next 
came a spate of homespun gizmos 
geared to generating harmonics: mallet 
guitars, electrics modified with a middle 
bridge that are struck with sticks or 
hammers; refretted guitars; the har-
monics guitar, a plank with three bridges 
and pickups that's played with a slide; 
and the charming Geigenwork, a harpsi-

chord-like instrument that uses motors, 
strings and leather discs to generate 
delicately sustained overtones. 

Branca's happy obsession with har-
monics has yielded fourteen short 
works, his half-dozen symphonies and 
four albums; he's hit the road for lec-
tures, and taken his ensemble across the 
U.S. and Europe when he's found willing 
listeners and benign patrons. At home, 
Branca's monolithic chud has inspired 
noisemongers like the Swans, Sonic 
Youth, Live Skull and Rat-At-Rat-R. 
"My music," he offers, "is part of an on-
going process. My compositions are just 
where I've come to a stop at a given point 
in that work. So in a strange way, I've 
been writing one piece of music for ten 
years and I still haven't gotten it right." 

Don't expect such a methodical m.o. 
from Henry Kaiser. The Oakland, 
California-based guitarist, composer and 
skindiver has the musical metabolism of 
a rodent, chewing through project after 
project. In December he finished Crazy 
Backwards Alphabet's debut album, a 
good example of what would have hap-
pened if Captain Beefheart had kidnap-
ped Little Feat. Then there was Live, 
Love, Larf & Loaf, a giddy collaboration 
between Kaiser, Fred Frith, Richard 
Thompson and ex-Beeffieart drummer 
John French. He's recently released a 
record of Synclavier pieces wrapped 
around an adaptation of Daniel Pinkwa-
ter's children's story The Devil In The 
Drain, and now he's off to Italy to play a 
week of gigs and cut wax with the grand-
daddy of free jazz improvisers, Sonny 
Sharrock. When he gets back, it's more 
of the same with Bill Frisell, Korean 
composer Gin Hi Kim, comic strip artist 
Matt Groening and his old buddies in 
Invite the Spirit, drummer Charles K. 
Noyes and Sang-Won Park. 

Altogether this eclectic eccentric's 
crammed fifty records into his resume, 
and often at a moment's notice. Take the 
first Invite the Spirit album: "Charles K. 
Noyes and 1 have always been big de-
votees of traditional Korean music. I was 
with Charles in New York in 1983 when 
we found out that Sang-Won Park, one of 
the finest kayagum players in the world 
and a big hero of ours, was in the city. So 
we called him up and said, 'Hey, do you 
want to make a record?' He thought we 
were crazy, and when we said, 'We'll just 
make it up in the studio,' he thought we 
were really crazy. So we met and re-
corded it without ever having played 
together before. And to me, it's a real 
special record." 

Kaiser has a knack for squeezing into 
musical tight spots and the chops to burn 

his way out. He blends Eastern tonalities 
and scales with the downhome earth-
iness of a delta bluesman, and he's a 
master stringbender. "What I learned 
from the blues players and the East 
Indian and Asian players is that how you 
play a note is just as important as what 
that note is," he says. "Listen to some-
one like Albert Collins and he's got a 
million ways to bend a note. In traditional 
Chinese music, they have fifty notated 
ways to attack a note. That's where a lot 

Elliott Sharp: A composer 
in combat boots. 

of expression is, and that's real impor-
tant to me." 
So are his instruments. Kaiser assem-

bles his own Fender-style mongrels with 
Modulus Graphite necks and Bartolini or 
Alembic pickups. They run through 
frequently overdriven Howard Dutnble 
amps. " I try to get sort of what the studio 
guitarists in L.A. would have: the 
cleanest, most versatile-sounding guitar 
that I can play easily with medium-gauge 
strings and relatively high action. I want 
the most color and sounds I can get out 
of the pickups, and I want to be able to 
bend the notes as much as I can. 

"I guess I'm really a technique-
oriented player in that I work hard on 
developing new kinds of chops, keeping 
them up and getting new ideas," says 
Kaiser. " But then I'm really big on 
random input and taking chances, too. 
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Originally I considered myself a free 
improviser in the tradition of people like 
Derek Bailey and Eric Parker coming out 
of England and Europe in the late 60s and 
early 70s. My style really just reflects 
my listening. I grew up here in California 
during the late 60s when free-form radio 
was just getting going. I heard a very 
wide variety of musics from free jazz to 
Indian music to twentieth-century class-
ical and blues. When I started teaching 
myself guitar in 1972 in the middle of 
college, I wanted to play the same things 
I'd been listening to, so I did. 

"I just keep going, looking for new 
territory, and for me that quest, that 
process, is an exciting thing. Another 
exciting thing is that when you're on that 
quest and you're a musician, you have a 
relationship with an audience, and you 
can share that contact you have with the 
great musical unknown or whatever. You 
can function as a medium or a shaman 
between that world and the audience, 
and that's fun." 

Elliott Sharp's got his own notion of 
fun. He plays the numbers. That is, he 
often uses tunings based on the 
mathematical ratios in the Fibonacci 
Series (which runs 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 
etc.) and other number systems. It's 
part of his passion for overtones. With 
other techniques like just intonation, this 
composer in combat boots says it's easy 
to produce clear harmonics, especially 
those pesky thirds and sixths that skulk 
in the background of standard tuning. 

Riffing, rhythm and 'rithmetic have 
been Sharp's Three Rs since 1968, when 
the then-teenager won a National Sci-
ence Foundation grant that plopped him 
in a Carnegie Mellon University lab for 
the summer. "I spent most of my time 
designing better fuzzboxes and playing 
with a multi-head tape deck they had," 
he confesses. "By the end of summer, I 
no longer wanted to be a scientist." 
From psychedelic blues bands to late 

nights listening to Karlheinz Stock-
hausen and Inuit Indian singing, Sharp 
set off on an odyssey that's taken him 
through an astonishing variety of musics 
from around the globe. He's had long, 
nasty bouts with academia, and a re-
warding association with Roswell Rudd 
at Bard College that refined his improvis-
ing skills. Described by friends as 
"frighteningly facile," Sharp's adept on 
trombone, bass, soprano sax, mandolin, 
clarinet, a slew of stringed Third World 
Instruments and jerry-rigged gee-gaws 
like the tubinet (a bass clarinet with a 
tuba's mouthpiece) and pantar (a kitchen 
pan with a neck, strings and a pickup). 
Rut his mainstay is a mutant guitar/bass 

double-neck, a hybrid of Fernandes, 
Fender, Seymour Duncan and DiMarzio 
parts that Sharp says "gives me all my 
favorite basic guitar sounds." 

You'll find none of those sounds on 
Sharp's two recent records. One's a 
collection of string compositions called 
Tessalation Row. The other's In The 
Land Of The Yahoos, a post-hip-hop col-
laboration with a string of singers that's 
heavy on synthesizers and sampling. Not 
too surprising, since Sharp's association 
with bands like Carbon, I/S/M, the Hi-
Sheriffs of Blue, Mofungo and Semantics 
puts him at the epicenter of the sound-
quake that's been shaking New York City 
since the mid-70s. 

Yet Sharp's music has shown a sophis-
tication foreign to many of the Naked 
City's noisemakers. Take his 1981 opera 
Innosense: completely improvised 
against eight channels of prepared tapes 
and organized in Fibonacci numbers to 
form a bell curve-shaped palindrome. Or 
Latynx, the work for thirteen musicians 
he'll debut at the Brooklyn Academy this 
November. "The title came out of my 
interest in Mongolian and Tibetan throat 
singing," Sharp says. "It's an exploration 
of the throat as orchestra, or, in this 
case, the orchestra as a throat." 

Both are lofty projects that trumpet 
Sharp's polished, wiz-kid background. In 
contrast, Greg Ginn is a gut puncher. He 
started seminal West Coast punk outfit 
Black Flag in 1977 and shepherded its 
rise to a national institution despised by 
parents and adored by their skateboard-
toting, skinheaded kids. In the process, 
Ginn's china shop bull attack became the 
model for a generation of hardcore and 
speed-metal stringsmackers. 
"What a lot of people don't understand 

about Black Flag is that we practiced all 
the time," says Ginn. "When we were at 
home, we played more than we did on 
tour. It was really intensive, and I think 
that caused a lot of personnel changes. 
But I felt that we should always work on 
new stuff and practice several hours a 
day. When Henry [Rollins, the band's 
charismatic mouthpiece] was going more 
into movies and poetry and other things, 
I felt it was getting too distracted. 
Instead of making Black Flag a part-time 
thing, I didn't want to keep going." 
But before Black Flag folded, it 

changed enough to alienate many 
diehard fans. The music grew more 
complex, the lyrics more penetrating. 
And while the Family Man album offered 
a side of Rollins' barechested poetry, the 
all-instrumental The Process Of Weeding 
Out violated punk's long-standing taboo 
on virtuosity. 
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"When Henry began doing poetry 
readings, the rest of the band still 
wanted to play intensively, so we started 
performing around L.A. as an instru-
mental group," Ginn says. "I had always 
been into improvised music, but Black 
Flag was the first band I'd ever played 
with. So it took quite a while before I was 
good enough and the right people were 
in the band to play long abstract pieces. 
Then the group changed again, and the 
new people weren't as interested in 
developing the instrumental side." 

That's why Ginn formed Gone, a 
roaring distillation of Black Flag and the 

Mahavishnu Orchestra. Through two 
albums and a few fast tours, Gone was a 
showcase for Ginn's furious fretwork: a 
blend of dizzying chromatic scales, raw 
dissonance, modal leaps and metal 
thud—all screaming through an Ibanez 
guitar synth jacked into 1500 watts of 
solid-state sound. 

"There were more obvious jazz influ-
ences in Gone, but I think that older and 
freer jazz has always been a big influence 
on me... Coltrane, Miles Davis, Charlie 
Parker. The Mahavishnu Orchestra 
really hit me, too, because I first heard it 
on a rock station and it was so strong. 

BOOM E R 
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But the ground Mahavishnu broke didn't 
move in the direction I'd have liked. I 
wanted to see more freedom, more 
territories being opened, as opposed to 
just a form that's sellable, like fusion. 
That's what Gone and Black Flag instru-
mental was about." 
Gone's gone now and Ginn's laying 

back: writing more material, working at 
his label and waiting for the right playing 
partners to come along. "I know that this 
kind of music is difficult listening, and 
with today's crack-induced attention 
spans it's not necessarily fitting with the 
mood of the times," he opines. "But I 
don't care. As long as I can do it and 
there's enough interest to pay for the 
recordings, that's undeniable success at 
a certain level. That's enough for mer 111J 
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Hedges: "Steel string 
guitar is now being 

amplified properly." 

Acoustic Rebirth: 
The Vliooding of America 
When John Fahey spawned his 

Takoma label in the late 60s, his aim was 
true. The elliptical sage of the solo 
acoustic guitar was a square peg with no 
place in the holes it took to fill the music 
industry. So he created his own home. 
Takorna embodied the Thoreauan tenets 
of the then-embryonic finger-style guitar 
scene—a small-but-feisty company, the 
little company that could, on its own 
humble terms. The acoustic guitar was 
as much a part of the post-60s American 
dream as the electric; every other living 
room had one, and a Martin D28 is 
infinitely more conducive to playing by 
Walden Pond than a Stratocaster. 

Little did Fahey know how the scene 
he fostered would develop, and that 
twenty years later the acoustic guitar 
would enjoy a full flowering that would 
take it from Walden Pond to Carnegie 
Hall. There, fingers woukl coax pleasant 
sounds under the Windham Hill banner 
to the delight of, well, the masses. It's 
been a strange gestation period; what 

began as a cottage industry for a cutt 
following has become a certified 
phenomenon in the 80s, just when you'd 
assume technology had rendered such 
things obsolete. Who can figure it? 
The market today is rife with goods. 

Preston Reed's The Road Less Traveled 
(Rounder), is a fine example of finger-
style, Travis-picking expertise. Jorma 
Kaukonen has been on the acoustic case 
for years, with Hot Tuna and on his solo 
LPs on the Relix label. ECM has done its 
share, even before the current gold 
rush; Pat Metheny's New Chataugua, 
Bill Connors' Swimming With A Hole In 
My Head and Bill Frisell's import dark 
horse In Line belong in any serious 
aroustiphile's collection. So do records 
by George Cromarty, Pierre Bensusan, 
Stefan Grossman, John Renbourn and 
BertJansch. The acoustic guitar archive, 
once sparse and the stuff of specialists, 
has truly become a viable entity. 
A sort of mutual admiration society 

seems to exist among the figures in the 

Who 
would've 

thought that in 
1987 acoustic 
guitar would 
make a big 
comeback? 

Michael Hedges, 

Alex de Grassi, 
Steve Tibbetts 
and Leo Kottke, 
to name a few. 

By Josef Woodard 

acoustic revolution. Just as Leo Kottke 
went to Fahey in a sort of pilgrimage 
almost two decades ago, young Floridian 
guitarist Richard Gilewitz sat at Kottke's 
feet, swapping licks and jokes. Gilewitz' 
album of guitar solos, Somewhere In 
Between (Hacker Backer, P.O. Box 
320383, Tampa, FL 33679) includes 
tunes by Jorma Kaukonen, Fahey and 
Kottke. Kottke remembers that 
Gilewitz traveled great distances to 
watch him concertize, and the elder 
guitarist repaid the honor by recording 
the haunting and luscious "Echoing 
Gilewitz" on his Private Music album, A 
Shout Towards Noon. The success of 
that record (produced by fellow acoustic-
minded weirdo, bassist Buell Nedlinger) 
is another shot in the arm of Kottke's 
long career. How does it feel jumping on 
a bandwagon for which he built the 
chassis? "It's only helped me, that's for 
sure. I never thought that instrumental 
music of any kind would ever get a place 
in the market. It's always been so tough 
for record companies to sell it, and 
especially to get them to promote it. So 
I'm happy to see it." 
Of the deans of the steel string school, 

Kottke has had the most resilient gig. 
Young players still seek him. "Michael 
Hedges told me about the time, before 
he was recording, that he came to a show 
about thirteen years ago. He was going 
to come backstage, but a security guy 
kicked him out. That's flattering stuff." 

This winter, Kottke plans to tour with 
Hedges: the veteran meets the upstart. 
"It seemed like a natural combination," I
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Hedges explains from his home in Men-
decino, California. "Leo used to be a 
guitar hero of mine. I loved him because 
he was a true composer on guitar. He 
wasn't one of these guys who did fancy 
licks because they want to do fancy licks. 
He came from the heart. When I got a 
chance to tour with him, I jumped at it. I 
feel like he's my big brother." 
Of the younger crop of guitarists, the 

80s breed, Hedges is generally consi-
dered the king of the hill (and the Hill). 
He's both an accessible and innovative 
musician not content to play the instru-
ment properly. Why merely pick at the 
strings, Hedges figures, when you can 
strike them, squeeze out other-worldly 
harmonics, pound the body in mad 
flamenco fashion and otherwise render 
the guitar into expressive silly putty? 

Unlike his more dedicated folky peers, 
Hedges pursued an academic route at 
Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore, 
after growing up in Oklahoma, and found 
himself attracted to contemporary 
classical music. Frustrated by the stric-
tures of the classical guitar program, he 
felt more at home with composition. "I 
think it's one of the main things that 
really got me going my own way on 
guitar, because I'm more of a composer 
who plays the guitar rather than a guitar-
ist who studies all the guitaristic things. 
People ask, 'How did you develop your 
style?' I don't really think in those terms. 
It's mostly me composing, and new 
techniques or whatever comes out will 
be because of what I've been thinking 
musically." 
At the same time he was analyzing 

tone rows and learning Sor etudes, 
Hedges was leaning more and more 
towards steel string guitar. Earlier, he, 
too, had contributed to the pile of demos 
in Fahey land. "I sent a demo to Takoma 
when I lived in Oklahoma. I didn't know 
how to groove then. The tunes were 
there, but the rhythm wasn't." 
One of his early role models was David 

Crosby, whose first solo album was a 
seedbed of open tunings. Recently 
Hedges lived out a dream by laying down 
tracks for a sober Crosby's second 
album. "Crosby was the guy who really 
started doing the off-the-wall tuning bit. 
He, in fact, got Joni Mitchell started on 
it. When I heard his solo album I went 
crazy because he was using different 
voices. That got me going in that direc-
tion more than anybody—even Leo 
Kottke or Neil Young. But then Joni 
Mitchell took it even further. 
"When I was at Peabody, I was be-

coming very interested in electronic 
music. You can hear evidence of this on 

'Spare Change' from Aerial Boundaries, 
which has a lot of backwards sounds and 
funny splices on it. It was all musique 
concrète, no computers. It took about 
one-hundred hours to make. That's what 
brought me out to California." 

Specifically, the computer music 
facility at Stanford (then steered by 
digital waveform pioneer John Chown-
ing) is what lured Hedges westward. It 
was computerese by day and Neil Young 
tunes by night as he played guitar at local 
spots. Then came an invitation from the 
Hill. "Will Ackerman heard me at one of 
these bars, and I've been on the road and 
recording ever since." 

Windham Hill renegade de Grassi 
feared becoming too predictable. 

Apart from his free use of extended 
techniques—tapping and unorthodox 
tunings—Hedges makes a distinctive 
use of the Dyer harp guitar, with an 
appendage neck of five extra strings to 
expand its range. "So many guitar tunes 
you get tired of because they're either in 
A or E or D—that's when the low or high 
E are dropped down. That's why I 
started experimenting with different 
tunings. But still, you always want an 
extra open string for that chord you want 
to sound full. That's where the harp 
guitar comes in handy." 

Lyrical though Hedges most often is, 
he can muster an aggressiveness that 
borders on acoustic rock 'n' roll; on his 
drawing board, in fact, is a rock band. 
"I've always loved rock music. I listen to 
Todd Rundgren, Peter Gabriel and Kate 
Bush just as much as I listen to Irish 
music just as much as I listen to 
Stravinsky as much as I listen to ECM 
stuff. Guitar, to me, is something that 
works with anything." 
Hedges also stresses some more 

obscure tastes: Eugene Chadbourne is 
one of his favorites, and he has worn out 

the grooves of the Zappa/Beefheart 
project Bongo Fury. "I'm telling you 
some of this stuff because I don't want 
you to think that I'm this California native 
who goes on rafting trips and lives in the 
mountains and writes guitar arpeggios." 

Pondering the question of why acous-
tic guitar has flowered in this decade, 
Hedges has a technical rationale. "One 
thing is that steel string guitar is now 
being amplified properly. One reason 
people come to hear me play is that my 
guitar sounds big and intimate. It takes a 
big Halliburton case and a couple of 
thousand dollars worth of processing 
gear to take me on the road. It's not just 
a guy and a guitar anymore." 
Hedges is one of Windham Hill's 

prizes, popular on both the critical and 
commoner fronts. Overall, the label has 
garnered a press reputation that has 
gone from glowing to bad to worse— 
corresponding with their ascending tax 
bracket. The stigma won't seem to let 
up, nor will the public's fiscal embrace. 
As guitarist Steve Tibbitts jives, "Win-
dham Hill is almost synonymous with bad 
keefer now." 
What must be remembered about the 

label, however, is its noble beginning on 
the kitchen table of Will Ackerman, who, 
like Fahey before him, wanted to put his 
guitar inklings on vinyl. A decade later 
Ackerman had a major distribution deal 
with A&M and a successful concept 
suddenly being aped all over the indus-
try's heathen town. With the success of 
Windham Hill came the inevitable for-
mula. Ackerman says with a snicker, "I 
remember one fellow from EMI once 
told me, 'Look, we don't really need you. 
All you gotta do is get some guitar player 
and put a lot of white around the picture.' 
I say, 'Yeah, you've got it. You've nailed 
down all the subtleties.' It really bes-
peaks the cynicism that the industry has 
always treated the buying public with— 
that they can be easily duped." 

But even at Windham Hill, typecasting 
can occur. One of Ackerman's as-
sumedly diehard label mates—his cousin 
Alex de Grassi—has recently abandoned 
ship, releasing Altiplano on RCA's new 
Novus subsidiary. " I didn't want to 
become too predictable as a musician," 
de Grassi explains. "I thought also that 
the label was becoming known for itself, 
for a style of music, almost for a philoso-
phy. I didn't feel comfortable with that. I 
had the good fortune to link up with 
Windham Hill in the beginning. It was 
very well directed; there was a lot of 
enthusiasm and a lot of clever marketing. 
We were working with very little re-
sources in the early days, getting I
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The Casio CZ-1 synthesizer. 
When you perform, it performs. 

You didn't get to be a performer 
by performing at anything less 
than your peak. And you have 
every right to demand the same 
uncompromising performance 
from anyone or anything you 
work with. 

And that's exactly what you 
can expect from our full-size, 61-
key, touch-sensitive CZ-1 synthe-
sizer. Its initial touch, or velocity, 
can be programmed to control 
pitch, timbre and volume; while 

after touch can be adjusted 
to control modulation depth 
and volume. 

It has 64 RAM memories 
which are loaded at the factory 
with a powerful assortment of 
warm, full-bodied PD sounds. Or 
it can hold the same number of 
sounds that you've created. (The 
factory presets can be recalled 
at any time with the touch of a 
button—even if you've written 

over them.) And our optional 
RA-6 cartridge ($89.95) can 
immediately access another 
64 sounds, giving you a total of 
192 sounds in all 

To help you find still more 
sounds, our optional RC-10, 20 
and 30 ROM cartridges ($49.95) 
each offer you 64 patches from 
our library cf sounds. 

But where the CZ-1 really 
shines is on stage, where its 
Operation Memory lets you 
instantly access 64 sound com-

binations such as key-splits, tone 
mixes, sounds with different after-
touch values and bend range 
settings. The key-splits can have 
separate outputs, octave shifts 
and sustain pedal assignments; 
while the tone mixes can have 
separate outputs, volume bal-
ancing and detuning. 

As for the CZ-1's MIDI spec, 

it doesn't come more advanced 

—an 8-note, multi-timbral sys-
tem that lets you assign the 
eight voices in any polyphonic 
combination over the 16 chan-
nels of MIDI for virlually any 

sequencing need. 
To make your sounds 

easier to recall, the CZ-1 lets you 
name them yourself. And so you 
can easily keep track of all your 
sounds even at the peak of a per-
formance, it shows clearly which 
ones you're using on its bright, 
back-lit alpha-numeric display. 

When you get on that stage, 
make sure the synthesizer you're 
sharing it with puts out the 

same uncompromising perform-
ance you do. Make sure it's a 
Casio CZ-1. 

CASIO 
Where miracles never cease 

Casio, Inc. Professional Musical Products Division: 15. Gardner Road, Fafrfieid, NJ 07006 (201) 882-1493. 



people's attention. Later, I was part of 
this big hazy entity called Windham Hill 
and I felt like I was losing my identity." 
On Altiplano, de Grassi sets his 

acoustic guitar in arrangements that 
often include a band featuring the fusion-
ary likes of Mark Egan, Danny Gottlieb 
and Clifford Carter; the effect is redolent 
of McLaughlin's Belo Horizonte band, 
minus the blinding scalar runs. "I spent a 
lot of time in '85 and '86—instead of 
going out and doing tours—practicing 
and listening to other kinds of music, 
opening myself up to other possibilities. 
"When I started doing the solo guitar 

thing, I was infatuated with the micro-
cosm of the world of guitar—acoustic 
guitar in particular, and even more 
particularly the world of open-tuning 
acoustic guitar and all its idioms. Now 
I'm getting more interested in music at 
large. That's reflected in this record." 

Still, he won't deny his roots in the folk 
tradition. "I've always been a big fan of 
folk music in its biggest sense. Even 
when I was doing strictly solo guitar 
music, I always had in my own mind a 
sense of 'This tune reminds me of British 
Isles music—almost an influence of 
bagpipes or some kind of pipes.' Some 

tunes on my early albums utilize a drone 
element and a repetitive rhythmic riff, off 
of which I would play different modes. I 
felt I was influenced by Indian music— 
with artistic license. 
"When I was learning to play the 

guitar, folk music meant Woody Guthrie, 
Joan Baez and Bob Dylan. When I say 
folk music, I mean more world music. 
I'm cautious in using labels in general." 
And the $64,000 label, of course, is New 
Age, a term which has stuck, to the 
chagrin of many of its supposed champi-
ons. DeGrassi wonders what it's all 
about. 

"You could have called John Coltrane's 
music new age; he was a jazz musician, 
but he was into mysticism. Or you could 
call Sun Ra new age. The term is very 
confusing. It doesn't mean much to me." 
Few would call Steve Tibbetts' music 

new age. Tibbetts was born to be in a 
studio. You can catch him any day at his, 
in St. Paul, Minnesota, where he has 
recorded most of his expansive, gothic-
impressionist folk-jazz. "It's very much 
like a painter's studio." Tibbetts says. 
"It's also like a dormitory and a hospital. 
I have a whole wall of tapes that are 
failures. Basically, for me and Marc 

(Anderson, his percussionist col-
laborator), [composing is] like flying 
through fog and seeing little points of 
light here and there." 
As on all of Tibbetts' recorded work, 

the ringing acoustic guitar sound of his 
latest ECM release, Exploded View, 
plays an ideal foil for squealing electric 
guitar elaborations. "I think the acoustic 
and electric both have the same power, 
but with the acoustic guitar, it's a little bit 
more covert. It takes a lot of passion and 
heart to make an acoustic guitar reso-
nate with as much feeling as an electric 
guitar. It's really easy to make an electric 
guitar stand up and shriek and demand 
your attention. But, at the same time, it 
can wear thin really quickly. 'Listen to 
me, listen to me.' It's tempting to turn 
your back on that. 

"If I'm laying down a piece of music 
that has an acoustic as its core, as the 
trunk of the tree, my inclination is not to 
fool with it too much. As far as adding 
additional acoustic guitars, banjos, 
dobros, sitars, kalimbas, whatever 
happens to be laying around the studio, 
that's when I start turning on the har-
monizers, the digital delays and so forth. 

continued on page 26 

because the 030, 050, 070 and 

090 light top, medium bottom 

customised sets suit his style and 

give him more definition, espe-

cially in the upper ranges. In 

addition, the combination of the 

way he plays, Superwound and 

his basses give so much extra 

clarity at the top end. 

Only going to prove that Funk-

master can also Rock with the 

best. odhe 
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What's New in Guitars 
and Other NAMM Action 

THIS IS THE BIG GUITAR ISSUE, OF 
course, and one of our worst fears was 
that the National Association of Music 
Merchants (NAMM) show in Chicago 
would be jam-packed with unbelievable 
products that would push all the new 
guitar gear into the shadows. Relax, 
everybody. Yes, there was certainly a 
number of undeniably worthy new M. I. 
entries, but we're not talking about the 
mind-numbing breakthroughs that have 
characterized recent NAMM shows. Oh 
sure, attendance was adequate and lots 
of dealer orders were being written, so 
we can assume that the industry's Era of 
Good Feelings was no mere Anaheim 
illusion. But as far as we tech typists 
were concerned, it was basically sleepy-
time in Chi-town. This means that we 
can get right to what's a relatively high 
amount of guitar activity—in fact, if you 
want, skip right ahead to the guitar 
hotline. But aren't you even interested in 
our pick for Best New Product? Egads, 
you are a guitar nut. Well, see you in 
about twelve inches. 

I know we're gonna hear some groans 
when I say the winner is a keyboard 
stand, but think about it.... We've 
basically been dealing with variations on 
the Tinker Toy for this entire Keyboard 
Decade. Now from Ultimate Support 
comes a genuinely artistic solution to 
that boring old problem guitarists never 
have: how to hold your instrument up. 
It's a spectacular, minimalist flying 
wedge of a system called the APEX 
Column that sets up in around thirteen 
seconds, holds two keyboards—at 
NAMM it supported a behemoth Yamaha 
KX88 with nary a shudder—and holds all 
its parts inside itself. I especially like the 
triangular motif worked into all the parts. 
Not bad for $200. Maybe only at a 
NAMM show like this one could some-
thing with no electronics whatsoever 
take the top prize, but let's give credit 
for originality and graceful design where 
credit is clearly due. Nice job, Ultimate. 
The runner-up, and winner of the 

coveted Buzz of the Show award, is a 
drum machine. Now I can really hear the 
mutterings. A goddamn drum machine? 
We send you to Chicago for four days and 
you come back with that? I'm sorry, but 
it was a great drum machine. It's from 
Alesis, is endowed with 16-bit (that's 
what I said, 16-bit) real drum and percus-
sion samples, a swell sequencer system 
written by one-time Sequential star 
Marcus Ryle, and costs but $445. Hah, 
that got your attention. The thing, which 
is actually named the HR-16, sounds just 
wonderful and has 48 onboard sounds 
assignable to its velocity-sensitive pads. 
Its 100-pattern and 100-song memory 
holds output mixes and panning, there 
are individual outputs to process voices 
of choice, and it does Sysex dumps, and 
reads MIDI song position pointer and 
FSK. What, no SMPTE? 
On paper, the Trend of the Show was 

the boom in MIDI wind instruments—in 
addition to Akai's EWI, mentioned last 
time, there was Yamaha's WX7 and the 
flute-shaped Sting from Music Indus-
tries. There was also a MIDI trumpet 
from Akai, the Electronic Valve Instru-
ment, and the Artisyn, profiled here a 
few months back. Maybe if there were 
more horn players around all this 
would've generated greater heat. 

The most important trend I saw in 
Chicago, however, was the appearance 
of the "do-it-all" multi-timbral MIDI 
expander box. These are 16- and 24-
voice units packed with samples and 
synthesized sounds. What it means is 
that you'll just buy a master keyboard 
and one of these boxes and have most of 
the sound sources you'll need for quality 
sequencing. The most flexible of these is 
the Korg DSPM-1, but the Roland 220 
and the Kurzweil 1000 PX are also 
eminently useful. The latter is Kurz-
weil's ambitious bid to put the sounds in 
its $15,000 250 sampler into a play-only 
unit for $2500, and you gotta hear it to 
believe it. There's also a lot of activity on 
the home piano and organ front from 
companies like Technics, Casio and 
Roland that pays great multi-timbral 
dividends to pros. I'll be more specific in 
October's column, so don't buy a MIDI 
expander unit till you hear from me. 

Okay, here we go, guitar buffs. Fasten 
on your strap, set volume controls to 
eleven and finish up those warm-up 
exercises. It's show-time. 

The generally accepted road to success 
in selling guitars has been through star 
endorsements, which can run the gamut 

Best New 
Product: 

Ultimate's 
APEX column 

It may not 
have been a 

terrifically 

innovative 

summer NAMM, 

but good guitar 

ideas abounded. 

By Jock Baird 
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Today's mics, amplifiers, signal proces-
sors and speakers offer unprecedented 
neutrality and accuracy In turn, mix-
ers must match these tough new 
standards. 

RAMSA S-Series mixers are quiet 
and responsive enough to translate 
even the most subtle nuances of a per-
formance. And they're flexible enough 
to handle most complex stage setups. 
RAMSA S-208, S-212 and S-216 mixers 
have encapsulated the most desired 
mixer features into three carefully 
designed and cost efficient packages. 

The signal paths of the S-Series 
Mixers are so clean that an excep-
tionally clean source, such as a CD, 
can sound essentially the same 
through these mixers or connected 
directly to the power amp. 

Visit your RAMSA dealer today and 
try this demonstration yourself. 

RélMSei 
Panasonic 
Industrial Company 



Yamaha 
APXs 

requested that we call it the Jem 777 and 
...1.. 
- . 

îlisr  not the "Steve Vai Model." In a way, 
that's for the best, considering the 
guitar; it has some definite innovations, 

MN but overall it's a love-it-or-hate-it kind of M III 
axe. I mean, a handle through the body? la lini 

um Okay, that's so Vai can do his acrobatic 
im 
MI iim 

am "monkey grip" while he does left-handed ez3 
=3 inn  am UM hammer-ons and pull-offs, but is it me? OM 

= um Better is the deeply routed-out area me su 
us ,... behind the Edge (Floyd-Rose-type) ..1 ,.... 
= I All« whammy bar, so you can pull it as far 

I MIMI 
UM 

back as you gotta go. Better still is the 

_ ‘ iiirb hinged bridge/tremolo cover—who does 
want to look at a whammy bar's guts all 

— ' 

''\!.., night? And scalloping out the top four 

4 ofiiiiiialziP are good ideas here—and it does play 
frets is also something I'd take. So there 

well—but this guitar isn't for everyone. 
Many will violently disagree and go out 
and buy the Jem 777 for $1300, or the 
autographed limited edition custom 

from token or non-use (the M. I. indus-
try's ugly little in-joke) all the way to a 
completely artist-designed instrument. 
Ibanez was this year's NAMM ballclub 
looking for offensive punch, and it says a 
lot about guitar-hero turnover that they 
picked up Steve Vat former Zappa 
transcriber and lately David Lee Roth 
sideman. It also says a lot about Vai that 
he wanted to not just do one model, but 
work as part of their regular design 
team. And talk about changing for-
tunes—anyone who a year or two back 
recalled seeing the eminently friendly 
Vai demoing for Grover Jackson all day, 
every day would've loved the sight of Vai 
being mobbed by well-wishers at his 
brief announcement ceremony. 

For most of the first day, Ibanez kept 
the identity of its new super-endorsee 
under wraps—quite literally: The dis-
play was a large monolith covered by a 
tarp and sporting a security guard. 
Finally, as a crowd gasped in recognition, 
the monolith became a giant vertical 
billboard of Vai holding a new Ibanez 
guitar, dwarfing the real Vai standing 
below next to four new guitars. He 
seemed momentarily stunned by one of 
the lime fluorescent paint jobs, declaring 
it "the ugliest color for a guitar in the 
world." Vai then proceeded to give a 
ringing endorsement, pointing out that 
Ibanez had been very open to his input 
and adding that "they work fast and hard, 
and I feel the quality of their instruments 
is superb." A heavy-metal star who 
writes his own copy? No wonder they 
had to have him. 
To completely underscore the fact 

that the first Ibanez guitar Vai designed 
is not the end of the story, Ibanez has 

EVEN MUSICIAN 
GETS THE BLUES 

MMusician's annual NAMM party, which this year took the form of a blues guitar 
blowout at Chicago's Limelight club on June 
29, provided further evidence of the much-
touted resurgence of the blues. The place 
was packed to the rafters for the show, 
which featured a trio of guitar heroes cour-
tesy of Chicago-based blues label Alligator 
Records: seminal blues rocker Lonnie 
Mack, long-overdue-for-stardom Texas 
shuffle maestro Albert Collins and regal 
axeman Johnny Winter. 
Mack, who recently finished a tour 

opening for Huey Lewis, kicked the evening 
off in an easy, satisfying groove. The low-
down, swampy strains of "Satisfy Susie" 
and "Hound Dog Man" from his 1985 LP 
Strike Like Lightning were offset by the 
wrenching blues of "I Found A Love," one 
of Mack's showpieces. Of course, Lonnie 
couldn't get away without a rendition of his 

$1600 version. 
Less spectacular (not designed by Vai 

and not sporting a security guard) was 
another new Ibanez guitar that appealed 
to me more. (Am I getting too subjective 
here? Yes, but that's what guitars seem 
to be about.) This is another new line 
called Maxxas—which, given the tre-
mendous cutaway and radically reduced 
neck-joint, probably is a crunched ver-
sion of "maximum access." The best 
thing about the designed-in-the-U.S.A. 
Mamas, officially numbered MX2H and 
costing $1100, is the original but ungim-
micky body design. Even the details 
have been carefully considered. The 
knobs are modern without being Gobot; 
the recessed plug-in jack is particularly 
nice. Or, as Bill Cosby recently said, 
"Bold, yet artsy-craftsy." Okay, I'll 
forego the art criticism and stick to 
pickup configurations (two humbuckers) 

1963 instrumental hit "Memphis," which he 
whammed out on his trademark red '58 
Flying V (serial number 007). "I bought it 
because it was the weirdest-looking thing 
I'd ever seen," Mack said later. " It had good 
tone and sustain, like an old Les Paul. 
Gibson's talking about making a special 
edition Lonnie Mack Flying V." 

Albert Collins was up next and, despite a 
set plagued with technical glitches (specifi-
cally, amps that kept blowing out), man-
aged, as he invariably does, to get the too-
crowded room to forget its discomforts and 
boogie its brains out. The "Master of the 
Telecaster" set a frisky pace with his 
sinewy, plain-spoken picking, in a set 
highlighted by his signature tune "Frosty" 
an which Albert made his traditional foray 
into the audience, heedless of life or limb). 
Collins has been attracting more attention 
of late via his appearance in the Disney 
movie Adventures in Babysitting and his 
cameo in Bruce Willis' latest wine cooler 
commercial; if fame 'n' fortune are close 
behind, they couldn't come to a more 
deserving soul. 
Johnny Winter closed the show with the 

steamiest set of the night, backed by 
longtime band members Jon Paris on bass 
and harp and Tom Compton on drums. The 
moon-white-haired guitarist and his mean 
little black Lazer guitar were in ferocious 
form as he tore through a set that included 
numbers like "Don't Take Advantage Of 
Me" and "Third Degree," as well as Win-
terized favorites like "Jumping Jack Flash" 
and "Johnny B. Goode." Winter's technique 
never ceased to astound, but it wasn't 
merely flash—the man's got soul to burn. 
The hoped-for super jam between the 

evening's headliners (who'd never ap-
peared on the same stage) didn't material-
ize, but no matter—those fortunate folk in 
attendance witnessed a trio of most memor-
able performances. - Moira McCormick 
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LEARN THE ART OF RECORDING 

Patent 
Pending 

CHROMYTE TM 
Material Allows: 

• LIGHTEST GUITAR MADE 

• FIERCE ATTACK AND 
SCREAMING DYNAMICS 

• NEW DESIGN, ULTRA HOT 
GIBSON SINGLE AND DOUBLE 
COIL PICKUPS 

• UNBELIEVABLE PRICE FOR A 
HIGH TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONAL 
INSTRUMENT 

GIBSON GIVES YOU, 
THE INDIVIDUAL GUITARIST, THE ULTIMATE CHOICE! 

1986 GIBSON GUITAR CORP. 

THE 
RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 

LEARN CREATIVE RECORDING SKILLS ON THE LATEST EQUIPMENT AT THE LEADING 
SCHOOL FOR SOUND ENGINEERS, PRODUCERS AND STUDIO MUSICIANS. WITH OR 

WITHOUT PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE, IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT A CAREER IN RECORDING, 
OUR 'HANDS-ON' TRAINING PROGRAMS CAN GET YOU STARTED AND PUT YOU AHEAD. 
FOR FREE BROCHURE, PLEASE CALL OR WRITE TODAY. 

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 
455-A MASSIEVILLE ROAD, CHILLICOTHE, OHIO 45601 

(800) 848-9900 (614) 663-2544 
OHIO STATE BOARD OF SCHOOL AND COLLEGE REGISTRATION #80.07.06967 

if you promise to at least try one. 
In general, this seems to be a time 

when guitar makers aren't afraid to make 
an instrument a bit nicer and charge 
more for it. Not necessarily a lot more. 
Take the new custom version of the 
Peavey Impact—this should be subtitled 
"true luxury at $800." It's wonderfully 
smooth and playable, has a lovely, 
human-contoured Strat variation of a 
shape, maple neck through the koa body, 
alnico pickups, five-degree beadstock 
cant....I won't dwell on it further, but 
this is a winner. The new model is not the 
Impact 1 or 2, incidentally; look for the 
little ramp taken out of the headstock to 
identify the custom version. If you prefer 
a more metal, trendy styling, Peavey's 
also doing a limited edition custom 
version of the Nitro, an equally well-put-
together instrument with gold-plated 
hardware for $1000. 

Guitar refinement mutterings are also 
coming out of Fender, which is preparing 
a new pickup invented by Don Lace. Mr. 
Lace's background is said to include 
"semiconductors, lasers, solid state 
electronics, motion optics and computer 
magnetics," and Fender announced he's 
discovered a method of "interpreting the 
complex vibration patterns of acoustic 
devices of any type." This is all by way of 
introducing the Lace acoustic emission 
sensor (AES) guitar pickup, soon to 
appear on the Strut Plus. Could this be 
overkill? Will Larry DiMarzio lose sleep? 
Will Don Lace's next invention be an SDI 
satellite-killer? God, these NAMM 
shows are exciting—can you wait for 
Anaheim? 
As indeed they promised, Guild has 

followed up its Ashbory bass with a spate 
of new electric and acoustic guitars. Call 
it the involvement of George Gruhn or 
call it Nashville hoodoo, but these guys 
are taking the basics—with relatively 
few new wrinkles like their own 
whammy bar—and just running with 
them. A case in point is their Strat-in-
pired Liberator, which goes for $1145. 
No unusual features, but the guitar had 
to be literally ripped from my arms. 
Their T-250, a swell $800 Tele-type, and 
a finely wrought $1245 version of a Paul 
were also show stoppers. Guitar makers 
get very nervous when you use someone 
else's guitar to describe theirs, but sorry 
guys, that's what they look and play like. 
Sometimes guitarmakers get nervous 

when people use their own names. 
Consider the case of Wayne Charvel. 
Back around 1978, Charvel sold his 
company to Grover Jackson, who later 
sold a portion of his company to Fort 
Worth's International Music Corp. 



KURZWEIL' 

RFINDOM SFIMPLING 
Voiume / Notes and News from Kurzweil Music Systems Issue No. 3 

MORE OUTS IN SOON... Announcing an 
exciting new Separate Output upgrade for all 
Kurzweil 250's— with 12 direct monophonic 
channel outputs to let you separately EQ 
sounds played 9n the 250 ... load out individ-
ual instruments in real-time...and record 
multiple tracks from the 250's sequencer in 
one recording pass! Look for it around 

November. The Separate Outputs upgrade 
will be strictly an option—not a standard 
feature. So why wait? Get your Kurzweil 250 
now. GOOD NEWS... W'e've filled all back-
orders for 250 RMX's, so you should have 
yours by now. Don't have one? Nows' the time 
to see your Kurzweil dealer! KURZVVEIL 250 
ON THE TUBE... on "BVI/5" on PBS later this 
year. All the music was written by Lou 
Garisto and performed entirely on a K250. 
"Kurzweil has revitalized my interest in 
more serious music," says Garisto, who's 
been in the business for more than 20 
years. IS IT PEAL OR...as the tracks for 
"BW5" were being mixed, the engineer 

said to Garisto, "It's such a pleasure to hear 
live music again." Surprise! ROBOTS ON 
THE ROAD...ROBOTS and Beyond:  
The Age of Intelligent Machines starts a 
newgigat Science Museums of Charlotte 
in North Carolina on October 3, 1987 
Hear a computer- composed piece 
on a Kurzweil 250 ... and see 
where artificial intelligence is really 
going! CONCERTO FOR ASTRONAUTS 
GOES CD... Written by Russian emigre 
Emile Sichkin and released by Nevi 
Frontier, the opus uses a Kurzwei1250 for 
at least 50% of the music. The tape sound-
ed great, but the new CD is incredible. 
SOUND ADVICE... 
in the new Kurzweil 
250 User's Guide. 
Re- discover your 
250. Available now 
from your Kurzweil 
dealer for $25.00. 
SOUND OFF.. AND 
ON... with the new Kurzweil 250 Sound 
Libraries 5 and 6—additional disc-
supplied sounds for your 250. See your 
Kurzweil dealer. NEW 150 FS 
DESIGN...features a more readable LED 
and is designed for more efficient use of 
rack space. SPEAK TO US!... vve want to 
hear from you. Write to: Kurzweil Music 
Systems, Inc., 411 Waverley Oaks Road, 
Waltham, MA 02154. See you next month. 

e) 1987 by Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. Kurzweil dnd Random Sampiing are registered trademarks of Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc. 



BANG YOUR HEAD. 

Blow 'em away with Blazing Hot Sound 

From a totally cool amp. RA 600 

by Sony Sound Tec. The amp 

that gives you all the 

block-busting power 

you need. 
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Beat it 

Pound it 

Give it your best shot. 

It comes back for more. 

Tough as nails. Smooth as leather 

Mind-seering sound is yours today 

at your RIC Dealer. Experience it 

Rickenbacker International Corp. RC 
3895 S. Main, Santa Ana, CA 92707 

(714) 545-5574. RickEnliackEr 
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POWER GUITAR 
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distortion equal to the best tube amps 

BOX 934 LIVERMORE, CA 94500 (415) 443-1037 
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Recently, Wayne Charvel has been 
cooking up new designs for Gibson, and 
three of his latest creations, said to be 
heavily influenced by Wayne's hot rod 
tastes, were due to be unveiled at 
NAMM. Attorneys for I.M. C. had dif-
ferent ideas, however, and obtained a 
ten-day temporary restraining order 
against Gibson's showing the guitars. 
The legal fireworks were short-lived, 
however, as sources now say a settle-
ment is in the works that will allow 
Charvel to continue working for Gibson. 
The removed guitars may become col-
lector's items. Reminds one a bit of Leo 
Fender's post-Fender tribulations. 

In the realm of acoustic guitars, the 
last frontier seems to be the semi-hollow 
electric acoustic that sounds really full. 
One of the best new solutions is the 
Yamaha APX series, which uses two 
pickups, a contact inside the guitar for a 
warm, wood-like tone, and a hexaphonic 
on the bridge for the highs. A balance 
control between the two gives you a 
remarkable range of sounds. Stereo 
versions also allow you to assign differ-
ent string combinations to different 
sides, for an even bigger sound. The 
necks on the steel-string version of the 
APX, as opposed to the two nylon-
stringed models, are actually a tad more 
like electric guitar necks. If you're more 
into the traditional acoustic neck, try the 
new Guild Songbird, another excellent 
thin-line acoustic-electric in the $1000 
range. And if you want something with a 
little more flash, especially for your next 
rockvid, may we suggest the Ovation 
Thunderbolt, complete with lightning-
shaped sound hole. We'll be seeing 
plenty of this one on MTV, I think. 

I suppose I have to talk about MIDI 
guitar now, although I've been putting it 
off. I just have a bad attitude about it. 
Even the fly-by-night MIDI software 
community provides no more blatant 
example of vaporware than in MIDI 
guitar (vaporware is the showing of 
products that are perpetually "ready to 
ship in sixty to ninety days"). How am I 
going to tell you with a straight face that 
Beetle and Passac and Zeta will soon be 
marketing MIDI guitar converters? The 
Zeta one is the most plausible—after all, 
it was shown a year ago. But Zeta seems 
to shrink from the enormity of having the 
only under-$2000 fret-switched system 
and has instead worked at the edges, 
MIDIing up violinists and at this show 
unveiling an especially broad-banded 
bass pickup. More disappointing was the 
tracking of the Mirror 6 instrument 
itself, which seemed not significantly 
better than an average pitch-to-voltage 

(i I 



system. I'm still rooting for the Zeta 
system because I think we must have an 
affordable fret-switched alternative, but 
it isn't yet at hand. 

Of the other two, I can only report that 
the MIDI guitar system from Passac is 
said to use a pitch detection technique 
that's "not specifically pitch-to-voltage"; 
it instead consists of six piezo pickups in 
a Kahler bridge. Now forgive me if I'm 
stupid, but if you're using a piezo pickup, 
that seems to me to be pitch-to-voltage. 
Passac also claims to have a "delay 
neutralization technique" that detects 
when the note is hit instantly, and can 
actually track the pick's direction and the 
location of where it hits the string. A 
year ago I'd pass that along with a 
straight face, but this is 1987. Ditto with 
the Beetle. This one supposedly works 
on radar, and a lurid story is going around 
about an Indian genius recruited by the 
U.S. government to work on developing 
radar systems. The story is false, says 
Beetle, but their system will cost 
$1000—with guitar—and does indeed 
work on radar. Ready in, ah... sixty to 
ninety days. With case. Can I play it? No. 

See, bad attitude. Especially if the 
Beetle Quantar winds up the hottest 

product of 1988. 
Why is the game all-but-over for these 

would-be empire-builders? The Roland 
GM-70. It has taken pitch-to-voltage 
conversion about as far as it can go, 
removing the great dissatisfied masses 
which all these new start-ups need. No, 
unlike an extraordinary number of guitar 
players I know, I am not blown away by 
the GM-70. It still has problems in the 
low end for me, the Achilles heel of all 
P-V systems, and I can never feel com-
pletely connected to the instruments I 
was MIDIed to. But it is pretty damn 
good. I've had a Roland GK-1 hex pickup 
on my Les Paul running into the GM-70 
for two months now, and can tell you it's 
the first system I've been given to 
review that I felt was genuinely usable. 
Does this end the MIDI guitar competi-
tion? Hell no. But it may put an end to the 
pitch-to-voltage competition. 
One major company thinks not. Casio 

has decided to go after the GM70 using a 
more simplified concept, correctly 
judging that many guitarists are intimi-
dated by the sophistication of the Roland 
unit. The Casio approach is to get a nice 
electric guitar and put everything in 
that—yes, besides the regular phone 

jack, the only output is a MIDI plug. The 
programs are chosen by an ingenious use 
of the frets: Hit a dip switch and then pick 
one of sixteen frets on one of six strings. 
Voilà, ninety-six programs. It can put 
different voices on different strings, 
change channels, do pitch bends and 
most essential functions, but has no 
whammy bar and doesn't seem to be able 
to save system setups. The Casio MIDI 
guitar will go for $900, which isn't bad at 
all since the guitar itself is a decent one. 
And what of the Photon? Actually, it 

took all the time between Anaheim and 
Chicago just to get the deal between 
Gibson/Phi-Tech and K-Muse signed. 
This could mean humans like us could try 
one for more than three minutes. Keep 
your fingers crossed, but beware vapor-
ware. Okay, let's head down the home 
stretch to amps and effects. 

You wouldn't think distortion would be 
a growth item in 1987, but it was in 
Chicago. Not the sixty-dollar stomp box 
variety, but complex rack-mounted 
MIDIfied preamp units with either tube 
simulators or actual tubes: Top of the 
line is the $700 ADA MIDI preamp, 
which holds 128 programs. Basic con-

continued on page 114 

VI hat comes in a two pound box and 
turns your personal computer into 
a professional music studio? 

ersonal Musician 

'gem 
(818)702-0992 

Sonus Corp. has been providing the professional 
musician with MIDI (Musicial Instrument Digital 
Interface) software for years, now they bring this 
technology to you. Personal Musician provides you with 
the tools and know-how to turn your «imputer into a 
professional multi-track recorder. This package includes 
everything you need to start MIDI sequencing; an easy 
to use, easy to learn music sequencing program, a Sonus 
MIDI interface, MIDI cables, a concise manual, and all 
the software support you'll need. Personal Musician 
from Sonus is available for the following computers: 
Commodore 64/128, Apple Ile, 11+, Ilgs, Atari 
520/1040ST, IBM/compatibles. 
Available at fine music and retail stores. 
© 1997 Signis 
Commodore IJ a registered trademark of Lommtalore Business ilachities. . Ipple is a 
registered trademark of Apple Computers, o a registered trademark of ..Itart 
Corp.. IR ti a registered trademark 411111. M. 
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How to put a 
If you have some 

bright ideas about making 
music, we have a place you can develop them. 

The new MT2X multitrack recorder/mixer. 
With the MT2X, you can record separate parts 

on separate tracks, one part at a time. Then combine 
tracks to hear all the parts together as a complete 
musical work 

Track by track, you can put a whole band 
together. Try out new arrangements. Or experiment 
with different sound combinations. 

It's like a notebook for your imagination. 
One that comes with four recording tracks, two 

tape speeds, six input chan-
nels, and endless 
possibilities. 

For example, you can "ping pong" or transfer 
the music from several recorded tracks onto just one. 
Which clears those tracks to record still more. In this 
way, you can easily create more than a dozen tracks 
(voice, instrument or special effects) from just one 
four-track recorder. 

And the dbx® noise reduction means you'll hear 
more music and less tape hiss. It's the same system 
that professional studios use. 

The MT2X's built-in mixer opens even more 
creative possibilities. With six inputs, you can mix up 
to six different parts simultaneously (for example, 
background vocals, rhythm section or horns) onto a 
single track Leaving plenty of room on the remain-
ing tracks to add lead vocal, instrumental solos and 
special effects. 



band together. 
And speaking of effects, you can also plug in 

digital effects units like our SPX9011. And add dra-
matic stereo echo, reverb, chorus, etc. 

The MT2X is also designed to accept FSK 
sync from a drum machine, music computer or 
MIDI sequencer. And even if your sequencer can't 
do tape sync, our optional YMC2 MIDI FSK 
converter will get you on track. 

Each channel has Hi and Lo EQ con-
trols for shaping each instrument's tonal 
qualities, and LED meters indicate the 
optimum input level. 

For the pro, an MT2X is perfect for 
taping rehearsals and making pol-
ished audition tape& 

PUNCH 
IN4X11 

•••• 

But for anyone, it's a complete, 
affordable home studio. A creative garden 

where ideas can grow. 
Your Yamaha Professional Audio dealer 

can tell you about zero stop, pitch control and the 
MT2X's many other professional features. 

See him soon. And start putting it all together. 
Yamaha Music Corporation, Professional Audio 

Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In 
Canada, Yamaha Canada Music, Ltd., 135 Milner 
Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1S 3R1. 

CYAIVIAHA® 
Engineering Imagination-

dbx is a registered trademark I dbx, 



First let's kill 
all the 
drummers... 
"We're working twelve hours a day, six 

days a week, - Mark Knopfler smiles. It's 

his idea of a good time. Knopfler is 

sitting at a mixing console at A&M's 

Hollywood studio, synching bits of 

instrumental music to bits of film. On 

top of the console is a TV monitor 

running a scene from Rob Reiner's new 

movie The Princess Bride. Suspended 

above that is a second screen filled with 

computerized lists of the musical cues. 

Behind Knopfler is a great keyboard at 

which sits Dire Straits' Guy Fletcher. 

Knopfler runs the film for what must be 

the fiftieth time and signals Guy when to 

punch in which pre-recorded section of 

music. It's tricky because the movie is 

cutting back and forth between a wed-

ding scene in a castle and a battle 

raging outside. The music has to cut as 

quickly as the camera or the mood 

(actually the effect caused by contrast-

ing two moods) will be blown. 

Knopfler, Reiner and everyone con-

nected with Princess Bride are pushing 

to get the movie scored, edited and 

released in two months. To this end, 

they have three different recording 

studios simultaneously working on the 

soundtrack. Knowing Mark Knopfler's 

penchant for creating under pressure, 

the tight deadline is not surprising. 

What is surprising is the fun everyone in 

the room is having. They've stared at 

this same bit of film over and over, and 

yet each time it's wound back they 

laugh at the gags as if they were seeing 

them for the first time. 

By Bill Flanagan 
Photographs by Chris Cuffaro 



Cut to evening in a hotel elevator. 

Knopfler finds himself riding down to 

the lobby with George Benson. The two 

don't know each other, but Mark quickly 

finds a reference point—their common 

friendship with Chet Atkins. Now if you 

go into your neighborhood record store 

you'll find Mark Knopfler in the " Rock" 

section, George Benson in " Jazz" and 

Chet Atkins in -Country." That's how 

marketing departments and radio 

stations categorize them, too. But these 

guys don't box themselves that way. 

They are guitarists, they are musicians, 

they are artists. They'll leave the label-

licking to libraries. 

Which has a little bit to do with why 

Knopfler's soon driving down Sunset 

Boulevard, following scribbled direc-

tions to T-Bone Burnett's new ocean-

view apartment. Knopfler and Burnett 

are acclaimed singer songwriters who 

have refused to be limited by the rules 

of an industry that says to talented 

performers, "You just keep coming up 

with the material, kid, and leave the 

thinking to us." Between their own 

albums they play sessions, produce 

other artists and score movies. Since 

finishing Dire Straits' Brothers In Arms 

tour last year. Knopfler has produced 

tracks for Tina Turner and a whole new 

album for Willie DeVille. He just toured 

Europe in Eric Clapton's backup band. 

Princess Bride will be his fourth sound-

track album (following Local Hero, 

Mark 
Knopfler 
conspires 

with 1-Bone 
Burnett 



Comfort & Joy and Cal). Not bad considering that in nine years 
he's made only five studio albums with Dire Straits. 

1-Bone Burnett's third and most acclaimed solo LP, Proof 
Through The Night, is now four years old. Since he finished it 
he has toured extensively, released a British EP, scored a film 
(In And Out), directed a play for TV and produced fine albums 
for a whole list of deserving artists, among them Leslie 
Phillips, the Bodeans, Peter Case, Marshall Crenshaw, Los 
Lobos three times and Elvis Costello. Last winter T-Bone 
toured in Costello's band and released a one-shot, live-in-the-
studio country LP on Dot Records. All of which left fans 
wondering if he'd ever get around to making another rock 'n' 
roll album. 

please why can't there be more?" You have a feeling there's 
not going to be. And here there is more, better than that. 
Trying to avoid superlatives, I just think it's a wonderful thing. 
BURNETT: Did you see Jack Nicholson at the Celtics/Lakers 
game on Thursday? 
KNOPFLER: I was there. 
BURNETT: On television somebody interviewed Nicholson, 
and said, "Jack, do you think the Celtics have the leprechauns 
on their side?" He said, " I think the Celtics need the witches of 
Eastwick, which is my new movie, opening June fifteenth." 
KNOPFLER: Okay, keep plugging this record. 
MUSICIAN: . 1// through the record, I heard interesting guitar 

()lbw in your productions you use guitar where other 

Mark: "One time I came offstage and lost my temper 
and really told them what I thought of the performance. 
It was sabotage. It was deliberate.... It's blatantly obvious 
when 1-Bone says, 'You're fired, you're fired, you're 
fired,' he's got the right idea. Because he's achieved 
that workable situation far earlier." 

Tonight he's got it done. '1-Bone greets Knopfler at the door 
and admits that he's a little nervous—this will be the first time 
he's played anyone Talking Animals, the record on which he's 
worked so hard. It's the big one: his first for Columbia and the 
album that's expected to deliver on all the promise of his warm-
up projects. That aside, between the time Knopfler steps into 
the living room and the time they get to the couch, 1'- Bone has 
recruited Mark to play guitar on the Roy Orbison album he's 
now producing. These guys don't quit working for a minute. 
The Orbison arrangements settled, 1-Bone cues up the tape. 

Now, Mark Knopfler has many fine qualities, but the ability 
to be polite about mediocre music is not among them; the guy 
is a real tough critic. So there's a little tension as the first song 
begins. "The Wild Truth" doesn't really sound like anything 
else—but there is something of John Lennon and the 
Attractions there. Lyrically, 1-Bone still spits out epigrams like 
chewing tobacco: "Science fiction and nostalgia have become 
the same thing," " I get the feeling as soon as something 
appears in the paper it ceases to be true," "Mercy is like the 
wind; it goes where it will." A big smile breaks across 
Knopfler's face. " It's great, 'F-Bone," he says. " It's really 
great." Each cut gathers more praise, and by the end of the 
second side both men are laughing and raising celebratory 
whiskeys. Eventually someone remembers to turn on the tape 
recorder, which continues to roll as alcohol loosens tongues 
and evening gives way to early morning. 

MUSICIAN: Mark, why don't we kick off with your reaction to T-
non( 's record? 
KNOPFLER: After Proof Through The Night you think, "Oh, 

people would use keyboards. 
BURNETT: Whether I do that or not, I've just always had a 
question: What is a keyboard? Do you ever get this feeling that 
there are guys that went out and learned how to play piano, 
they went to school, and then they come to sessions and it 
costs you about three hundred dollars just to get them to bring 
their equipment. Then they set it up all through the control 
room so you can't even breathe or move, and then producers 
spend eight hours with them, going "Now what was that other 
sound? Wait a minute, a minute ago you made this other sound, 
this [makes wild squawk] kind of sound. What was that?" "Oh, 
that was the Prophet." They spend eight hours getting this 
sound, and then this guy who's gone to Juilliard and spent ten 
years learning how to play the piano, when it's finally time to do 
the take, after nobody can even think anymore, walks over and 
uses one finger [laughter]. And I have this feeling they must 
feel enormously guilty about being called keyboard players. 
KNOPFLER: That whole thing's so elastic. It's developing to 
the stage where there is no distinction. It's playing. With synth 
guitars and synth keyboards you can play trumpet all day if you 
want to, or anything. Nobody knows anymore whether these 
sounds are made by guitar players or keyboard players. On the 
piece I'm doing now, Guy is playing a classical guitar sound on 
the keyboard, because it happens to be immediately more 
convenient. It's just whatever's appropriate for every piece. 
BURNETT: Some writer once asked Bob Clearmountain, 

"What nuke do you use on the drums?" and he said, "What 
difference does it make?" 
KNOPFLER: A lot of drums are going down on keyboards, now. 
A lot of everything is. It's all becoming one, just as all art is 



one. It's very exciting to me. I've spent a great pile of dough on 
upgrading my Synclavier to the point where the studio's almost 
redundant. I can record direct to disk. And I can get better 
results than I can with digital tape machines. It's not error 
correction but it's just beautiful, beautiful sound. Got a whole 
orchestra in there. At the moment I'm doing half on my 
acoustic guitar and half on a keyboard, to use that word. 
MUSICIAN: Well, the technology that makes all these choices 
available in turn is going to spur new ideas. When you made 
Proof Through The Night did you imagine anything that 
sounded like Talking Animals or is this album a result of being in 
the studios a lot, hearing new sounds? 
BURNETT: The thing that helped a lot was I spent three years 
producing other people's records. They helped remind me 
what was important and what was not. 
KNOPFLER: Especially when you got home at night, by 
yourself, after those sessions. You were probably reminded 
that you're a songwriter, too. You're a songwriter trying to help 
somebody else realize their dreams; it's an interesting position 
to be in. 
MUSICIAN: Is it hard to separate your vision of where it should go 
from that artist's vision? 
KNOPFLER: I think that just depends on how good a person you 
are, how true to them and to yourself you can be. 
BURNETT: I think that's true, and I think it's also how good a 
person they are. 
KNOPFLER: Absolutely. And how mature they are. For the 
young person you can make allowances, but... 
BURNETT: There are some producers who live through the 
artist they're working on, and they think of it in some way as 
their record, which it's not, really. Ultimately it's the person 
singing the song's record. 
KNOPFLER: Now that can be brought home to you either 
violently—not physically violently, thank heavens— 

and suddenly a record comes out based around your roughs. 
You see the thing as you know it, but you also see the thing 
from somebody else's point of view. You realize it is somebody 
else's thing, and they have done with it what they will. 
BURNETT: That's a little rough. I've never had quite 
that... that's disarming. 
KNOPFLER: It's still good in some ways. There are some first-
rate things, "License To Kill" comes to mind. 
BURNETT: I think Infidels is brilliant. 
KNOPFLER: Yeah, but I've got roughs that were unbelievable. 
There are so many variables all the time with a piece of 

music. The song, the people involved, the tools you have 
available. I know how hard T-Bone's worked on his new 
record, but I also know that things happened because there 
were certain people there, and because a thing sounded good 
at the time. 
There comes a point where you have to stop, too, because 

the vocabulary is so great. When something makes you happy, 
then you have to leave it. 
BURNETT: I like to have the idea of limits. I like to have definite 
bordefs. I watch my kids crawl right up on the stove. They 
want to know what their limits are. See, a person who's mad 
doesn't know his limits. He doesn't know the difference 
between himself and a chicken. I really like the idea of working 
with a band: "We're not going to use another drummer. Our 
drummer's not any good, but that's my story and I'm sticking 
to it." 
KNOPFLER: It's exactly the same when you're talking about 
classical composers of the past. Their limits were the range of 
the instruments of the orchestra. But it goes without saying 
you need a tremendous harmonic sense. 
BURNETT: To work within those borders. 
KNOPFLER: This film that I'm doing now is actually turning out 
to be that sort of a thing. Even though there are scenes where 

1-Bone: ' In the first place, the drummer's always bad. 
There are only about three drummers left in the world 
who can actually play with the demands made of a rock 
'n roll record." 
BURNETT: Or physically violently. 
MUSICIAN: How was it brought home to you? Can you think of 
an example? 
KNOPFLER: Yes, I can think of an example. [Bob Dylan's] 
Infidels comes to mind. I knew how it could have been, had I 
been allowed to finish it. I had to go on tour, and so there was a 
little break. I thought I could come back and mix it. And CBS 
told Bob he had to turn it in. 

It's a very weird situation. But he had to press ahead and get 
the thing out. You carry a vision of possibilities with you. And 
you share it with your like-minded engineer. And what I was 
working with was roughs, which were beautiful, and so it 
comes as a bit of a surprise when things are resung, when 
another engineer is brought in, and certain overdubs are made 

you can use a hundred-and-ten pieces, it's amazing how the 
thing itself seems to start to dictate the tools that you bring to 
that particular job. 
To create the illusion of ease is everything. All the people 

who are the best at what they do make it look easy. In some 
sense—this is where it gets complicated—because it is easy, 
and in others it's just not. 

There's no formula. I've said this now for however long I've 
been doing interviews. There is a kind of a person around who 
insists on going through life trying to understand creative 
processes by this approach: "Tell me what the trick is." It's just 
not like that. I'm sorry to disappoint you, it's just not like that. 
There is no trick. There are so many aspects to it. There's no 
trick to conceiving, drawing, building and realizing a cathedral. 
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You don't go up to the guy who did that and go, "What's the 
trick, man? How do you do that stuff, man?" You don't say that. 
So don't say it to me. Don't come to me with a microphone and 
say, "Just tell me how you do that stuff." My father was an 
architect. When I was a child I asked him if he ever built a 
cathedral. He said, " I never would—because my faith's not 
strong enough." 
BURNETT: It's about inspiring people and moving people and 
giving people the chance to feel more real, more a part. There 
was a time in my life, maybe I was seventeen, when I wanted 
to be a rock 'n' roll star. There was this feeling that came of it, 
which is like getting on a moment. There were many times in 
my life, especially with women, where I would be able to be 
very large. But lately I've begun to identify this as almost a 
Hitlerian feeling, of being able to be larger than others. And 
what goes with that is then being cowed by it. That's the flip 
side of it. And lately I don't like it. Whether it's with one woman 
or one man or one band, I don't like that heavy feeling of "I'm in 
control of this situation." I much more like the feeling of sitting 
on this beach and this is the sand, and over there are the trees, 
and overhead are the birds...And I'm a creature made by God 
who's part of this thing that's going on. You know what I'm 
talking about, don't you? 
KNOPFLER: Absolutely. 
BURNETT: There's something going on way beyond anything 
that I can conceive of, or definitely control. I'm just a part of it, 
I don't want to be Hitler. I don't want to be a rock star. Many 
people have said that Hitler was the first rock star, and that's a 
truer statement than any of us who ever said that could really 
conceive of, because it goes on in every moment of a person's 
life. You have lots of chances to be Hitler, or a rock star. 
MUSICIAN: But obviously somebody has to run the show, and you 
have to take a certain responsibility If you produce an album or 

become show biz. So I called up the network, and said, "I don't 
want to see wrestling on the sports report on the news." And 
some guy said, "Thanks for your call." 
MUSICIAN: You're talking about not wanting to have genuine 
athletic competition insulted by putting it in the same place as 
something predetermined, where they know who's going to win in 
advance. Which relates in music to the difference between putting 
out your genuine feelings and getting a response from the 
audience, and having a preplanned series of effects that you know 
will produce this response from the crowd. 
KNOPFLER: I really think in the end that people understand 
that, that people really feel that, people can sense it, so I 
wouldn't worry too much about the potential damage. Provided 
you feel that you're basically the same as your audience, or at 
least that there's some kind of sensitizing, there is some kind 
of inspiring process going on, that you're leaving people up, 
that you're leaving people enriched. That you haven't resorted 
to some kind of rabble-rousing. Talk to people who work in 
these places. People leave some shows in a very destructive, 
very anti- social mood. Other times people leave saying 
[whispers], "Yeah." One of the nicest things that ever 
happened to me was some guy came up to me and said, "I was 
feeling suicidal. I was dragged out by my mates and I was really 
at the end of my tether and I just want you to know that I feel 
great, I'm going to go on out there." So, hey. The thing works 
in mysterious ways. Sometimes it's a fairly fine line. 

Another area that is quite interesting is audience size. I don't 
think that working musicians who are popular should make it 
their day-to-day business to play in football stadiums. I just 
don't think that is a good idea. 
BURNETT: It's definitely not. 
KNOPFLER: I think that there's got to be a reasonable limit. In 
London, I just didn't want to play in Wembley Stadium.... 

T- Bone: "The truly great songs are huge songs. I chal-
lenge anyone to make a bigger statement than You 
Are My Sunshine.' Lennon had that genius, that gift for 
saying, 'Help!' All You Need Is Love,"Imagine! Bono 
has that gift." 
lead a band into an arena for people who paid seventeen bucks to 
see you, isn't it necessaly to the job that you put aside the part of 
yourself that wants to be one more pebble on the beach? 
KNOPFLER: But there's a difference, I think, between a man 
singing a song about his real feelings to an audience, a big 
audience with a lot of fists up in the air, and what I would call 
jackboot rock—a series of devices aimed at some kind of 
musical Nuremberg. You've got to be reasonable with your 
audience and treat people with respect and reason. One of the 
things that really pissed me off recently was seeing wrestling 
on the sports reports. Because that's not baseball or basketball 
or football. All of a sudden the sports report, and the news, has 

BURNETT: You played [the smaller] Wembley Arena, right? 
Ten nights or something? 
KNOPFLER: Yeah, it's better to do a lot of nights in a smaller 
place. It means that you've got to work harder to get to the 
same amount of people who really want to see you, but I think 
it's more civilized. I think it's better for the people who come. 
It's not better for you, really, because you've got to do it ten 
times instead of doing it once. 
BURNETT: I agree. I think there are very few people out there 
who should do it. I don't know what it is—let's call it power. 
Springsteen did not have that power. I saw him play in 
Wembley to 100,000 people. To me there was one really 
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brilliant moment, when he did "I'm On Fire" just as the sun was 
going down. 
KNOPFLER: Well, that's a great song. I think "I'm On Fire" is 
on( of the best songs written in the past twenty-odd years. 
BURNETT: I would agree. I would say that Springsteen is one 
of the great balladeers of our age. In no way to demean him, I 
donrmean this to put him down, but even Springsteen didn't 
have the power to put across what he does to 100,000 people. 
Elvis Costello's one of the great songwriters of our time, and 
he couldn't do it. It makes no sense for Baryshnikov to dance in 
Giants Stadium. 

the first song globally broadcast. And that's fitting. Whereas 
"I'm On Fire" wouldn't be fitting, globally broadcast. It's a 
mind-boggling concept to say something to everybody on the 
globe at the same time. 
MUSICIAN: Did your mind boggle at Live Aid, Mark? 
KNOPFLER: We were right in the middle of playing across the 
parking lot, so we just walked across and played. But at the 
same time when I see these pomp rock...I can't get into it. I'm 
always outside the crowd. I'm always apart from it. I can't get 
myself involved. Never have been able to. You could make fun 
of it, but I think it's something that goes a bit deeper than that. 

Mark: "There's no trick to conceiving, drawing, building 
and realizing a cathedral. You don't go up to the 
architect and say, 'How do you do that stuff, man?' So 
don't say it to me." 

KNOPFLER: I just think it becomes another thing, it's like 
saying, "This is cultural." And so instead of it being a 
performance, it becomes an event. And it actually affects your 
playing, because we've had to do these things a few times in 
different countries; the only place to play is the football ground 
or whatever. And it affects the way you play. 
BURNETT: It does. Because it has to be grander. I think U2, 
for instance, actually has the power. I would say they are the 
only band that would have the power to play a football stadium. 
And that is a very personal opinion. I just think Bono has the 
genius... You know what genius means? Gift. Talent. I wouldn't 
say in Bono's case it's a skill; it's actually a gift, knowing Bono. 
Of anyone I've ever met in my life, he is able to stand up and do 
things I would really be humiliated and embarrassed to do. He 
climbs up on top of the scaffolding and waves a white flag, 
which is a brilliant, beautiful, poignant, true and grand 
statement. If I did that I'd fall off the scaffolding to my death. 

But he has that gift for making a grand statement. And if 
you're playing for 100,000 people, you have to make it really 
grand. One of the things I realized about songwriting recently 
is the truly great songs, the songs that people will sing in a 
hundred years are really huge songs. "You Are My Sunshine" 
at first glance might seem like a very meager song, but just 
look at the title. "You Are My Sunshine." Well, I challenge 
anyone to make a bigger statement than that. Lennon had that 
genius, that gift for saying "Help!" "All You Need Is Love." 
"Imagine." He had that gift for making huge statements. I 
believe that's why the Beatles were the Beatles. And Bono has 
that particular gift for making a ridiculously huge statement and 
somehow pulling it off. Springsteen is brilliant at what he does, 
but he makes much smaller statements, really. He doesn't 
come anywhere within a thousand miles of saying "You Are My 
Sunshine." When he got into that dimension of 100,000 people, 
somehow his statement would go out and it would diffuse. By 
the time it got to where I was it was very meager. "All You 
Need Is Love" is bigger than all of us. Whether you agree with 
what it's saying or not, it's big. It's worldwide. And that was 

It's not just that I don't particularly like going out on Saturday 
night. It's something else. And it's an instinctive mistrust of the 
whole thing. When you are in that position I think you have to 
be prepared to take responsibility for what you do. For what 
you write or sing or the way you behave, the way you treat 
your audience. 

That's art, people who create things, even things which you 
think, "God, that's great," and then you see that the guy is 
irresponsible, you see that the guy isn't committed to what 
he's doing, doesn't stay with it, has other people turn it out for 
him; you realize that's art without responsibility. You realize as 
you get older that art without responsibility is bullshit. 
MUSICIAN: What if you go in to produce somebody else and 
there's one guy who just doesn't have it, who can't cut it? You get 
in there and you're helping them channel their vision, but the 
drummer is just terrible. You cannot get this drummer together. 
At what point do you just say, "Can the drummer." 
BURNETT: In the first place the drummer's always bad. Right? 
I mean there are only about three drummers left in the world 
who can actually play with the demands that are made of a rock 
'n' roll, pop record. 
KNOPFLER: [Grins and nods] I can't tell you what it is to hear 
that. I can't tell you. 
BURNETT: take the heat. I'll say that. I don't need anybody 
to back me up on that [laughter]. But the thing is like.., this is 
such a long discussion... 
KNOPFLER: Drummers, T-Bone. 
BURNETT: Let's murder 'em. With the advent of drum 
machines, when any twelve-year-old kid can put a rhythmically 
perfect track together, drums have become increasingly 
important to the point now where they're totally important and 
totally unimportant at the same time. Drums don't matter 
anymore, because they can be perfect with the touch of a few 
fingers. To find a drummer who can play a completely 
unimportant part in a really important way is a rare thing, so 
you're not ever going to get a band from Waxahachie that's 
gonna have a drummer that's equal to the task that's required 
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of a drummer today. So then one has to decide, just how 
damned important are the drums in this? Well.., the .song is 
what's important, make that song live, so the producer is the 
servant or midwife. You're either going to kill it or give it life. 
Most of the time these songs are killed. Almost every time. A 
song is something that you let go of, you let fly. Singing is not 
giving all the notes, right? Singing is just ripping off your 
clothes and running through the park. 
KNOPFLER: Are you trying to find out how ruthless a producer 
must be? I'm a very slow learner in that sense. And I insist on 
feeling optimistic about people's limitations. But I'm changing, 
and the older I get the more I realize there isn't the time. I've 
less time now for something that's bullshit, that's not working. 
I've had to be shown that. Having wasted so much time in 
studios, I would be far more ready now to give the golden 
elbow. I've gone through hell with people who couldn't cut it. 
BURNETT: That's what I just did...I agree. I was just doing 
work with Kris Kristofferson, who I think is one of the great 
songwriters. He's written two of the five songs that have been 
played the most on the radio in history He's a great writer. 
Okay, he's got like this seven-piece band, and every one of the 
musicians is brilliant in his own right. And they would play the 
song through, and I would walk through them and say, "You're 
fired," "You're fired," "You're fired," "You're fired." 
KNOPFLER: You wouldn't have done that how long ago? 
BURNETT: A year ago. 
KNOPFLER: There you are. That's a better example of what I 
was trying to say. 
BURNETT: You just get to the point where, "This is the song, 
you sound good on it, you sound good, and all the rest of it is 

extraneous. Go sit down and listen." 
KNOPFLER: I think I might have always been impelled to act as 
a producer without realizing that was what I was. I remember 
on Slow Train Coming for instance, Bob Dylan and I did run 
down the songs before, but then [producers] Barry [Beckett] 
and Jerry [Wexler] sort of got stuck into them, with the band 
and everything. Then this song turned up and Bob was singing 
it with the piano and I remember just getting up off my stool 
and got everybody off the floor and said, "Just sing it with the 
piano, that's it, and that's the song." So I suppose that is being 
a producer before you realize you are a producer. 
A producer is a way of saying, "You're fired," "You're fired." 

I fired myself, I fired everybody. That's just a sense of what's 
appropriate. But what is interesting is how much you're 
prepared to act on it. How ruthless are you prepared to be in 
pursuit of whatever it is? 
MUSICIAN: What happens if youjust end up trapped in a 
situation? Each of you has had the experience of getting into 
something with all good intentions and enthusiasm that became 
an unpleasant experience. Mark, you said to me, "Once you get 
into it, you have the obligation to see the thing through." How do 
you keep on the track? How do you keep your judgment clear? 
KNOPFLER: Musical things, things keep happening between 
you and the other musicians that keep making it all right, in 
spite of the fucking artist. 
BURNETT: When there's an unhappy situation, well, I 
believe... What really matters is that what's behind it gets 
across. And if you do it this way and it gets across, fine, if you 
do it that way and it gets across, fine. 
MUSICIAN: But that's assuming that you can get it across in spite 
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of everything. 
BURNETT: If you can't get it across, then you just do the best 
you can. And if it doesn't get across, so be it. Who says that 
everything we do is supposed to work? Where is that written? 
Everything we do is supposed to connect? In my case there 
was the band here and there was me here and there was this 
other guy who was playing both ends against the middle, and 
he was completely the fly in the ointment. The band and I got 
along great. 

You watch people going through completely unnecessary 
emotional problems and you say to yourself, "I choose not to 
go through these when I have to do my work." 
KNOPFLER: You try to make it better next time. For whoever. 
BURNETT: And if it's my own record, then I'll try to make that 
better. But at least I know. I know what it's like to stand by the 
microphone in the studio and try to sing a song that I wrote in 
my bedroom three months ago with the same conviction and 
emotion that I felt at the time that I wrote it. I know that there's 
a problem. When I wrote it in my bedroom it was perfect. It 
was complete; it was real. And now I've got to involve this 
guitar player and this drummer and this bass player, in this 
process, and I'm going to sing you this song and if you play one 
damn note before I finish this song and you know what this song 
is about, I'm going to go for your throat. You've got to involve 
them. You've got to allow them their humanity, their problems. 
You've got to allow them their fight they just had with their wife 
and the flat tire they just had on the way over to where you are. 
You've got to say, "Okay, here we are, now listen to this." The 
first audience you have to get over with is this drummer, bass 
player and guitar player. They have to somehow feel what you 

felt when you were in your bedroom. And you have to allow 
them to say in the song what they feel about that. 
MUSICIAN: When you produced Elvis Costello, you always first 
gathered the players around and had Elvis sing the song to them 
and tell them about it. I thought that was a real ballsy thing to do. 
Mark, have you had the experience in Dire Straits of having 
somebody in the band no longer . . 
KNOPFLER: I have. I probably will again. And I don't even 
know what you were going to ask. 
MUSICIAN: ... that maybe somebody at one time does get off on 
your songs and say, " Yeah, that really hits me," and then at a 
certain point maybe he and the songs aren't connecting anymore. 
He cannot play the thing with feeling because he's no longer 
feeling what you do. 
KNOPFLER: It depends whether you're talking about recording 
or performance. Sometimes when you play a song live a lot of 
times, you can be a little bit detached from what you're doing 
but it's still working. That's a wonderful, charitable, marvelous 
thing about the creative act. It's not absolutely essential to get 
inside every song every night on a tour that lasts for a year. I 
do try, I think everybody really tries incredibly hard. That's the 
gig side of it. Recording is tricky. I think you're a lucky man if 
you can get inside it every time. I somehow manage to. I'm 
just dead lucky and think everybody who's ever played for me 
has really given their everything. I think you can tell when 
somebody's standing apart from what they're doing. You can 
tell. They know. They're guilty. After the event they know 
themselves that they've done a disservice. 
BURNETT: I went up onstage one time. I was singing a really 
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Heartbreaker 
Straight Ahead! 
Tom Petty stops jamming 
and speaks his mind. 

By Mark Rowland 
Ton Petty & the Fteart13,-eakers Ho wie Epstein, Benmont Teach, Tom Petty, 

Stan Lynch & Mike Campbell. 

• 

he night Tom Petty & the Heartbreak-
ers arrived at the Universal Amphi-
theater in Los Angeles coincided 

with the fourth, pivotal match for the NBA 
championship between the L.A. Lakers and 
Boston Celtics, a thrilling and exhausting 
spectacle. As a result I arrived too late to 
catch the opening sets by the Georgia Sat-
ellites and the Del Fuegos (being from 
Boston, the Fuegos might understand), and 
burdened, upon entering the hall at intermis-
sion, with a sense of approaching anti-

climax. After four quarters of adrenaline 



rushes, who needed to sit in front of a rock ' n' denouement, an update of Buffalo 
roll band? field's " For What R's \North" into a contempo-

Then the music began, and the thrill of rary and equally chilling context, a delicately 
oned quintet per- textured " It All Works Out," the raging "Ret-• would focus first on 

watching one more 
forming at the top of their game. A show that 
reprised a fine career while also introducing 
songs from Let Me Up (I've Had Enough), the 
Heartbreakers' latest and possibly best 

entum so much as 
record, it didn't but 
skip from peak to musical peak; the anthem-
ic melody from " Listen To Her Heart," the 
steady shift from an affecting soto rendition 
of "The Wailing" to a powerful ensemble 
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ugee." One's atte flhlu 
Petty, of course, but then wander to Benmont 
Tench's rich keyboard fills, be kicked alert by 
Stan Lynch's authoritative percussion, 
soothed by bassist Howie Epsteir,'s sweet 

lied by Mike Camp-
harmony vocals, en 
bell's economical composed guitar solos, 
all rendered with the kind of confidence , 
agility and easeful balance that's the mark ot 



"I remember seeing A Hard Day's Night 
and thinking, `Well, you've got farming over 
here, and on this side, the Beatles.'" 

a great team. 
It hasn't always been this way. Like Petty's songs, which so 

often transpose melodic thrills with tales about a variety of 
guys named Loser, the Heartbreakers have frequently ridden 
a rollercoaster disguised as a success story. In Petty they have 
a leader who is an odd mix of political progressive and cultural 
cracker, a deceptively down-home guy who's responsible for 
launching almost as many lawsuits as albums. The making of 
his last one—record, that is—took nearly three years, during 
which Petty broke his hand; the result, Southern Accents, is 
even by his account something less than a pop triumph. A few 
rock bands as good as the Heartbreakers—and let's face it, 
there have only been a few—have broken up over less. 

Instead, the Heartbreakers hooked up with Bob Dylan—one 
character whose ability to defy category exceeds even 
Petty's—for a rejuvenating tour last year. They bookended 
that experience in the studio, delivering the goods for Let Me 
Up, an album as relaxed and accomplished as Southern Accents 
seemed belabored. Dylan and Petty collaborated on the LP's 
first single, "Jammin' Me," and the Heartbreakers were ready 
to embark on what promised to be a tour triumphant. But a few 
days before its commencement, Petty's house was set afire. 
The blaze spared his family (he's married, with a young 
daughter) but psychic scars remain. "I still don't know why it 
happened," he said. " It's a very weird feeling. It's one of those 
things that's very hard to accept. I still can't accept it." The 
concert tour is now as much refuge as celebration. As Petty 
puts it, "I was really glad to have someplace to go." 

In the office of his management, he speaks quietly, but never 
idly, about the Heartbreakers' musical renascence, Dylan, 
lawsuits, salad days, and, in general, a remarkable career. He 
sports a pallor that couldn't look more out of place in Los 
Angeles, his home for ten years. His occasionally acidulous 
insights are leavened by dry, deprecating humor. He's the kind 
of guy you wouldn't mind meeting in a bar, not because he 
knows how to rock so well, but because he knows himself. 

MUSICIAN: It seems like every other record you take side trips 
from your foundation, which to me is classic pop songwriting, 
and then you return. 
PETTY: It does seem that way, doesn't it? Even after the first 
album I remember being very conscious of not wanting to 
repeat it. So we try to veer, however subtly. I guess that 
mean,' I have to do another weird one now. 
MUSIC IAN: Does your confidence about songwriting veer as well? 
PETTY: It comes and goes. I felt very confident and relaxed on 
this record, and Bob probably had something to do with that. 
Simply because we were so caught up in the tour when the 
break came, we felt confident by instinct. Which won't always 
get you home, but luckily.... 
MUSICIAN: Dylan tends to work quickly and by feel. 
PETTY: I think he probably did instill some of that with us, if 
that doesn't sound too pretentious. He wouldn't preach it or 
anything, it just happened by playing together so much. And 
we'd already hit a new level of playing on the Southern Accents 
tour. "Mature" is such an awful word to use, but we did get 
better. Bob showed up at the end of that tour, so instead of 

going back into the cave, which had been our pattern, we kept 
playing, which was the best thing that ever happened to us. We 
do feel fairly renewed now. 
MUSICIAN: On Let Me Up the band is tight, but the sound is very 

1(1.x (1, offhand. 
PETTY: Well, it is very offhand. We didn't tinker with this 
record as much. Most of the overdubs we put on we later took 
off. In the original burst of recording sessions we did thirty 
titles—not all are great—but when we started weeding them 
out we were real excited about a lot of them. I was dragging 
people home, asking, "What do you think?" I never asked 
people's opinions so much. Of course nobody could agree. But 
there's two or three songs I'll use on future albums. 
MUSICIAN: If they're not sold to Lone Justice first. 
PETTY: Nah. We're getting real stingy these days. 
MUSICIAN: It sounds like the record came without struggle. 
PETTY: We made a rule this time, without saying so out loud, 
that when we'd even approach struggle, we'd just abandon 
ship. The way we worked, we'd come together around seven 
in the evening—the Heartbreakers don't track too well in the 
day—and we'd set up so we could all see each other in one 
room. It was comfortable surroundings, the same studio we'd 
recorded Torpedoes and Hard Promises. We'd play a set of 
about four or five songs, and maybe play "Wooly Bully" or 
whatever came to mind. Then listen to that, and go back out 
for another set. If your mind is only on one song, you see, it 
gets to be a little like work after a while; this way you get a feel 
of the album. If the groove was good I'd start singing lyrics off 
the top of my head. Only with your friends can you do that—it's 
very embarrassing. But I can't do much to embarrass myself 
with them I haven't done already. 
MUSICIAN: You'd never worked like that before? 
PETTY: Not really. But we'd been stuck in studios so much, we 
were trying to avoid the agony. It wasn't all simple. But I 
basically went for feeling. There's no overdubs at all on "Self-
Made Man." Mike was singing harmonies in the middle of the 
room, so when he comes in the whole band comes up. 
MUSIC IAN: Why did the songs keep pouring out? 
PETTY: We didn't even want to talk about it, we were so afraid 
it would stop. Mike and I had kind of a quasi-religious thing 
about it [laughs]. Our engineer, Don Smith, would say, "You've 
got twenty tunes, maybe you should go back and finish some of 
them." But we wanted to break ground every day. And some 
days nothing happened until maybe the last hour of the session; 
I'd get an idea, and here came a song. It was really fun. 
MUSICIAN: But didn't you need all your experience to achieve 
that kind of spontaneity? 
PETTY: You couldn't do your first record that way! I'm yelling, 
"E, A, go back to the first verse"—later I had to take all that 
out. If you listen to "Self-Made Man" you can hear some—we 
couldn't get it all. "How Many More Days" is the only time 
we've played that song. At the end you can hear everyone just 
stop playing. Nobody was taking it very seriously. 

I don't mean to sound flippant about it, 'cause we also tried 
things that didn't work. We recorded up to the day we had to 
leave for the tour. 
MUSICIAN: Did the novelty of playing backup band with Bob 
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Petty: " I don't think I'm all blissec out or anything." 
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Dylan wear off? 
PETTY: No, because there was room for our stuff. He was 
more than generous, and anyway I !ove all those songs. The 
great thing about playing with him is that he'll come up with 
different sets of changes all the time. You have to keep your 
mind open. 
MUSICIAN: Did you feel forced into competition? 
PETTY: It can be intimidating when you first get together, but I 
think we all knew it wouldn't do any good to get caught up ir 
that, and there was never a moment when we hesitated to 
speak our minds. Dylan is someone everybody is trying to 
prepare for. He's really like you and me. As a person I mean. 
As an artist, he's pretty amazing. 

Personally and musically, we got a!ong instantly. I was a little 

nervous at first. I didn't know Bob very well, and he's a hard 
person to know. He turned out to be a good friend. Some of our 
best times were on the plane rides. He's a fascinating guy and 
a great musician—a really instinctive musician. Instinct is 
everything with him, I think. 
MUSICIAN: You both seem comfortable traveling and petforming 
after all these years, living a kind of troubadorial life. 
PETTY: I think that's something we have in common—not 
feeling like we're living unless we're going out there and 
playing to somebody. I probably like being in the studio more 

than the band does. But if we didn't have records, I think we'd 
play in the garage, and I think Bob would too. I mean, is this 
really so bad? 
MUSICIAN: Success can wreck a band as well as failure. What 
accounts for the Heartbreakers' relative stability? 
PETTY: I hate to say it, but this goes way back. People don't 
realize we've known each other since high school. That's not 
the secret to why we're a good band, though. I don't know if 
there is one key. The main reason I keep on is that I believe the 
music will keep getting better. We're not the kind of people that 
kid themselves very well; we're pretty hard on each other. 
Bring in a bad song and, boy, you'll pay! [laughs] "This is shit!" 
you know, or "No, I'm not doing another take because this song 
sucks." They're very blunt people. 
MUSICIAN: Does that intimidate you, as a songwriter? 
PETTY: Oh yeah, it scares the hell out of me. I don't know if 
you ever get over that. I'm always scared to play somebody 
something I've just written. But they're my first jury, 'cause if 
they're interested, I feel confident others will be. 
Mike Campbell's the same way. I have to go over to his 

house and listen to everything he's done, because he won't 
offer up. And I've found some great songs. He wasn't hiding 
them, he just didn't think they were worth enough. 
MUSICIAN: Do you fight over the inclusion or placement of 
particular songs? 
PETTY: We argue about what songs go on an album—especially 
with Benrnont. On the B-side of "Jammin' Me" there's a song 
called "Make That Connection" that was supposed to end side 
one. But I couldn't find a format. I could have tacked it on as an 
extra cut to the CD. But I think that idea is just so honky. It's 
not clever at all. 
MUSICIAN: Before Scarecrow, John Cougar Mellencamp would 
deny there was any significance to his lyrics. Did you go through 
a similar process? 
PETTY: Yeah, I know what ol' John means. His record was 
almost like watching him grow up in public. With us and with 
most writers, I guess, you start off writing fairly simplistic love 
songs. Then you hit your late twenties and for some reason 
you start to give a shit about the world you're leaving behind— 
maybe you figure you're gonna die now [laughs]. 
The most important thing to me about a song, beyond the 

subject matter, is that I believe the singer. And the quickest 
way to attain that is simply to sing the truth. A lot of singers go 
years without figuring that out. They have this great tool, but 
can't figure out how to be honest. 

But your subconscious is always working; maybe John 
became aware of the farmers and really felt it. And, not to 
capsulize it too much, it's the same with us. These days it's 
hard to write songs and not say anything about what's going 
on. Some shred of consciousness about the point the world is 
at now has to creep in—hopefully, with a sense of humor. 
MUSICIAN: Let Me Up sounds upbeat, but the sentiments are 
consistently dark. There's humor, but it's gallows laughter. 
PETTY: Sometimes all you can do is laugh, or you'll cry. Dylan 
gave us songs that made you laugh while informing you. It 
makes the medicine go down a little easier. Political songs can 
date themselves quickly, but with humor and the right 
metaphor, they work. I'm not a political guy, but more and 
more that's what's on my mind. 
You look up and what is there to believe in? The preacher is 

fucking his secretary while they take hundreds of millions of 
dollars off sick, arthritic people—the ugliest kind of crime. You 
can't go to a McDonald's without fear of being mugged. I know, 
you look at newspapers in the 20s and they're filled with talk 
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"The most important thing is to believe the 
singer. And the quickest way to attain that 
is to simply sing the truth." 

about the end of the world. But now we can't kid ourselves— 
they can blow us all up. I have to take exception to that. 

I saw Dylan getting criticized in Australia by this guy who 
was saying, "Your new songs aren't as relevant as your old 
songs." And Dylan said, "Well, I'm out here writing songs— 
what are you doing?" You know, like a whole generation is out 
there driving BMWs and trying to be lawyers, and at least I'm 
trying to do something. I thought that was pretty relevant. 
MUSICIAN: On "Think About Me" you take the role of a loser, 
bitter about a rival who's got a fancy car and a CD player. But 
von probably do have a nice car and a CD player. 
PETTY: Yeah, I'm probably like the guy he's criticizing. But 

"What! Go out with the Dead?" 

emotionally, I feel I understand exactly where he's coming 
from. And that's an example of how you slip things under what 
on the surface might be just a love song.... 
MUSICIAN: That kind of character is so familiar in your songs— 
the hard-luck lover, the guy in the trailer Do you ever think, 
"That's me but for the grace of God"? 
PETTY: Oh yeah. I'm one lucky mother, let me tell you 
[laughs]. I'm grateful for that. That never leaves. 
MUSICIAN: So you keep common ground with your audience. 
PETTY: You must! Or why even sing? It's hard to write songs 
about Malibu Colony—for me, there's nothing to cover. It's 
real hard to write songs with any attitude at all. If I wanted to 
think about all the things I'm talking about now, I'd be too 
petrified to play a chord. I write better caught up in the stream 
of things, or the atmosphere in the studio with the band. Lately 
that seems to key me up better than going into a room. 
MUSICIAN: How did "Jammin' Me" come about? 
PETTY: Rob came over one day and I played him the album. He 

liked this one song a lot, I think it was "The Damage You've 
Done," so he said, "Let's write a song." I think the title was his 
line; we lifted the other stuff out of the newspaper. It's the only 
time I've ever worked like that. But it was great fun; one 
person starts a line and the other finishes it. The Eddie Murphy 
verse was just about the pictures on the entertainment page 
that day. It wasn't an insult, at least as far as I know. We wrote 
a lot of verses, filled up the legal pad real fast...Of course we 
hadn't spent much time on the music [laughs], but Mike came 
through with a chord pattern. I don't think I'd ever collaborated 
on lyrics in my life. 
MUSICIAN: Can you effectively give an audience answers, or even 
a point of view? 
PETTY: You can't give an audience answers. The best thing you 
can do is just point things out, get their minds to work. And 
how that's done, I have no idea. Sometimes it happens without 
intent, sometimes you try and nothing happens. How songs 
inspire is so intangible, which is why songwriting is so 
attractive, 1 think, and magical. You can't make rules that 
always work. But I remember when I was a kid hearing the 
Stones and thinking, "Great, they're pissed off about the same 
things I am." 
MUSICIAN: How did you begin writing songs? 
PETTY: It came fairly naturally. I was writing songs even in my 
teens. The trouble was, you couldn't play them at shows— 
some clubs even had rules about it. So we'd say, "Here's a song 
by Santana" and play one of our own, and no one would know. 
It took me a while to get good at it, but I felt I should be writing, 
because of the Beatles, Stones, Kinks. 

I remember seeing A Hard Day's Night and thinking, "Well, 
that's obviously the way you go," you know; you've got 
farming over here, and on this side, the Beatles...We were 
going to form a band, and I was trying to convince my mother 
to buy me this guitar out of the Sears catalog, one of these 
dollar-down, dollar-a-day jobs. She said, "What songs are you 
going to play?" and I said we were going to write our own 
songs. She burst into laughter: "You want to write songs, and 
you can't even play an instrument yet!" But I just thought, 
"They can do it, why can't I?" 
From the time I got the guitar, I was more interested in 

making things up than learning, which may have been to my 
detriment as a musician. Once I learned to play a twelve-bar—I 
think "Wooly Bully" was the first—I figured out there were a 
million songs I could make up. I viewed that as cheating for a 
long time, though. Like I should really be learning how to play 
"A Day In The Life." 
MUSICIAN: It amazes me that great pop songs still come out of 
that three-chord format. 
PETTY: It's the greatest thing about rock 'n' roll. It's one of the 
purest forms of folk music, because almost anyone can do it, 
even if you can't play an instrument. Especially in this day of 
tape recorders. I think sometimes, " If I had a cassette deck 
when I was fourteen..."'cause I still do that now, write a song 
on the ghetto-blaster. I have two. They face each other. I sing 
the song in one, and as I play it back I sing harmony into the 
other, and that's it. That's my test. I have this big 24-track 
studio, and I never go in there. It bugs some people. 
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MUSICIAN: Do you listen much to the radio for groups that are 
coming up? 
PETTY: I think there are a lot of good ones, but they don't get 
much exposure. You know who I think is good, is this guy in 
Timbuk 3 [Pat MacDonald]. I'm crazy about Crowded House. 
I love the Georgia Satellites. And then there's a lot of bad stuff 
too. Even in the 60s there was bad stuff—even in the 60s 
[laughs]. We had Ed Ames—nobody remembers that. It's a 
shame everyone's hung up on old stuff, on the radio. It's like.... 
MUSICIAN: Tyranny of a generation? 
PETTY: That's what I say in one of the songs—"this generation 
didn't even get a name." I mean, they've got 50s diners and 
60s records to buy on TV. What are they supposed to identify 
with? This generation can be as exciting and vital as any other, 
if they get the chance. But the baby-boomers, of which I'm a 
part, I'm afraid, seem to act like they're the only thing that's 
valid. You live in the present. You appreciate the past, but God, 
nostalgia can get very boring. 
MUSICIAN: How do you react to the Georgia Satellites and Del 
Fuegos, bands you're touring with, that draw some of their 
musical influence from the Heartbreakers? 
PETTY: It's a great compliment. I'd feel worse if the bands 
people say we influenced were all bad. But it's the best thing I 
can hope for, to make some mark in music. It's kind of strange, 
though. I try not to think about it, it makes me nervous. 
A lot of my favorite stuff is the early Chess records, and if it 

weren't for the early Stones I might never have known about 
them. That music was right under my nose. But it didn't come 
on the radio or get marketed in a way that could reach me. 
MUSICIAN: What are the possibilities like for new songwriters in 
the record business? 
PETTY: A new band coming to town will probably go through as 
much shit as I did. All I can say is, "Try to be as aware as you 
can, and hold out for as much as you can." People think we 
fought over "artistic control." It wasn't that. We just wanted to 
be paid fairly. We didn't know about publishing rights, and I'm 
not sure anyone is going to hip you to that stuff if you don't 
know it. It's an awkward situation when you're starving and a 
guy says he'll buy you all the amps you want, just sign this. And 
then maybe you've got a hit record and a bunch of amps and 
he's got all the money. 

I can honestly say money never motivated me for music, but 
boy, it sure hurts to see someone else getting what's yours. So 
those were the kind of battles we had. 
MUSICIAN: But after all those battles you re-signed with MCA. 
PETTY: When I re-signed there wasn't anyone left from the 
time I was fighting them. The company had been turned over 
to Irving Azoff, who I'd known for years, and he brought in a 
new staff. Otherwise I never would have done it. Now I'm 
treated very well, but people are gonna treat me well, because 
they see some money in it [laughs]. So that doesn't have much 
bearing on a new artist. Hey, just don't take any shit. 
MUSICIAN: A lot of bands now are selling their songs for 
commercials. But you wouldn't give B.F. Goodrich the right to 
use "Mary's New Can" and when they tried to use it anyway you 
sued them. So you don't really shy from controversy. 
PETTY: I have nothing against the tire company, I'm sure it's a 
fine product. And to their credit they withdrew the ad. They 
just couldn't understand that someone would object as a matter 
of conscience. "What's wrong with you, kid?" you know. 
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"We're gonna pay you!" Well, maybe if I was hungry and my 
child needed an operation, I might do it. 

I read that article in Musician by Chuck Young, who's one of 
my favorites—but don't tell him. He probably still owes me 
money. He was giving some people a hard time about that [see 
Musician #99], and I have to admit I was chuckling along with 
him. I do think you sell yourself out. So now "I Heard It 
Through The Grapevine" means dancing raisins. I don't like it. 
That used to mean enough to me that I found it offensive. I 
don't really judge anyone by it, though. Money has always had 
a devastating effect on people. But I'd feel a little cheesy. 
MUSICIAN: It's hard to hear a song the same way after it's been 
sold into slavery. 
PETTY: Yeah, like "Revolution"—what a song to pick! Out of 
the entire Beatles catalog. But hey, any idiot can see through 
that. That ain't gonna beat Reebok. You know you got trouble 
if you're buying Beatles songs in the first place [sighs]. Ahh, I'll 
probably get sued now. 
MUSICIAN: You've lived in L.A. for ten years. Is that hard to 
reconcile with your "Southernness"? 
PETTY: Only when I'm down South [laughs]. They tend to be a 
little suspicious of L.A., and I don't blame 'em. But all my 
relations are Southern, and so is the band, except Howie 
[Epstein]. I do like L.A., but if I weren't in this business I 
wouldn't be here. 
MUSICIAN: For a songwriter, it's a great observation deck. 
PETTY: Yeah, a redwood deck. You can sit there and watch 
East L.A. come west. You know, you won't feed them or pay 
them, and Beverly Hills is right here, and you think by going up 
into the hills it won't get you. 

Shelter Records [Petty's first record label] was way over in 
Hollywood, next to a liquor store and across the street from a 
porn theater; coming from Gainesville, Florida, there was shit 
going on like we'd never seen. [Shelter's] Denny Cordell was 
real important to this group. I spent from '74 to '76 at his side. 
He made those great Leon Russell records. I used to live in 
Leon's house. 
MUSICIAN: What was that like? 
PETTY: Crazy. I was living in Hollywood at the Winona Hotel— 
kind of a hooker's place. The phone rings and it's Leon. He'd 
heard a song I'd written—which finally came out on a Don 
Johnson album Most In Your Eyes"]—and he wanted to know 
if he could record it. I didn't know where tomorrow's rent was 
coming from. He said, "Do you feel like writing?" And I said, 
"Yeah, buddy! I'm ready right now!" He came over to the 
Winona in a Rolls Royce. I got in the car, thinking, "Whoa, 
shit!" as we're driving through town. 
He was a pretty cool guy, Leon, and he kept me on salary as 

a lyric writer. There was a 40-track studio in the house—really 
advanced—and all these people used to hang out, Gary Busey, 
Roger Linn... and we'd sit around waiting for Leon to make 
records. If he needed lyrics, I was the guy. I never got credit— 
I didn't know about that—but it was a great education. For a 
while he was trying to make each song with a different 
producer, so George Harrison would be there one night, and 
then we'd see Brian Wilson, Bobby Womack, Terry Melcher, a 
long list of people, and I'd watch them work. 
MUSICIAN: For all your L.A. experience, you've hardly gone 
Hollywood. 
PETTY: You mean like the parties and all that? I lost interest 
very fast. Well, I sure tried it out. But we're lucky there; I 
know people who drifted toward that side of life, and it just 
never pays off. I've been kind of crazy for about ten years, but 
I've managed to lead a pretty normal life. 
MUSICIAN: You seem more settled these days. 
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PE TrYfrom previous page 
PETTY: Well, I don't think I'm all bfissed 
out or anything. I'm happy if people like 
the records. That's all I care to do, and 
I'm grateful for that. 
MUSICIAN: So that's your motivating 
force—to write songs, refine your craft? 
PETTY: The great challenge is to im-
prove the quality of my work. My 
"work" sounds awfully serious. But 
we've made a certain sound and I'd like 
to expand it. And just keep playing in the 
band. That's the worst thing—we know 
we're stuck with each other [laughs]. 

But we've got a band. And I wouldn't 
know how to act if I didn't. I'm not 
qualified for anything else. I don't know 
what I'd do. EY1 

BURNETT/ 
from page 76 

passionate song, it was a song requiring 
real anger. Right in the middle of the 
song I turned around and looked at those 
guys and they were all giving me not 
even perfunctory performances. And I 
thought, "Don't you realize I'm up here, 
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being really angry?" What is this? I 
walked offstage. It ended up being a very 
embarrassing moment for me, because I 
walked offstage in the middle of a song. 
But it was the most honest thing to do at 
the moment. If these guys aren't going 
to be with me while I'm doing this, then 
why even do it? 
KNOPFLER: One time I came offstage 
and really lost my temper and really told 
them what I thought of the performance. 
It was sabotage, it was a deliberate, "I 
am apart from these proceedings, this is 
the way I'm going to play it and to heck 
with the rest of you." That's what he was 
doing. He was out to sabotage the situa-
tion. 

This song was going so slowly that it 
was almost standing still. This was just 
sheer bloody-mindedness, and it was 
just too much to bean English are very 
stoic types, you know, we soldier on. We 
don't go out and say you're fired, you're 
fired, you're fired. We go through blood, 
bullets and mud. 

It's blatantly obvious when 1-Bone's 
out there going, "You're fired, you're 
fired, you're fired," he's got the right 
idea, because he's achieved that work-
able situation far earlier. Be as patient as 
you can for as long as you can and then 
get down to business. 
MUSICIAN: Both of you produce other 
artists, play on other people's records. So 
in all the time between your own albums, 
you help create an environment in which 
the songs that you write have a chance to 
be understood better, because a little bit of 
what you do and feel has been spread 
around. 
KNOPFLER: It's like a kid learning the 
language. I think you learn new words 
and you use more words. So eventually 
you get to the state where, like 1-Bone, 
you can use "prognosticate" in a song. 
BURNETT: But only in a very advanced 
state [laughter]. 
MUSICIAN: When Truth Decay came out 
there wasn't an environment for that 
album to prosper. Even though Talking 
Animals is much more advanced and in 
some ways much more far out, there's a 
better environment for it, largely because 
you've been actively affecting the musical 
landscape with your outside projects. 
You've created a context in which people 
are more ready to receive this T-Bone 
Burnett album. 
BURNETT: In everything I've done, my 
constant aim was to create an environ-
ment for the acceptance of the next T-
Bone Burnett record. 71 

AD INDEX PAGE 19 
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The Return of 

Robbie 
Robertson 
A decade after The Last Waltz, 
the Band's leader comes out of 

retirement to make his 
Big Statement. 

By Bill Flanagan 

I
never said, 'I'm not going to write songs for a while," Robbie 
Robertson says. " I just didn't have the lure to get in there, sit 

down and suffer. And I enjoyed the sense that I didn't have to do 
it. After I did The Last Waltz I thought, 'This kind of redeems me a 
little bit. For a little while." 

Robbie Robertson isn't offering excuses—he's just running 

down the facts. As guitarist and songwriter for the Band, 
Robertson was one of rock's most important voices from 1968— 
when Music From Big Pink appeared—till 1976, when the Band 

said goodbye with their Last Waltz concert. Robertson's charisma 
in the 1978 film of that concert almost led to a movie career—but 

after starring in one movie (Gamy), Robbie decided he didn't really 
want to do that, either. So he helped his friend Martin Scorsese 
with some motion picture soundtracks, and laid low here in Los 
Angeles. For ten years. 

"I wasn't so sure I had something to say," shrugs Robertson, 
forty-three. "And I heard a lot of people making records who had 

nothing to say, either. I thought, ' I don't know if I want to do that. I 
don't know if I want to just make records. Maybe I'll do a movie, 

maybe I'll score a film.' I enjoyed very much experimenting with 

Photograph By Chris Cuffaro 
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the score for Raging Bull. It made me feel good. I thought, 
'God, I've always been thinking of things to say, I've always 
been showing up. I'm just going to hang around the house for a 
while, talk to my kids.' I wasn't sleeping, but I just didn't want 
to make mediocre moves. I looked around me and it seemed 
like everybody was. It was like an epidemic of medium out 
there. I'm grateful I wasn't motivated to just get it over with." 

It's an admirable attitude—but not completely unique. John 
Lennon and John Fogerty are famous examples of rock legends 
who left for years to recharge. Simon, Dylan and Morrison 
have had their long vacations, too. What really sets Robertson 
apart is that (a) he said goodbye before he left, and (b) he's 
coming back with an album as powerful as the best of his old 
stuff. "Starting Over" wasn't exactly "Strawberry Fields," and 
"Rock 'n' Roll Girls" wasn't "Run Through the Jungle," but 
Robertson's new record has songs that you could put right 
beside "The Weight." Here in California in June he's wrapping 
up work on the still untitled LP he hopes will make it to the 
record stores the last week of September. The album has the 
dignity and depth Band lovers expect, but it ain't More Cahoots. 
Co-produced by Robbie and Daniel Lanois, and utilizing back-
up musicians such as Peter Gabriel and U2, Robbie 
Robertson's first solo album fits the aural space between So 
and The Joshua Tree. With the bonus of having tunes by one of 
the five best songwriters of the rock era. 

"Daniel Lanois wanted to do it basically because of the 
songs," Robertson explains. "But one of the things he prides 
himself on is bringing new inspiration to the party. When we 
got into it, it all started changing. We'd be recording a song in 
the studio and I'd go upstairs to my workshop and he'd come in 
and go, 'Oh my God—what is that you're doing? This is what 
we've got to pursue!' We're already in the middle of the river 
with the first thing and all of a sudden we're off on another 
mission. It was exciting; it kept the sparks flying." 

Robbie Robertson's impeccable. He walks into an expensive 
restaurant overlooking the Pacific Ocean in Santa Monica; the 
hostess and the waiters all know him, other diners send over 
drinks, he asks lots of follow up questions about the wine. The 
guy's obviously got it. He's completely on top of things. He was 
on the cover of Time magazine at twenty-five, he hangs out 
with Antonioni. The guy's impeccable. But the funny thing is, 
under the smooth exterior he's also the ex-carny, the kid who 
quit school when he turned sixteen to go on the road with rock 
'n' roll wildman Ronnie Hawkins. Everybody else in this plush 
restaurant is squeezed at little tables. But not Robbie. He 
made reservations for one extra person so he'd get more 
room. As the waiters bring bread and more free drinks get sent 
by anonymous Band-lovers, Robbie continues to pretend that 
his friend must be just running late. He eventually says we'll 
order some hors d'oeuvres while we're waiting for our pal, and 
finally, when he's good and ready, he tells the waiter, Okay, 
we'll order our meals and let him catch up later. And you've got 
to think—this guy's immaculate. The bourgeois system is not 
set up to deal with articulate carnies in expensive clothes who 
use imaginary friends to get the big table. 

There's always been some hint of that sort of thing with the 
official histories of the Band, a suggestion that those five guys 
had a lot more going on than ever got in the papers. And that 
maybe the story that did appear in the papers had just a little 
spin on it. It's like those biographies of Lyndon Johnson that 
repeated a life story gleaned from other biographies back to 
Texas newspaper articles that it turned out were based on lies 
told by Lyndon. Not that the Band told lies—their records 
were so good that there was no need for hype at all. No, the 
Band had sort of a wall of myth around it, and writers kept 

raising it higher. 
So what do we know? That Robertson, Levon Helm, Garth 

Hudson, Rick Danko and Richard Manuel came out of Ronnie 
Hawkins' backup group to support Bob Dylan when he went 
electric. They played tumultuous concerts in Europe and 
America, with folkies booing and rockers screaming. In 1966 
Dylan was waylayed in Woodstock, New York and the Hawks 
moved up there, too. With Dylan they recorded a bunch of 
demos that later became famous as The Basement Tapes. In 
1968 Dylan released John Wesley Harding and the Band, as 
they redubbed themselves, knocked the rock world on its ear 
with Music From Big Pink. A year later they put out The 
Band, the brown album everybody's gone through three 
copies of. It had songs like "Up on Cripple Creek," "King 
Harvest" and "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down." They 
played Woodstock, they got that Time cover. (The magazine 
called them the first rock band to match the excellence of the 
Beatles. The Band might have been more impressed if they'd 
said Willie Dixon.) In 1970 they released Stage Fright, which 
contained some of Robertson's best writing, and in 1971, 
Cahoots, which was a little tired. Then there was a long filler 
period—a live album, an LP of oldies. In 1974 there was the big 
Dylan/Band tour—Bob's first in eight years and the biggest 
rock tour ever to that point. Something like four percent of the 
population of the United States mailed in money for tickets. 
That tour produced another live album, but the next real Band 
record, Northern Lights, Southern Cross, did not appear until 
1975. It was quickly followed by Islands in 1976, and that was 
quickly followed by The Last Waltz. 

All in all not a very busy career. And there were gaps 
between tours almost as long as the gaps between LPs. Yet 
the story put forth in The Last Waltz, and repeated by writers 
ever since, is that the Band lived on the road and had to wrench 
themselves away from it before it killed them like it killed Jimi 
and Janis and Elvis. "We never even played a show until after 
we did our second album," Robbie admits with a laugh. "It 
seems like we played everywhere but we weren't out there," 
he smiles, "like maybe the imagination implies." 
One bit of mythmaking that did come true, though, was 

Robbie's dire prediction about the fate of the Band if they 
stayed on that endless highway. His four cohorts reunited 
without him a few years ago, and in early 1986 Richard Manuel 
died in a Florida hotel room. That tragedy implied that 
Robertson's motivations for breaking up the Band were based 
on justified fear. 

"It went through cycles of danger," he says slowly. "And 
one element of danger surpassed the others until it was just 
frightening. We didn't know what the next day might bring. 
There were times when we were just scared to death of what 
would come out of this monster that had seeped out of the 
woodwork. And we saw it happen to everybody around us. You 
don't learn from it: it just sucks you in. We started playing 
together when we were just kids—sixteen, seventeen years 
old. To see people teetering on the brink constantly... . Richard 
scared us to death. We scared ourselves to death. These 
things become the priority, that's what rules your existence. 

"We're talking about living a dangerous life. One thing equals 
another whether it's drinking or drugs or driving as fast as you 
can or staying up for as long as you can. That way of life seemed 
very fitting. At a certain age you don't think, 'This is insane!" 

"I came up with the idea of The Last Waltz. I thought it would 
be a very soulful move. I said to the guys, 'Listen, we don't 
want to travel town to town anymore. We should evolve to the 
next stage. I think we should do this and do it in a very musical 
fashion. Gather together people who represent different 
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spokes of the wheel that makes up rock 'n' roll. ' And everybody 
said, 'Yeah!' So we did it and it was over with. But you forget 
when you're doing these things that people have in-bred music, 
in-bred road. It isn't like all of a sudden they can say goodbye. 
So it turned out after a while that everybody didn't feel the 
same way I did about it." 

Robertson wasn't offended by the various combinations of 
his ex-partners who billed themselves as "Band Reunions." 
"That's when I realized it was in some people's blood," he 
says. "They couldn't say goodbye. It was too much a part of 
their past. I didn't feel strange about it, but it wasn't anything I 
related closely to. I didn't feel like, 'This is a big lie for you guys 
to do this.' I just felt like if I did it, it would be a big lie." 

So Robertson, the man who wrote, " I'll spend my whole life 
sleeping" and other odes to enlightened laziness, took the high 
road and watched his three kids grow up. The Band had signed 
to Warner Bros. just in time to break up, and eventually that 
label realized they weren't going to see a Robertson solo 
album. Meanwhile, a young Band fan named Gery Gersh had 
gotten a job in A & R at EMI. He convinced Robbie to sign with 
that company, although Robbie was only half interested and 
EMI thought he was probably a great songwriter who couldn't 
sing (the price for Robbie passing most of the Band's vocals off 
to Rick, Richard, and Levon). When Gersh moved over to 
Geffen Records he got that company to buy Robbie's contract 
from EMI. Robertson did a lot of label switching for somebody 
who wasn't going near a recording studio. Finally. Gersh set 
out to convince a dubious Robbie that he really should write a 
bunch of songs and make an album. 

"I think he wanted to do this really badly," Gersh says. "but 
didn't know how to go about it. And I wanted to do it really 
badly and didn't know how to go about it. So we just started 

"I was embarrassed by 

the self-indulgence of 

songwriters saying, 

'Here's a little song 

about me.' If I started 

out a song that way it'd 

make me puke all over 

the piano." 

getting into a series of very intense discussions of what we 
wanted to do. I didn't want to do it if he wanted to make another 
Band record, and he didn't want to make another Band record, 
so we hit it off immediately. We started searching for rhythms, 
for keyboard programs. We wanted to make the album mostly 
a guitar record. A lot of strings and swells that add color were 
done on guitars instead of synthesizers." Gersh and Robbie 
have some ambitious notions—including evolving a series of 
Robertson films with corresponding albums. But for now 
they're taking nothing for granted. "We're making the best 
Robbie Robertson record we can make," Gersh says. "If the 
public enjoys it as much as I think they will, it'll be fantastic. If 
they don't, I'll hold my head up very high. It's weird that this is 
Robbie Robertson's first solo album. I mean, if it's really well-
received does he get Best New Artist?" 
Work on the album began in June of 1986. Robbie and fellow 

Canadian Dan Lanois hit it off quickly—they both love 
experimenting with sounds. They also both like to get a lot of 
interesting sonic options on tape—and use the mix to choose 
between them, but not to alter the sounds themselves. Work 
began, but Robbie's pal Scorsese was after him to do the 
soundtrack for The Color of Money. Robbie kept trying to say 
no, and Scorsese kept calling him with one more problem, one 
more question, one more idea. " I told him, I can't do it. I've 
really got to give this album my full attention. He just ignored 
everything I said. He said, 'You know, when we get to this 
scene...' We were in the water! He's one of my best friends in 
the world and finally he said, 'Let's cut the crap—you've got to 
do this. — So Robbie agreed to do the damn movie. "I thought 
it was not an ideal move at all," he shrugs. "I haven't made an 
album in a while and all of a sudden with my left hand I'm gonna 
be doing music for this movie? To work with guys like Martin 
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and Gil Evans is a gift from heaven, but the timing... Daniel 
wasn't crazy about the idea, but he kind of put up with it. Then 
he had to go over to Ireland to finish up U2's album." 

So the Robertson project was put on hold. Lanois, back up 
The Joshua Tree, got Robbie to promise to come over to Dublin 
to do some recording with Band fans U2. But first Robertson 
had to sort through the songs Scorsese was considering for 
The Color of Money. One was a tune Eric Clapton had 
submitted. "Marty said, 'I don't think it's going to work in the 
movie, but it's got something. There's a couple of lines that I 
like. I'm going to tell Eric to call you and you just straighten out 
with him what it'll take to make this song work in the movie. — 
Robertson laughs at the memory. "So I thought, well this is 
some strange predicament. Eric's an old friend I hadn't seen in 
a while. He called me and said, 'Okay, what do we do?' I said, 
'I don't know. Let me think about this thing, see if I can come 
up with something.' I just kind of copped out of the situation, 
put it out of my mind, and went on with scoring the movie. So 
a couple of days later he called me back. I said, 'Look, Eric, 
I've gotta be truthful with ya, you're catching me at a bad time. 
I've gotta score this movie and I'm in the middle of making an 
album...' He said, 'Don't tell me about a rough time for you! 
I'm in the waiting room where my girlfriend is about to have a 
baby! Don't tell me about timing!' I said, 'Well okay, you win 
this round—call me back in an hour.' Then I said, 'God! I've got 
to think of something!' So with all I could I just went into this 
zone of trying to figure out how to make this song work, how to 
shift it on the track for Marty. I said to the musicians I had in 
the studio, ' I'll be back in a minute—I've got to go upstairs and 
deal with something. Go ahead, you're doing great.' I went and 

this is one big disaster in the making here.' I'm taken to this 
house, I don't know where I am, I don't know what I'm doing. 
All I know is, I don't have any songs! Everybody's real nice and 
it's like another world, a twilight zone I've entered in a storm. 
I am so delirious from the work I've done in New York I can't 
even feel the predicament I'm in. I know I've got something to 
do, but I don't know what it is. They see I'm a hopeless case 
and send me up to some bedroom on a back floor. With great 
relief I go up there to try to rest and think, 'Maybe I'll write 
something while I'm up here!' I jotted down a few ideas. I had 
thrown two tapes in my bag. One was a horn chart I had done 
with Gil Evans that we weren't going to use in the movie. I 
thought maybe I can play this for them, maybe it'll inspire 
something. And I had this other little cassette of me playing a 
guitar riff and a tom-tom. Not much to go on. But while I was in 
the bedroom recuperating I actually got a few ideas. So the 
next day comes and it's time to deliver on this. Daniel plays the 
first tape for the guys. They hear this guitar riff, this tom-tom. 
Bono says, 'Let's go.' I'm thinking, 'Oh, God, let's go where?' 
I'm pulling scraps of paper out of my pockets. We start—and 
these guys jumped right in the water. They did something! I 
thought of a word idea, Bono thought of something. We 
recorded this song and it was twenty-two minutes long! We 
listened to it and said, 'That's pretty good!' 
"Then somebody conies in and says, 'Eric Clapton's on the 

phone!' He said, 'Listen, you've only given me seventy percent 
of the lyrics on this thing. Where's the rest of them?' I said, 
'Eric, could you call me back in an hour?' He said, 'No, no! 
We've been through this! I'm in the studio singing the song and 
my voice is about to give out! What are the rest of the words?' 

"Richard (Manuel) scared us to death. We scared ourselves to death. These things 
became the priority, that's what rules your existence. We're talking about living a 

dangerous life. One thing equals another whether it's drinking or drugs or driving as 
fast as you can or staying up as long as you can." 

did this thing out of desperation." An hour later when Clapton 
called back, Robertson sang into the phone, "It's In The Way 
That You Use It." 

Robertson held his breath and waited for Clapton's reaction. 
"I finished singing it, picked up the phone and I could hear him 
laughing like mad. I said, Okay, let me hear the joke. He said, 
'Oh, this works! This is fantastic! Read them off to me so I can 
write 'em down.' So I read off the lyrics to him and I said, 'I'm 
not completely done with it, but this is what I've got so far.' He 
said, 'Oh great, see you later. — 
From there, Robbie flew to New York to work on Color of 

Money horn charts with Gil Evans. "We're really under the gun 
time-wise, people are pulling their hair out, going nuts. We 
finish up the last piece of music for the film, I play my last guitar 
fill, and I grab my bag, run down to a taxi, and catch this plane 
to Dublin to try this musical experiment with U2. It's been set 
up that we're going to try mixing worlds together to see what 
happens. Those guys are in a very rootsy period. So anyway, 
I'm on the plane flying over there and I realize I have nothing 
written. I don't know what I'm going to do. I'm thinking, 'Oh, 
I'll write something on the plane.' It's the biggest lie I've ever 
told myself in my life. On the plane I've got the perfect guy 
sitting beside me—he has a million things to say about 
everything and I can't stop him. We get to Dublin and they're 
having a hurricane! The plane barely makes it. I'm driving into 
town and cars are floating down the street! I'm thinking, 'Boy, 

So I had to run back up to my little room and sort out what I 
could. I called him back and I guess in an hour that record was 
done. I appreciate his patience and understanding. He kept 
saying to me, 'Where are you? What are you doing there?" 

Robbie went back into the room with U2. The song they had 
cut—"Sweet Fire of Love" was terrific. Robbie and Edge trade 
guitar fire while Bono, singing higher than normal, and Robbie, 
singing lower than normal, rail at each other like Gabriel and 
Lucifer. "Didn't we cross the waters?" Robbie sings, "Didn't 
we break the silence?" He sings of coming through the storm. 
If "Sweet Fire" were on a U2 record, you'd say the song was 
apocalyptic, but knowing that Robbie entered Dublin through a 
hurricane, it becomes literal. The Gil Evans horn charts 
evolved into a track called "Testimony," and then, two gems 
under his arm, Robbie got some sleep. 
"We just threw the chips into the hat and mixed it up to see 

what would come." Robbie says. "Edge and I got into this 
guitar thing that I love. I love guitars screaming at, talking to, 
each other." In Edge, Robertson saw a guitarist like himself, 
more concerned with total effect than flash or solos. "It's 
whether it's musical." Robbie nods. "That's all it takes. It 
doesn't have to be complicated, it just has to speak to the soul 
of the issue. If it does right by the song you've made the right 
choice. In this day and age I have trouble telling one guitarist 
from the other. With Edge I hear three notes and I know it's 
him. The sound was always way up front for me. Look at Miles 
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The Last Waltz: Manuel, Danko, Robertson, 
Hudson and Helm. 

Davis! People would play a thousand notes; Miles would play 
one note, I could recognize him, and it would break my heart to 
boot. One reason I wanted to try this experiment with U2 was 
because I was very impressed by this group as a rhythm 
section. Larry Mullen has incredible rock 'n' roll instincts, and 
he and Adam. the bass player, dc something that feels 
fantastic. When I'd listen to those guys I'd think, 'This is the 
real item.' 
"Bono and I talked about lyrics. How when you're writing 

lyrics for a band you have to express it on our behalf. When 
you're writing for yourself you don't have to do that." So 
Robbie's new songs are more personal than the Band's 
Americana? 

"They're personal in the sense of playing the character of 
the storyteller. The songs are not, I was born by a river...' I 
take the view of a character who zooms in on aspects of life and 
tells it through his words. Some of it is first person, some of it 
is on behalf of a story—but its (Efferent than I was ever able to 
do with the Band." 

That seems like an odd statement. If it's in the voice of a 
character anyway. you think, why couldn't he have done it with 
the Band? But listening to the new songs, one character and 
set of images emerges that, sure enough, the other guys in the 
Band would not have been qualified tc gi% e voice to: an 
American Indian. 

Robertson has an office—he calls t a workshop—at Village 
Recorders in Santa Monica. "It's great that it's in a recording 
studio," he smiles. "That way if I get an idea and I need a 
microphone, I can call downstairs and borrow one." There's a 
carved wooden table Robbie uses as a desk, a couple of 
couches, and a painting of an American Indian on the wall. 
Tonight Robbie wants to go to a Native American art opening 
at a chi-chi gallery in Venice. One of the artists is Darren Vigil, 
the Indian who did the painting in Robbie's workshop and 
who's now working on a Robertson portrait. The gallery itself 
could be the brunt of a Woody Allen skit—they hand out 
Tootsie Rolls as entrance tickets—but the work is wonderful. 
Robbie passes through the crowd like he was born in a beret, 
greeting local artists by name and then offering succinct 

critiques: "That's Andre—he's doing great. His stuff's a little 
mathematical but I like it a lot." (Trivia buffs will recall Bob 
Dylan's famous assessment of Robbie Robertson as a 
"mathematical guitarist.") 
A lot of the paintings mix up the serious and playful. Darren 

Vigil's paintings are crammed with images and information— 
but there's a punch line: He paints little cracks in the 
claustrophobia through which peek starry skies. Robbie's 
studying a painting when someone suggests that the Indian 
unity between spiritual and physical—sort of combining high 
mass and a cookout—has a parallel in African art. 

"Yeah," Robbie says, "but I know a lot more about Indians. 
My mother was born and raised on the Six Nations Indian 
Reservation above Lake Erie." Wait. Back that up. Robbie 
Robertson's mother is an Indian? "Yeah. And my father was 
Jewish. How's that for a combination?" Born to wander, one 
supposes—or as Jimmy lovine puts it: "The Six Nations met 
the Six Tribes." Robertson's father was a professional gambler 
named Claygerman who married an Iroquois woman, took her 
to the big city of Toronto, and died when Robbie was a small 
boy. His mother eventually remarried, to a man named 
Robertson. 
"Every summer she would take me to the reservation," 

Robbie says. "It was like a time warp. My uncles and aunts had 
lots of kids. I had all these cousins who could tell things from 
listening to the ground. They could sniff the air and say when it 
was going to rain—tomorrow. These guys didn't climb trees— 
they could run up a tree. I'd run to the bottom of the tree, come 
to a halt, and say, 'What happens if you fall?' It was just a 
different way of life altogether. A lot of music, though. They all 
played something—mandolins, fiddles, guitars. That's where I 
started playing music." 

Robbie's Indian heritage is more obvious on his new album 
than on anything he did with the Band. "Broken Arrow"—a 
fragile mood piece full of longing and melancholy—might be the 
most beautiful song he's ever written. And this guy wrote "Out 
Of The Blue," "All La Glory" and "It Makes No Difference." 
"Broken Arrow" is more about Indian summer than Indians— 
unless, like Robertson, you spent childhood summers on a 
reservation. It's a song that makes hardened session 
drummers cry. You better hear it for yourself. 

"Hell's Half Acre" is on the opposite end of the totem pole. 
It's a savage rock song about an Indian boy who is drafted and 
loses his soul in a meaningless war. " I thought of the whole idea 
of sending kids off to some foreign land to fight for something 
they don't understand," Robertson says. "The ultimate rape 
was to do it to an American Indian. That, to me, showed the 
picture more vividly." The pain of the song—a decent 
comparison is U2's "Bullet The Blue Sky"—whips out from the 
electric guitar. It was cut with the album's basic quartet: 
Robbie on lead and rhythm, Tony Levin on bass, Manu Katche 
on drums, and Lanois ally (and by coincidence ex-Ronnie 
Hawkins sideman) Bill Dillon on ambient guitar sounds. 
The Native American art opening is packed, but Darren Vigil 

eventually finds Robbie. They slip out to Darren's car, where 
the artist has slides of new paintings. Robbie consumes them. 
He's knocked out by a Matisse-like painting of an Indian woman 
in sunglasses. Then they decide to take their Tootsie Rolls and 
head to a disco where a bunch of the Indian artists are having 
an opening night party. The place is dark and loud and crowded. 
The P.A.'s blasting " I Want You Back" and "Low Rider." 
People are dancing and drinking and pinching each other. As 
the owner leads Robbie to a booth some people shake his hand 
and some whisper to friends, "You know—Last Waltz, take a 
load off, Fanny, that guy..." A drunk comes up and starts 
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pushing across that barrier between tipsy enthusiast and pain 
in the neck. Robbie just smiles. The drunk wants Robbie to 
come over to his house. Maybe. The drunk wants to come 
over to Robbie's house: "Where d'ya live?" The drunk wants 
to buy a round of drinks for Robbie's table—"What'llya have?" 
First guy: a beer. Second guy: a Coke. Robbie Robertson: "I'll 
have a bottle of champagne." He's polite but serious. This 
shakes the drunk. "No—really..." "Bottle of champagne." The 
drunk wavers and then says, "Awright—Robbie Robertson 
wants a bottle of champagne, I'll get him one." The guy pushes 
through the crowd up to the bar, gets quoted a price and does 
a double take. He snakes his way back to Robbie's table and 
says, "Look—I'll buy ya one drink. You want a beer or 
something?" Robbie turns and looks at him and says firmly, "A 
bottle of champagne." Champagne arrives, drunk is gone. 
Darren Vigil says, "Don't feel bad for that guy—he owes me 
fifty bucks." Three allegedly Native American women come to 
Robbie's table and fan their hands over their mouths going, 
"Woo woo woo woo woo!" Robbie pops the cork and surveys 
the dance floor, which is getting wilder by the minute. "These 
Indians," he says. "Not supposed to drink." 

Three weeks later, Robbie Robertson is back in Woodstock, 
New York. He's standing in the doorway of Bearsville Studios, 
the legacy of his late manager Albert Grossman. When 
mixmaster Bob Clearmountain suggested Robertson move the 
album to Woodstock for the home stretch, he was reluctant. 
"At first I really didn't want to come up here to doit," he says. 
"It was like, 'Oh no! I'm starting over!' But it's been great. I'm 
really glad we came." Twenty years after the basement tapes, 
he admits he isn't sure exactly how to find Big Pink. (He never 
lived there. Rick Danko and Richard Manuel did.) That whole 
basement tapes thing got mythologized a little too fast. People 
are still bootlegging outtakes and goof-offs and things Dylan 
and the Band did once and forgot about. "But," Robbie smiles, 
"none of those bootlegs have 'See Ya Later, Alan Ginsberg.' 
They don't even know that one exists!" 
Moving into the larger of Bearsville's two studios, 

Robertson cues up a track called "Fallen Angel," a tribute to 
the late Richard Manuel, the Band's piano player and saddest 
voice. The song begins: 

I don't believe it's all for nothing 
It's not just written in sand 
Sometimes I thought you felt too much 
You crossed into the shadow land 
In the 80s Richard Manuel, Rick Danko and Paul Butterfield 

blew around the Northeast bar circuit playing musical (and 
probably chemical) roulette. Sometimes they were so brilliant 
you couldn't believe it and sometimes they were so awful you'd 
get depressed. But Danko, the hyperactive, fidgity, fast-
talking, song-calling, grinning ringleader seemed the most in 
danger of flying off the side of the Earth. Butterfield seemed 
sullen and Richard quietly intent. Then Richard hanged himself 
and Butterfield dropped dead. Suddenly Danko looks like the 
tail gunner who's lost both his wing men. 

"No," Robbie insists. "Rick is just very vivid in his ways. So 
you get the impression, 'Holey Moley! What a firecracker this 
guy is!' But he's just a very animated person. Richard was a big 
drinker and he stopped drinking. Just before he died he started 
drinking again. That disease comes back like a sledgehammer. 
And it drove him crazy. People were telling him, 'Oh, I'm so 
disappointed in you' and all this stuff." Robbie sighs. " I think he 
just scared himself to death." 

"Fallen Angel" shares with the other tracks—loud and 
soft—a haunted quality. Robbie calls it "the voice of a true 

American mythology." He doesn't see "true mythology" as a 
contradiction at all. "A lot of it's based on mixing fact and fiction 
together," he says. "We know these places exist, we know 
these people exist. I don't know who they are, but I know it's 
out there somewhere." 

Robertson the songwriter has walked a very fine line, a line 
almost unique in rock. He writes in the voices of characters— 
the Confederate Virgil Cane, the migrant Cajun in "Arcadian 
Driftwood," the Indian draftee in "Hell's Half Acre." But he 
writes these characters with an almost confessional direct-

THE SHAPE I'M IN 

I
have an old Broadcaster that I use quite a bit," Robbie Robert-
son says. "It was made around 1948. With a lot of new guitars 
you plug 'em in, adjust 'em for an hour and maybe they sound 
pretty good. This you plug in and it sounds good. I've had this 
souped-up old Stratocaster quite a while. It has 'Number 254' 

on the back. You can tell it's old 'cause the neck's a little thick. 
Before I used it in Last Waltz! had it bronzed, like baby shoes. That 
gave it a very thick, sturdy sound. A Stratocaster has three 
pickups; I had the one in the middle moved to the back with the 
other and tied them together. They have a different sound when 
they're tied together, and I don't like having a pick-up in the middle, 
where you pick. I've got a Washburn whammy bar on that guitar. 1 
have a 1959 Les Paul with flat-wound strings on it that 1 use if I 
want a thicker, fatter sound. Those flat-wound strings are nice for 
slide playing. 
"On the wall in the studio I have four amps: a little 30-watt Vox, 

a very old Bassman, a Roland Jazz Chorus and a Fender Reverb 
with a souped-up tremolo. I have a switch so I can use any or all of 
those amps, and I use a slow gear pedal a lot. I also use these tiny 
old Fender Princeton and Harvard amps on some things. 

"I have two cheap little Korg keyboards I used on the record; I 
don't even know the numbers—Daniel Lanois bought them for me 
one day. And I used a Yamaha piano/keyboard writing the songs. 
"And I have an old Rickenbacker lap steel—I like the way it looks 

more than anything about it. These things were made in the late 
30s and there's a pickup on it that wastes any pickup anybody has 
on any instrument now. Amps start weeping at the very sound of 
the power this pickup puts out! I talked to Seymour Duncan on the 
phone a few months ago—I wanted him to come down and help me 
suss out this pickup. He said he'd come down and I never heard 
from him again. Maybe he was afraid I was gonna tell him this 
story..." 
Uh-oh—if you readers have gotten this far in the blue box hold 

on to your hats—'cause Robbie just might be persuaded to tell us 
the previously unrevealed Seymour Duncan Stoty. Waiter, a couple 
more cocktails! "I met Seymour Duncan a long time ago," Robbie 
begins. " I didn't really remember the circumstances. One day I'm 
reading a magazine and he's telling how he got into pickups. It says 
that he met me in this place near Atlantic City where we were both 
playing, and we stayed up all night and played and he said, 'Geez— 
the sound of this guitar of yours—what have you got in it?" 

Robbie turns conspiratorial: "Now this was a style of playing I 
had learned traveling around the country with Ronnie Hawkins. 
People asked me about it a lot and I got bored so I used to make up 
stories. I'd say, ' I soak my guitar strings in hair oil,' or 'I cut 
swastikas in the speakers with razor blades.' So Seymour Duncan 
says to me, 'What have you done to your guitar to make it sound 
like that?' And not being able to think of anything better I said, 'I've 
got more windings in the pickups.' 

"So anyway, I'm reading this article years later and Seymour 
Duncan says, 'Robbie Robertson told me about more windings, so 
I've put more windings in my pickups and I've gone on to make The 
Seymour Duncan Pickup!" Robertson lets out a laugh. "And this 
whole business is based on a big lie! It never existed! I couldn't 
think of anything else to say!" Robbie takes a drink and smiles. "I 
never told this story before. I wonder what he's gonna think." So 
do our ad guys, Robbie. 
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ness. Now this was common in pre-rock 'n' roll songwriting, 
but rock has tended toward either character writing in extremis 
or the appearance of autobiography. Most rock 'n' roll 
character writing is "Midnight Rambler" or "Money For 
Nothing," Randy Newman's bigot or Lou Reed's rapist. 
Created characters tend to be cartoons. The other style, the 
first-person I love you/ I hate you/ I can't get no satisfaction 
style used by everybody from the Beatles to the Sex Pistols, 
maintains at least the illusion of being autobiographical, of being 
a true emotional statement. Robbie Robertson is the rare rock 
songwriter who gives obviously fictional characters as much 
compassion as other songwriters lavish on "I." 

"I don't feel like taking the part of characters to outrage," he 
says. "That's a bit of...a trickery to me. This has to be a true 
American mythology, as opposed to just whatever I could think 
of. Does it break my heart, does it give me chills, does it 
conjure up some kind of spell in me that I'll never get over? 
That is more interesting to me than a song on behalf of a bigot. 
I have nothing against that—but it doesn't have a valid place in 
this picture. 

"And I was embarrassed by the self-indulgence of 'me me 
me.' Here's a little song about me.' If I started out a song that 
way it'd make me puke all over the piano." He is quiet for a 
minute. Then he says, "Everything you write is personal, 
y'know? You maybe try to disguise or hide what's real personal 
about it. What is 'Out Of The Blue' if it's not personal? Orlt 
Makes No Difference'?" 

Yet "It Makes No Difference," from Northern Lights, is the 
perfect example of a Robbie Robertson love song. It's 
downright stoic in its stiff-upper-lipness: "There is no love as 
true as the love that dies untold." There's a truly strange 
distancing device in the bridge. Here is this heart-breaking 
song about soldiering on in the face of unbearable loneliness 
and suddenly the singer goes, "Stampeding cattle, they rattle 
the walls." Now what is that if not a way for Robertson to 
distance himself—a way to say, "This is getting too close to 
the bone, I better stick in a distraction so people will think it's 
a song about some other guy, some old cowboy." Where the 
hell did the cattle stampede come from, Robbie? 
"When I was writing that song," he says and interrupts 

himself: "It's nonsense that you think of these things but 
nevertheless you go through them—I'm writing and I'm 
thinking, 'Is this maybe getting a little too legitimate?' So I got 
to the bridge and I thought, 'Here's where I'll shuffle the deck 
a little bit.' Ido remember at that point thinking, 'Here's where 
I get to make this song not just traditional, here's where I get 
to stir up some dust." 
And how better to stir dust than with a stampede? 
"I remember people saying for years, 'Y'know, I was 

thinking of recording that song but when it got to that line I 
didn't know what to do. I didn't know if I could deliver that.' 
But although I was looking to break out of that mood for a 
second and then come back to it, I wasn't at all saying, 'What 
can I say outrageous?' I wanted to shatter the silence. And the 
loneliest thing and this feeling that you're going crazy in this 
room—what could be stronger than stampeding cattle inside 
the wall? So in a kind of Luis Buñuel philosophy of images it 
made all the sense in the world to me. I just wanted to feel 
more of a rumble in the earth. Things were too still for me. I 
didn't want it to just become sad. I've always appreciated the 
violence in desolation as much as the helplessness." 

Geffen's Gary Gersh is in Woodstock, with aide de campJudith 
Haenel. Clearinountain is trying to figure out Lanois' random 
methods of storing different sounds on each track. Mixing 

these things isn't half as hard as finding where the information's 
stashed. There's a problem with a song called "What About 
Now." It's a march with a fine rhythm, nice synth parts and a 
solid verse. But the chorus is sounding like Up With People—a 
little too rousing for this LP, a little too jolly. The obvious 
problem is the backing vocals—hyperpro Hollywood studio 
singers with all the right notes and all the wrong feeling. 
Robertson wants to wipe those backgrounds and replace them 
with something more offbeat. That something turns out to be 
Lone Justice singer Maria McKee. Maria pulls up at the studio 
door with her manager, Jimmy 'ovine. Yeah, Jimmy is a hotshot 
record producer, but not today. Today he's just along to look 
after his client (although he and Robbie joke about sending 
Lanois a snapshot of Iovine "fixing" Lanois' tracks). 

Maria has just flown in from a European tour and she's 
pooped. But Robertson has a gift for making people relax, feel 
no pressure and work twice as hard. Robbie engages Maria in 
conversation about Paris, about touring, about headache 
remedies. He suggests that before they even hear "What 
About Now," Maria take a listen to "American Roulette," a 
song that needs a woman's voice on its chorus. Robbie explains 
that it's about America's way of creating stars to destroy them, 
that one verse is about James Dean, one about Elvis Presley 
and the third about Marilyn Monroe. The Bodeans sang on the 
Presley section (Robertson likes them because they sing like 
guys in a band who step up to the mike on the chorus—not like 
session pros). He wants Maria to try the ghorus coming out of 
the Monroe verse. Maria understands what the song needs, 
and rather than go for the obvious harmony, she and Robbie try 
for a high, airy sound—a bit like Monroe's little-girl gasp. It 
works pretty well, but it's hard to get the exact balance 
between phrasing, pitch and sexy character. Through all the 
tries Robbie exudes easy confidence. "Maria," he says, hitting 
the talk-back button, "it's just getting better and better." 

Iovine—sitting on the couch and trying really really hard to 
not be a producer—finally says, "Why don't you slow down the 
tape a bit so she can have time to get that phrasing right." 
Robbie looks at his guest as if Jimmy just suggested they all 
paint themselves blue. "Slow down the track?" he laughs. "But 
won't she sound like Minnie Mouse when we take it back to 
normal?" Iovine says try it, and they do, and it works. Then 
Iovine goes back to being a manager. 

It's obvious watching Robertson record that he gets twice 
as much out of musicians with compliments as other producers 
do with threats. He goes to the other room to hear Clearmoun-
tain's mix of a track called "Showdown At Big Sky." "That's 
terrific, Bob," he says. "The way Bill's guitar comes up there 
is great. It makes me wish it started to happen even sooner!" 
Now another producer might say that as, "The guitar comes 
up too late!" Robertson's execution is a lot more dignified. 
Around guys like Clearmountain and lovine, who are in their 
early thirties, and Maria, who is in her early twenties, 
Robertson seems like a great high school coach: He's patient 
and he emphasizes good values and he works the kids to death. 
But they feel good about it. ( Robertson may retch when he 
reads that, but it's true.) Of course, the method could only 
work with people like Clearmountain and McKee, who can do 
a part twelve different ways on demand. In Maria's case the 
shorthand gets pretty funny, with Robbie calling, "No—too 
Linda Rondstadt"; "The last note of that one sounded like Joan 
Baez"; "Not so much like Kate Bush—more like the Ennio 
Morricone things." 

In the other room, Clearmountain and Gersh are working on 
"Showdown At Big Sky." "The more echo you add, the less 
they sound like the Bodeans." 
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A 
COLLEGE 
WITHIN 
A BOOK! 
—Musician 
Magazine 

KEYBOARD 
SUCCESS SECRETS 

"THE CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARDIST" 
Foreword by CHICK COREA 

Whether you're a raw beginner, 
seasoned pro, or in-between, 
The Contemporary Keyboardist, by 
expert musician John Novello, will 
become your complete "KEYBOARD 
BIBLE." 550 pages, jampacked with 
easy-to-understand text, drills, illus-
trations and interviews, all designed 
to help you attain the success you 
want. It's a must for every amateur, 
professional keyboard player. You'll 
learn information that will pay off in 
the future. Included is a full 30-day 
money- back guarantee. Order in 
confidence today! 

The Contemporary 
Keyboardist only 
$49.95 plus $5.00 shipping 
(CA residents add 
$3.25 sales tax). 
To order by credit card: 

call 1-800-21-8789, 
ext. 8107 or make 
check payable to: 

SOURCE 
PRODUCTIONS 

2635 Griffith Park Blvd. 
LA, CA 90039 

Or write for more info. 

4I 

-That's not important, what matters is 
that it sounds good." 
"We got the Bodeans for their charac-

ter." 
This whole studio is full of method ac-

tors. 
Gersh wanted Tom Verlaine to come 

up and play a guitar part on another song 
but nobody can track him down. "What 
do you think of getting Todd Rundgren 
in?" he asks Clearmountain. Bob's face 
lights up. "Yeah! That'd be great!" Then 
he admits, "Well, actually I haven't heard 
that song. I'd just love to watch him 
work." They figure since Todd en-
gineered Stage Fright, it would be fitting. 
By two a.m. Maria's asleep on the 

floor, the staff has gone home, Iovine's 
nodding—and Robbie is sitting at the 
mixing board with a weary Clearmoun-
tain—rocking away. 
The next morning at about eleven 

Maria answers the phone at one of the 
guest cottages. "Jimmy!" she yells to 
lovine upstairs. "The power's gone out 
at the studio!" lovine says, "I guess we 
have plenty of time for breakfast," and 
turns on the TV Contragate hearings. A 
few minutes later Clearmountain raps on 

the door and gets the word from Jimmy. 
Real bad news for Bob—a power loss 
could mean the samples he worked on 
last night are lost. Clearmountain, lovine 
and McKee head to a Woodstock natural 
food joint, where they bump into Gary 
Gersh. Jimmy asks where's Robbie. "At 
the studio," Gersh says. "Already?" 
"Robbie's always at the studio." 
Two hours later workmen are fooling 

with Bearsville fuseboxes, Clearmoun-
tain is firing up safety copies of his 
samples, lovine and Gersh are doing 
business on studio phones, and Robbie is 
at the piano, working out harmonies with 
Maria. Robbie is the oldest of this group 
by ten years, under the most pressure 
by ten tons, and the most relaxed by ten 
miles. At about two-thirty Clearmoun-
tain plays him the final mix of "Show-
down At Big Sky." The track sounds 
great. Yesterday the song spent a long 
time ending, shifting back and forth 
between two sections without rising or 
fading. Now the excitement builds right 
through—and when the tune ends you 
wish it would keep going. This isn't a 
result of any cutting—it's a result of 

continued on page 113 



Discover the Musician Within You! 
Homespun Tapes teaches you more than just the notes. Besides great licks, new tunes and 

hot solos, you also learn musicianship, technique, and the ideas behind the music. 

ale" 

AMOS 

Rock and Roll 
Rhythm Guitar 
taught by Amos Garrett 
6 tapes, $65 
The chops, rhythm lines, and grooves 
of the greats, from Chuck Berry to 
Bo Diddley, Memphis to Motown. 
Includes chord shapes, pick technique, 
arpeggios, strums, scales and exer-
cises. A must for all aspiring electric 
guitar players. 

‘11 WEN 
BEIM Mel nacre 

Jazz Piano 
taught by Warren Bernhardt 
6 tapes + book, $65 
One of the world's great contemporary 
players explores jazz piano in depth_ 
You'll learn theory, improvisation, 
unique exercises and etudes, chord 
voicings, complete solo arrange-
ments, and a real understanding 
of the piano and its possibilities. 

To Order Call 
1-800-33-TAPES 

Basic Vocal 
Technique 
taught by Penny Nichols 
6 tapes, $65 

A tape course for anyone who likes 
to sing. These lessons will increase 
your vocal range, tone, power 
and stamina, and help you to 
develop breath control, vibrato, 
articulation and projection. In 
addition to all this, you learn a song 
in each lesson in order to study 
interpretation, phrasing, rhythm 
and other performance techniques. 

New Orleans Piano 
taught by Dr. John 
5 tapes + book. $65 ($ 14.95 ea.) 
Here are five solid hours of Mac 
(Dr. John) Rebennack playing, 
singing, and teaching, imparting his 
vast knowledge of the traditional 
piano styles of Professor Longhair, 
Huey Smith, Fats Domino, Ray 
Charles, et al. Highly recommended 
for all keyboard players, and any 
other musicians who want to delve 
deeply into this great musical genre. 

English, Irish and 
Scottish Dance Tunes 
for Guitar 
2 tapes 524 95 

Song Accompaniment 
Techniques 
1 90-min. tape, $ 19.95 
Complete package, $39.95 

taught by Richard Thompson 
The first two tapes teach you Richard's 
fascinating arrangements of hornpipes, 
reels, Morris dances, and jigs. The 
third tape features accompaniments, 
breaks, and intros to ten of his most 
requested original songs. Lots of 
new ideas and approaches to tradi-
tional and contemporary picking. 

Exploring the 
Fingerboard 
taught by Russ Barenberg 
6 tapes, $65 
A unique method enabling you to 
play any note in any position it 
occurs on the neck. Also contains 
music theory, ear training, improvi-
sation, and exercises. Highly recom-
mended for all guitarists. 

BOX 694M, WOODSTOCK, NY 12498 

Write in name • • • •• . •. ont 

DEDUCT 10% ON ORDERS OF $195 OR MORE 

'Post. 8 Hand.: 53 50 per 6-cassette ser es lin US $6 ma iiimun , 

NYS Residents add 7% sales ta. 

Total enc,osed S 

Ear Training for 
Instrumentalists 
taught by Matt Glaser 
6 tapes. $65 
Play or sing anything you hear, 
transcribe instrumental solos, recog-
nize pitches, intervals, and phrases, 
repeat complex rhythms and meters. 
No matter what your instrument 
this course in musicianship, theory, 
and ear training will develop your 
skills and expand your musical 
consciousness. 

Arranging and 
Recording for 
Electronic Keyboards 
taught by Vinnie Martucci 
6 tapes + book. $65 
You'll be amazed at what you can 
create with your synthesizer, drum 
machine, and four- track cassette 
deck, Here is detailed instruction on 
sbloing, creating bass parts, key-
board rhythm sections, melodic 
lead lines; programming drum 
machines; creating MIDI combi-
nations; and arranging your tunes 
to come up with a great professional 
sound. Highly recommend it for 
all musicians! 

BOX 694M, WOODSTOCK, NY 12498 

Visa i I MasterCard Exp. date 

Laid number   

Signature   

C eiders accepted in US 

Write or call 800-33-TAPES for orders only) 
or (914) 679-7832 or (914) 246-2550 

Naine 

Address   

(ny State  Zip 

Write or call for FREE catalog listing 
hundreds of instructional audio & 
video tapes — sent with every order. *Europe 810 airman per series. Asia 8 Australia $ 12 airmail per series 
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WHERE ARTISTRY MEETS TECHN-0-LOGYJI.51 

Chick CorealLight Years 

1)1,110' 'i' trot '11 
Ddvu ( 11) ) 
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DavId Benoit Di(iITMA 
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SAMPLER 

New Magic Digital Sampler 

DIGITAL MASTER 

Mane SchuuriTimebss Special EFXIMystique Stephane GrappeN plays Jerome Kern 

Juke Ellington1Digital Duke 

DIGITAL MASTER 

David Benaitlfreedorn at Midnight 

Unparalleled virtuosity and technological 
perfection have earned GRP the highly coveted 
title of " The Digital Master Company." From 
the pioneers of the ' New Age', to the world 
renowned legends, from the innovators of 
'Fusion', to the timeless masters, GRP presents 

Dave GrusiniCinemagic 

eddie daniels 

Eddie Daniels! To Bird, With Love 

the hottest names in jazz in the medium they 
were made to be heard in. Reflecting the highest 
state of the performing arts, and the most in-
novative recording sciences. 
GRP, THE DIGITAL MASTER COMPANY. le 
Also available on Records and Cassettes. 

T HE D IGITAL M ASTER C OMPANY 
fora tree color catalog *Ida to. GYP Yecords. Dept. C, 555 W. 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 
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EVERYTHING I GOT 
IN THE MAIL 

ON JUNE 17, 1987 

W
lien I was in college, I took 
t his aesthetics course where 
the professor was very big 
on everyone being an artist. 

Self-expression was where it was all 
happening, and I saw implications for 
democracy breaking out in this country if 
we could just dismantle this false dichot-
omy between artist and audience. What 
I didn't realize at the time was that we 
already had an art form where the dichot-
omy between artist and audience had 
dissolved. That art form was poetry. 
Everyone wrote it, no one read it. No 
one could read it. Yet it was taught every 
semester, and published in small maga-
zines that even the contributors didn't 
bother with, aside from their own con-
tributions. 

Well, I have seen the future of rock 'n' 
roll, and it is poetry—that is, all produc-
tion and no consumption. If the number 
of albums being released keeps increas-
ing at the present rate, and the radio 
playlists keep shrinking so that baby-
boomers never have to experience the 
pain of assimilating a new idea, my 
calculations indicate that by the year 
2003, everyone in the United States will 
be in a band, and one song will be played 
over and over on all radio stations— 
probably "Touch Me" by the Doors. I 
further predict that my future is rotten. 
In a mere sixteen years, me and about 
five of my friends are going to be the 
entire audience for 300 million people 
with home studios making albums. I 
mean, right now, in my apartment, I 
have two hundred albums in various 
stacks that I haven't listened to yet, and 
another twenty-five or thirty that de-
serve another listen either because they 
sound almost good or I have an intuition 
that the bass player will be elected 
president someday and the album will 
suddenly be worth millions. Every time I 
look at these stacks of albums, and I look 
at them every minute of every day, I 
think, "Here are all those nice people 
who want to make a living in rock 'n' roll, 
they sent me the album into which they 
put as much effort as I've put into my 
career, and they expect some feedback. 
I owe it to them." 
And then the doorbell rings and the 

mailman, usually irritated, hands me 

another pile of albums, and I think, 
"Should I listen to these, or should I kill 
myself?" 
My criteria for wanting to review a 

record are: 1) If it's a big band, there has 
to be something I respond to in any 
direction; or 2) if it's a small band, I have 
to love it, because if it stinks, why add to 
the misery of people who have no talent 
and can't even get a six-pack from the 
club-owner when they've wangled a rare 
gig? That leaves about eight records a 
year I want to review and about four 
thousand to feel guilty about. So, in the 
interest of not killing myself, I have 
decided to change my critical criteria. I 
have decided to review a typical cross-
section of everything, selected as ran-
domly as random gets—by post-office 
delivery. Herewith is everything I got in 

the mail on June 17, 1987—twelve 
records, eight hours of music—an aver-
age day in the life of a record reviewer. 

Brilliant Orange, Edge Of America 
(Invasion)—Pleasant meld of acoustic 
and electric guitars, R.E.M.-like, but 
vocals mixed higher so you can catch the 
words. Neil Young potential if they get 
better, America potential if they get 
worse. Need to undergo at least eight 
horrible and/or degrading experiences to 
get rid of the creative writing influence. 

Marillion, Clutching At Straws 
(Capitol)—Potential audience of fifteen-
year-old virgin males who reate to Dun-
geons and Dragons better than to girls. 
Halfway between Yes and Jethro Tull. 

Icicle Works, Icicle Works (RCA)— 
Halfway between Marillion and Gary 
Puckett. Is that Leo Buscaglia I hear in 
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the chorus? 
Silencers, Silencers (RCA)—Singer 

has slightly nasal quality reminiscent of 
Paul Williams, but has spent more time 
listening to U2. Good chime, production 
and arrangements. Goes to my one-
more-chance-before-the-trash pile. 
ABC, Alphabet City (PolyGram)—I've 

hated these guys since 1982, and I still 
do. The sort of rock band Rex Reed 
would call "a delightful entertainment." 
Dead Milkmen, Bucky Fellini 

(Enigma)—Anyone who's ever been 
repulsed by a club scene needs to hear 
"You'll Dance To Anything," a nasty and 
accurate denunciation of status-seeking 
artsy-fartsies. Drum machine is hilari-
ous. Nothing on rest of album with 
enough melody to stay in your brain, 
except maybe "The Badger Song," but 
enough energy and yocks that this is a 
keeper if you dig rock and satire. 
King Diamond, Abigail (Road Run-

ner)—Thrash metal opera about a 
stillborn baby who is actually Satan. 
Makes even less sense than Tommy but 
pretty well executed if you can stand the 
wailing falsetto, which is apparently the 
sound of a dead fetus. Highly recom-
mended for driving your parents out of 
the house. 
Judas Priest, Priest... Live (Colum-

bia)—The first time I heard Alive! by 
Kiss, I thought, "Wait a minute! These 
guys are supposed to suck." So I went 
back to listen to their first three albums 
and indeed they sucked. But those same 
songs, given grandeur and adrenaline 
and sweat, were terrific in a live show. 
Much though I used to mock Kiss, I 
thought then and I still think Alive! is a 
great album. Did I experience the same 
revelation with Judas Priest live? No. 
Glenn Medeiros, Glenn Medeiros 

(Amherst)—The Donny Osmond of 
Buffalo. Connoisseurs of gratitude will 
appreciate his thanking "the Heavenly 
Father up above for all He has given 
me," plus many earthly beings, but he 
needs more effusiveness lessons to 
compete with Whitney Houston. 

Tirez Tirez, Social Responsibility 
(Primitive Man)—Medium tempo art 
pop. Sense of riff is hypnotic in places. 
With a fat, gruff manager, they could 
follow Timbuk 3 or Talking Heads from 
college radio to MTV. I'll listen again to 
see if the hooks have grown or shrunk. 

Crucifucks, Wisconsin (Alternative 
Tentacles)—Guitarist has more moves 
than Dead Milkmen and achieves proper 
balance between chaos and tightness. 
More of a diatribe against imperialism 
and corporate capitalism than against my 
homestate. Calls for revolution, LSD 

and blowing up factories are highly 
reminiscent of 1968, the last good year. 
Most current psychedelic revival bands 
seem to have forgotten that feedback 
once seemed politically radical. Refresh-
ing to hear guys who hate themselves for 
being white. They hate you too. 

Big Black, Headache (Touch & Go)— 
T&G is probably my favorite small label, 
containing, as it does, the Butthole 
Surfers, Scratch Acid, Die Kreuzen and 
Killdozer. Big Black is sonically as 
vicious as anything this side of pure 
industrial noise, even if they lack the 
production value of the Buttholes. They 
also lack the laughs of the Buttholes— 
there's nothing to let you off the hook. 
Love to see a gig with these guys and the 
Crucifucks. Not, however, without beer. 
Next month: everything I got in the 

mail oil June 18, 1987. — Chuck Young 

---111We 
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a re: 

THE GRATEFUL DEAD 
In The Dark 

(Arista) 

1
 ronic that within weeks of In The 
Dark's release come compact disc 
versions of the Grateful Dead's ear-
liest and best records, The Grateful 

Dead, Anthem Of The Sun and Aoxo-
moxoa. End result: A band that's been 
relegated to simply being there gets a 
chance for critical re-evaluation with '87 
ears. Point being, I suppose, that any 
take on In The Dark has to deal with 
those of us who think the Dead peaked 
with Live/Dead, perked up with '75's 
Blues For Allah, and have otherwise 
murked out with respun Workingman's 
Dead for more than sixteen years. And 
we'll buy the CDs to prove it. Mean-
while, Dead theorists who hold that 
superpsych keyboardist Tom "T. C." 
Constanten emblemized the Dead at 
their best get a chance to re-think what 
seemed a Dead issue, maybe by listening 
seriously again. Right. Well, fact is In 
The Dark is a damn fine album, sort of, 
and not much has changed, sort of, and 
the Grateful Dead as a recording entity 

live again, and it's great. 
In The Dark proves (surprise) that the 

heart and soul of the Dead remain within 
guitarist Jerry Garcia, whose four con-
tributions with lyricist Robert Hunter 
provide this LP's three best tracks. 
"West L.A. Fadeaway," "Black Muddy 
River" and especially "Touch Of Grey" 
work less on their originality than on 
emotional resonance for those who've 
followed Garcia's recent personal/med-
ical travails. "We will get by/ We will 
survive," sings Garcia, totally lacking 
corn, on the AOR radio hit "Touch Of 
Grey" (which might mean a tad more had 
Gloria Gaynor not sung likewise a dec-
ade ago). "West L.A. Fadeaway" fea-
tures high-tech vocal/synth textures of 
the sort Stevie Wonder might have used 
during his "Superstitious" days, not to 
mention a virtually identical riff. And 
"Black Muddy River" may elicit a tear of 
nostalgia from Band fans. " I will walk 
alone by the black muddy river," sings 
Jerry, omitting the word "veil" for kicks. 
But however derivative, each song 
connects by contemporary and Dead 
standards, a coincidence that hasn't 
occurred for years. 

Elsewhere, Bob Weir still irks, singing 
of bikers and his utter manliness; key-
boardist Brent Mydland still annoys, 
with his rinky-dink pianer so completely 
at odds with Constanten's former Ra-like 
sprawl. Mydland's dopey "Tons Of 
Steel," with its Springsteen/Cougar line 
and Velveeta synth, doesn't belong 
anywhere near this album. But overall, 
In The Dark is as personable upon first 
listening as Workingman's Dead, and the 
dual Garcia/Weir guitars and Bill 
Kreutzmann/Mickey Hart drums reveal 
a musical telepathy that only twenty 
years—twenty years—could possibly 
provide. This is a very hot band. 

In The Dark's sheer hummability, its 
steep production advances over 1980's 
snoozefest Go To Heaven, its unex-
pected fineness, all point to this inescap-
able fact: The Dead, man. The faster 
they go, the rounder they get—but, like, 
now they get remixed digitally. 

— Dave DiMartino 

BOY GEORGE 
Sold 

(Virgin America) 

B
oy George probably never knew 
what hit him: One minute the 
toast of the town and his big-
gest problem is picking the 

proper party frock, the next minute he's 
just another junkie in jail. Such is the stuff 
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It was 20 mo s ago today... 

...that we first invited unsigned bands to 
play. So, let us reintroduce to you the 
opportunity you've waited for all 
year— the return of MUSICIAN's 
Best Unsigned Band Contest. 
MUSICIAN Magazine, in co-

operation with Warner Bros. 
Records, invites you to send 
a tape of your best original 
musk for the chance to win 
a spot on the top ten of the 
year. That's right. The ten 
best bands, as voted by our 
illustrious panel of judges, in-
cluding artists/producers 
Elvis Costello, Mark Knopfler, 
T-Bone Burnett and Mitchell 
Froom, will be featured on 
a MUSICIAN/Warner Bros. 
album to be produced in early 

1988. The Grand Prize— a com-
plete 8-track recording studio— 
will also be awarded to the artist 
or band that our editors choose 
as a cut above the rest. 

So, whether your name is John. 

Paul, George or Sam, take a minute to 
read all the rules carefully, fill out 

the entry form below and send it 
along with your best on cassette. 

Who knows? This could be 
the start of something big. 
FIRST PLACE: The top ten 
songs of all submitted en-

tries will be featured on a 
MUSICIAN/Warner Bros. 
compilation album. 

GRAND PRIZE: Otani 
MX5050 Mark 111/8 1/2 " Eight 

Channel Recorder with CB-
116 Auto Locator and CB-110 
Remote plus MX-5050B-11 
1/4 " Recorder. JBL — 4412 

Studio Monitors—Soundcraft 
Series, 700B Mixing Console 
plus JBL/UREI 6260 Power 
Amplifier. Beyer Dynamic — 
M88, M260, M201 and M69 
Microphones plus cables 
and stands. UBL 

beyerdynamie D1E1211 

...the return of the best unsigned band contest. 

Rules of Entry: 
No purchase necessary. One cassette per artist/hand. 1.1ximunt 2 
songs per cassette. Name, age and address of each band member, 
photo of band/artist and a $5.00 handling fee must acc( Jmpany each 
cassette and entry form (or facsimile). All entries must 'le received 
by December 15, 1987. All music must be original. If chosen, artists 
are responsible for final mix to appear on album. Artists cannot he 
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of which albums dealing with the theme 
of rebirth are made, but the Boy, to his 
credit, had the taste not to use the 
recording studio as a confessional. Not 
that Sold is any great shakes on a musical 
level—but then, Boy George's music 
has never been more than marginal at 
best. His singing is adequate, his subject 
matter pedestrian, and the instrumenta-
tion, arrangements and production of his 
records go strictly by the whatever's-
currently-hip book. 
George himself is another kettle of 

fish, though, and for a while there he had 
the makings of a genuine star. Fashion-
ing himself into a sideshow kewpie doll, 
he had the humor, the appetite for 
adoration and the sheer guts to really 
make a spectacle of himself. But like 
Edith Piaf, Judy Garland and the other 
star-crossed songbirds who preceded 
him, George just couldn't resist dragging 
himself through the mud. 
The squalid secrets of George's 

private life having been plastered across 
the front pages of sleazy tabloids around 
the globe, one might've expected the 
repentant lad to wash off the makeup and 
hang his head in shame. But in first-class 
Mildred Pierce style, Sold finds him 
squaring his shoulders and marching into 
the wind, still tarted up to beat the band. 
Nor does Sold signal significant shifts in 
his music, offering as it does George's 
usual pleas for love and understanding 
along with ambiguously political songs 
lamenting England's economic dead end. 
George packages these themes in frothy 
Europop with an underpinning of soul (he 
co-wrote four of the eleven songs here 
with Motown legend Lamont Dozier). 

Typically, the one cover song included 
here—a reggae restyling of the moldy 
Bread crust "Everything I Own"—has 
emerged as the album's hit single. It's no 
secret that people gravitate towards 
what they already know, and that's a big 
part of the reason the public took to Boy 
George so quickly. As intrinsic to 
America's psychic landscape as Mickey 
Mouse, Boy George is an archetype, a 
Liza Minelli for the New Wave crowd. 
He will survive. - Kristine McKenna 

LA MONTE YOUNG 
The Well-Tuned Piano 

(Gramavision) 

A
t first I gagged at getting 
through this ten-sided boxed 
set—"Please, no, anything but 
one note for five hours"—but 

by the end of the first side I was mes-
merized. By the third I was addicted. By 
the sixth I'd started to snooze out, but 
was at least having fantastic dreams. 

Often called the Father of Minimalism 
(and the sire of the Velvet Underground 
and Brian Eno-like acousticians), La 
Monte Young has been evolving this 
work since 1964, when he retuned a 
Biisendorfer Imperial to the rational 
harmonic of a single basic tone—an E flat 
ten octaves below the bottom of the 
instrument. That means this fundamen-
tal note can never be played, but it's 
sensed—like Harvey the Rabbit—as a 
deep, underlying drone. This kind of 
tuning spawns unearthly intervals that 
are sad and often sour, as if you crossed 
a torturous tritone with a lonely fifth and 
a melancholy minor third. But because 
Young repeats chordal patterns ad 
infinitum, these almost primeval intervals 
start to telegraph very personal mean-
ings. The set's twenty-four-page bro-
chure delineates Young's various themes, 
but what really makes his live improvisa-
tions so accessible is a phenomenal pian-
istic technique: You can feel the precise 
passion of every attack, and you can 
nearly see him sculpt those tones out of 
an inner silence cultivated through 
meditation. At least he's never bored. 
By blending melody, harmony, rhythm 

and timbre into the same dimension, 
Young cuts through the illusion that tone 
is distinct from time. In fact, tone here 
takes on the texture of light, becoming 
diffusive, rather than effusive. Because 
of his " unnatural" tuning, clouds of 
chords—and even rhythms—which are 
not being directly produced through 
finger action hover "over" the primary 
notes like phantoms. Although Young 
never moves from the bench, the piano 

itself sounds plucked, chimed, gonged 
and bowed. He plays that Biisendorfer 
like the Gyuto Tantric monks and the 
Harmonic Choir play their voices. 

Listening well to La Monte Young 
demands similar rigor—learning to listen 
to foreground, background and above-
ground simultaneously. But no matter 
what kind of music you listen to, this 
album is the quintessential ear wash. For 
only fifty bucks, you'll never hear the 
same again. - Pamela Bloom 

DAVE ALVIN 
Romeo's Escape 

(Epic) 

p
ossessing a voice made up of 
gravel and sand, Dave Alvin 
couldn't turn in a slick perfor-
mance if his life depended on 

it—every line sounds like the prelude to 
a sore throat. Why on earth, then, would 
he leave the safe confines of first the 
Blasters and then X, where all he had to 
do was pen killer songs and play wicked 
guitar, to risk life as a solo artist? 
One encounter with Romeo's Escape 

answers the question. The jump from 
supporting player, even a major one, to 
leading man can be daunting, but Alvin 
makes the transition seem long overdue. 
He emcees this stirring program of 
rootsy tunes with the easy confidence of 
a bar-band vet who knows how to put an 
audience through its paces. Still a per-
ceptive observer of everyday folks' 
hopes and heartbreaks, Alvin swings 
expertly from reckless raveups (the title 
track) to plaintive acoustic ballads 
("Brother On The Line") to bluesy 
laments ("Long White Cadillac"), miss-
ing nary a beat. And his subpar voice? It 
just happens to be the glue that holds 
everything together, a more passionate, 
expressive instrument than that of a 
thousand more accomplished singers. 

Alvin provides an easy yardstick by 
which to measure his efforts, recutting a 
number of his greatest tunes (can't call 
'em hits, unfortunately). He audaciously 
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DC200 
Stereo 
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List Price $1540 
Direct $769 

Neck "Through-the-Body" 

The "Original" Floyd Rose 

Designed and Handmade in the U.S.A. 

Why buy an ordinary, Off-the- war guitar? Ex,pect only the best, 
custom to you from Carvin 

Carvir lets you create your own master 'piece —DIRECT from 
the factory. 

The choices are your  
We offer a wide variety of hardware and options, including various 

pickups, wiring set-ups, head stock shapes, Kahler PRO" tremolos, 
anda large selection of new pearl finishes for .1988. 

Great CUSTOM guitars at reasonable prices, designed and hand-
made from Carvin, with a ten-day money back guarantee. Call us 
for a price quote today! 

RVIRT 
...the professional's answer for quality. 

Dept. MP 78, 1155 Industrial Ave. 
Escondido, CA 92025 
Toll-Free: (800) 854-2235 
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MODEL KB3 
24" Triple Tier 

Keyboard Stand 

GET INVISIBLE' 
AND BE SEEN. 

Streamline your stage 
presence with our NEW 
Triple Tier Stand! Enjoy 
stiff, vibration-free sup 
port from Invisible's 
patented lightweight 
steel tension system. 

The stand sets up in seconds 
and is compatible with Invisible's 
complete line of accessories. 
Send for a free catalog and see 
for yourself! 

LNVLS[LiLli® 
nvisible Modular Stand Sys ems 
P.O. Box 341, Accord, MA 02018-0341 
617-871-4787 

Nobody gives you 
more sound for less 
than Sam Ash. 
You'll find everything you need to make music at Sam 
Ash at consistently low prices. It's a fact that Sam Ash has 
been filling America's playing and recording needs for 
more that 60 years. So whatever your needs may be, 
you'll find that the helpful and expert people at Sam Ash 
will bring music to your ears. 

YOUR SOURCE FOR MUSIC AND SOUND 

Call 1-718-347-7757 
or ask Operator for Toll Free number. 
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124 FULTON AVENUE HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. 11550 MUSIC STORES 

opens the LP with "Fourth Of July," the 
final triumphant note of X's recent See 
How We Are. Sung by John Doe and 
Exene, the song is high romantic 
tragedy; Alvin brings it down to earth 
with a raspy countrified reading that 
makes the misery almost palpable, 
helped here and elsewhere by Greg 
Leisz's lonesome lap and pedal steel. 
While both versions work, Alvin's makes 
the other seem somewhat overblown. 
The contrast is even more striking on 
two numbers originally recorded by the 
Blasters. Although the stylistic shifts 
aren't so sharp, "Long White Cadillac" 
and "Jubilee Train" gain impressive 
depth from these grittier renditions. 

Alvin's not just reliving past glories. 
His new songs have the familiar reso-
nance of classic blues and country tunes, 
capturing troubled moments in ordinary 
lives. "Brother On The Line" pits a 
striking union man against a scab friend; 
the raucous, seemingly sarcastic "New 
Tattoo" masks a heartbroken plea for 
reconciliation. In fact, an aching longing 
provides the emotional punch of all of 
Romeo's Escape, be it the twangy "I Wish 
It Was Saturday Night" or "Far Away," a 
wistful, perceptive look into the work-
ings of a child's imagination. 
Dave Alvin lacks some of a solo artist's 

instincts, mostly the bad ones. He rarely 
showboats on guitar, preferring to 
spotlight the tight ensemble work of his 
hot band, the Allnighters, and guests like 
Los Lobos' David Hidalgo and Steve 
Berlin (co-producer with Mark Linett). 
But an album as thoroughly satisfying as 
Romeo's Escape can only be the result of 
an exceedingly talented artist following 
his inspiration to its logical conclusion, 
without distractions. We should all sing 
so badly. — Jon Young 

JONATHAN BUTLER 
Jonathan Butler 

(five/RCA) 

E
xecs at Jive probably took one 
glance at Jonathan Butler's 
sculptured good looks (a cross 
between Harry Belafonte and 

Johnny Nash), heard his muscular voice 
and knew they had a potential crossover 
sensation. Their response was this 
heavily hyped two-record set which, like 
most hyped two-record sets, could have 
been pared down to a single disk without 
losing much. 
A self-exiled South African (though 

apparently not for political reasons), 
Butler is a facile, melodic writer who 
sings in an accomplished if not distinctive 
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manner—the kind of talent top-forty 
radio drools over. But listeners may 
have difficulty distinguishing him from 
every other Billy, Gregory and Freddie 
out there. Like those contemporaries, 
Butler comes on as the suave romantic, 
crooning love songs designed to melt the 
most reluctant of hearts. Appropriately, 
he's teamed with Billy Ocean producer 
Barry Eastmond, one of the more profi-
cient arrangers of sophisticated soul. 
Eastmond knows just where to punctu-
ate the bass and horns and where to slide 
in the strings, which results in the 
nagging feeling that he used a produce-
by-numbers set. The songs bear a too 
striking resemblance to Ocean's. And 
Butler, a strong-voiced singer in search 
of a style, borrows copiously from 
vocalists like Gregory Abbott and 
George Benson. Even when he steps 
out a bit by scatting over his guitar leads 
(now where'd he get that idea?), he 
repeats a familiar trick. It's a shame that 
Butler's abilities have been polished to 
such a dull sheen. You suspect he'd shine 
more if he could get out from under the 
waxy build-up. — David Konjoyan 

MILTON NASCIMENTO 
A Barca Dos Amantes (Ship Of Lovers) 

(Verve) 

A
musical legend in Europe and 
his native Brazil, Milton Nasci-
mento enjoyed his first U.S. 
chart success with last year's 

Encontros E Despedidas (Meetings And 

Farewells). Suddenly jazz musicians 
weren't the only Americans aware of 
Nascimento's soulful melodies, with 
their rich harmonies, Iberian hues, 
African cries and South American folk 
textures. Or his voice—strong, sensu-
ous, soaring in wordless flights to create 
a wholly original musical landscape. 
A Barca Dos Amantes, his twentieth 

LP, is a celebratory live album and a fine 
introduction to a luminous talent. Re-
corded in April 1986 in São Paulo, the 
performances are spirited and techni-
cally sharp, with Nascimento backed by 
Brazilian masters such as Nico As-
sumpçâo (bass) and Robertinho Silva 
(drums and percussion). Musically and 
thematically the LP cuts a wide swath, 
from rapturous ballads ("Nos Dois," 
"Amor De Indio") to political anthems 
like " Lágrima Do Sul" ( a tribute to 
Winnie Mandela) and " Louvaçào A 
Madama." The latter is an uplifting cry 
against oppression and servitude from 
Missa Dos Quilombos, the remarkable 
1982 choral work written by Nas-
cimento, poet Pedro Tierra and Catholic 
bishop/liberation theologist Pedro Casal-
dáliga. "Pensamento" and "Tarde" are 
spare and moody, the cries of a singer 
struggling to escape solitude. 

Nascimento sang "Tarde" on Wayne 
Shorter's Native Dancer LP, and the 
latter returns the favor here, adding 
sublime saxwork to "Tarde" and two 
other songs. By no means distilling the 
essence of a twenty-one-year career, A 
Barca Dos Amantes should further 
expand Nascimento's American audi-
ence and—let's hope—induce Verve to 
release the best of his earlier LPs, such 
as Sentinela, Geraes and Anima. 

— Chris McGowan 

PLATTERS THAT MATTER 
1. Green, Green (Ganggreen. 1716 S. Linden 
Ave., Park Ridge, IL 60068) 
2. Louvin Brothers — Radio Favorites '51-57 
(Country Music Foundation) 
3. Wire Train — Ten Women (Columbia) 
4. Sex Clark Five — Strum & Drum ( Records to 
Russia, 1207 Big Cove Rd., Huntsville, AL 35801) 
5. Eugene Chadbourne — Vermin Of The Blues 
(Fundamental, P.O. 2309, Covington, GA 30209) 
6. Geoff & Maria Muldaur — Pottety Pie 
(reissue) (Carthage, P.O. Box 667. Rocky Hill, 
NJ 08553) 
7. Monkees — Missing Links (Rhino) 
8. Hank Williams — Hey Good Lookin' (December 
1950-July 1951) (PolyGram) 
9. Binky Phillips — Binky Phillips 
(Caroline, 5 Crosby St., New York, NY 10013) 
10. Loudon Wainwright Ill — More Love Songs 
(Rounder) 
11. James Carr —At The Dark End Of The Street 
(Blueside, 225 Lafayette St., Suite 1109, New 
York, NY 10012) 

— Peter Cronin 

ONO HENDRIX EXPERIENCE 

THE t Winteriand" 
"Live A 
RCD 20038 • A track concert DD 

Authorize ila ble in 
d multi-

recording from 1968. Contains 
tracks previously unava  

any live format 
• Digital mix 

IVIAHAVISHNO JOHN 
"Nty Goals Beyond" 
RCD 10051 • AAD Benchmark acoustic work by the 

legendary jazz guitarist, lovingly 
d to Compact Di 

transferre sc 

ARD WALES and J otero ERRY GARCIA 
HOW 
"Fick ll?" 
RCP 10052 • AAD Innovative instrumental vvork by 
organist Wales and Grateful Dead 
gu itarist Jerry Garcia. Features 
2 tracks never before released 
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The Isley Brothers 
Smooth Sailin' (Warner Bros.) 

Isley Jasper Isley 
Different Drummer (CBS Associated)  

After the Isleys 3+3 went their sepa-
rate ways, neither the Isley Brothers 
(the older 3) nor Isley Jasper Isley (the 
younger 3) seemed able to recapture the 
magic. That's not the case with Different 
Drummer, Ernie Isley's drum kit has a 
muscular stomp, and his guitar is back in 
all its Hendrixian glory. Where the songs 
once smouldered, they now burn, and 
burn brightly. The heat is on again for the 
older Isleys, too. After losing brother 
O'Kelly to heart disease, Ronald and 
Rudolf found a new third in co-producer 
Angela Winbush and sharpened their 
sound accordingly. Ronald's voice is 
typically impassioned and powerful, but 
it's the context, from the stone funk of 
"Everything Is Alright" to the anguished 
balladry of "Send A Message," that 
makes the difference. 

Whitney Houston 
Whitney (Arista) 

Houston could go gold on the basis of 
Whitney's cover-photo alone, so the fact 
that this is a better album than her debut 
is a bonus beyond reasonable expecta-
tion. Credit minimal schlock for part of 
the improvement, and a keener pop 
sense (mostly the work of Narada 
Michael Walden) for the rest. The only 
complaint is that Houston never quite 
cuts loose, reining her gospel instincts 
for pop palatability. You were expecting 
a miracle? 

Dwight Yoakam 
Hillbilly Deluxe (Reprise) 

Having gone from hillbilly innocent to 
Nashville slick in two albums, it's only a 
matter of time before Yoakam winds up 
in front of Billy Sherrill's string section. 
That's not the tradition we had in mind. 

Motley Crüe 
Girls, Girls, Girls (Elektra) 

Who'd have thought these clowns could 
sound so credible? Yet this not only 

delivers the sonic punch its predeces-
sors barely presumed, but the writing 
matches that muscle with hook-studded 
heavy-poppers in the best Kiss tradition. 
Granted, the lyrics are still mind-numb-
ingly jejune, and the Crüe does close 
with a cretinous run-through of "Jail-
house Rock," but on the whole, it sounds 
like these guys may actually have some-
thing here. Hope it's not contagious.... 

Heart 
Bad Animals (Capitol) 

Some bands are born to slickness, 
others achieve it, but Heart had slick-
ness thrust upon them. Or so it seems 
after the band's second round with Ron 
Nevison. That's hardly the way it's 
supposed to go in rock 'n' roll—raw 
spontaneity and unadorned simplicity are 
the cardinal virtues, right?—but this 
studio-smart approach works rather 
well, playing off the group's flair for the 
dramatic, while exquisitely framing the 
voluptuousness of Ann Wilson's voice. 

Original Soundtrack 
Beverly Hills Cop II (MCA) 
As with the film, lightning once again 
refuses to strike twice, leaving this 
collection long on names but short on 
depth. That doesn't deprive it of plea-
sures: "Shakedown," nasty work from a 
happily snarling Bob Seger, is delightful, 
while George Michael's "I Want Your 
Sex" is a better Prince single than 
anything on Sign o' The Times. 

Alison Moyet 
Raindancing (Columbia) 

Unlike its synth-smart predecessor, 
Raindancing lacks the instant appeal of 
Swain & Jolley's intellectualized dance 
music. But though the performances 
here take a bit more patience to appreci-
ate, they're no less rewarding; if any-
thing, Moyet's interpretive gifts have 
grown, and Jimmy lovine's understated 
production takes pains not to get in the 
way. Which is why the likes of "Sleep 
Like Breathing" or "Weak In The Pres-
ence Of Beauty" hold such lasting allure. 

The Bears 
The Bears (P. M. R. C. ) 

As is typical of an Adrian Belew project, 
The Bears is blessed with an engaging 
array of aural oddities, tricky time-
changes and off-hand wit. That all of the 
above fit nicely into a convincing set of 
catchy, consistent pop songs is what 
surprises. Tellingly, though, the best 
tunes—"Fear Is Never Boring" and 
"Trust"—are by Belew's bandmates. 

David Sylvian 
Gone To Earth (Virgin) 

Sylvian's always been a bit of an aes-
thete, but that's frequently more of an 
affectation than a vocation. Here, 
though, his fondness for moody, elec-
tronic atmospherics pays off in a big way, 
as he and his all-star art-rock crew 
(Robert Fripp, Bill Nelson and Kenny 
Wheeler, to name a few) generate an 
electro-acoustic soundscape as lush as 
anything on Another Green World. 

Steve Earle & the Dukes 
Exit 0 (MCA) 

On the one hand, these ten tunes tend to 
prove that Earle's perch between coun-
try and rock traditionalism is no fluke; he 
and the Dukes play that way with an 
enthusiasm too deep-seated to have 
been faked. On the other, having a solid 
playing style still doesn't guarantee good 
songs, and though Earle's basic instincts 
seem sure in that department, his execu-
tion verges on the hackneyed. 

Mel & Kim 
ELM (Atlantic) 

In the grand disco tradition, Mel & Kim 
are interchangeable, nearly anonymous 
females who exist to deliver a melody 
over a Stock/Aitken/Waterman electro-
beat. So how come this is so catchy? 
Two reasons: First, the songs—espe-
cially "Showing Out" and " Respect-
able"—would be winners regardless of 
treatment; and second, as singers, Mel 
& Kim aren't as forgettable as you'd 
expect, boasting voices making up in 
personality what they lack in lung power. 

BY J.D.CONSIDINE 
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yh e full-color sound of the ESQ-1 Digital Wave 

Synthesizer makes other synths sound ... well... 
black and white by comparison. 

After all, a broad pallette of sound is your first criter-
ion for a synthesizer. And the major international 
music magazines who've reviewed the ESQ-1 seem 
to agree. 

The tone colors possible with 3 digital wave oscilla-
tors, 4 envelopes, 4 DCA's, 3 I.FO's and 15 routable 
modulation sources for each ESQ-I voice impressed 
KEYBOARD magazine's Jim Aikin. "The ESQ's voice 
offers far more than what you'll find on a typical 
synthesizer— even on some instruments costing twice 
as much". 

In somewhat colorful comparative terms, Peter Menga-
ziol of GUITAR WORLD wrote, "The ESQ-1's sound 
combines the flexibility and analog warmth of the 
Oberheim Matrix-6, the crisp ringing tones of a DX-7, 
the realism of a sampler, the lushness of a Korg 
DW-8000 and polytimbral capacity of the Casio CZ- 1". 

There are hundreds of ESQ tone 
colors available on cartridge, 

cassette and disk. And 

now, each ESQ-1 
includes an 
Ensoniq Voice-80 

Program Cartridge. 
Added to the 40 

internal programs, that's 
120 great keyboard, acous-

tic, electronic, percussive 

and special effect sounds 
right out of the box. 

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's Paul Wiffen had a great time 
mixing colors with the ESQ-1's 32 on-board wave-
forms and 3 oscillators per voice. "After a few minutes 
of twiddling, you can discover that, for example, an 
analog waveform can make the piano wa% eform sound 
more authentic, or that a sampled bass waveform can 
be the basis for a great synth sound. Fascinating stuff!" 

Even though its flexibility is unmatched in its class, 
'creating sounds on the ESQ-1 is simple and intuitive. 
Mix a little blue bass with some bright red vocal and 
pink noise and get a nice deep purple tone color. 

But there's one color you won't need a lot of to get 
your hands on an ESQ-1—long green. The ESQ-1 
retails for just $ 1395US. 

There are sound librarian programs for the ESQ and 
most personal computers, so you can save and sort 
your creations quickly and easily If you'd rather just 
plug it in and play there are hundreds of ESQ sounds 
on ROM cartridges, cassettes and disks available from 
Ensoniq and a host of others. 

The easiest way to see the possibilities for yourself is 
to follow the wave to your authorized Ensoniq dealer 
for a complete full-color demonstration. 

For more information and the name of your nearest 
Ensoniq dealer call: 1-800-553-5151 

•ensonica 
ENSONIO Corp, Dept M, 155 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355 o Canada: 
6969 Trans Canada Hwy. Sune ' 23. St Laurent, Oue. /14T ENSONIO Europe 
BV, Domplein 1.3512 JC Utrecht, Hollando Australia Electric Factosy, 188 Plenty 
Rd.. Prestcn Vic. 3072 
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All quotes used by permission ESO-1. Oberheim Matrix- 6. Korg and Casio are trademarks of ENSONIO Corp. ECC Developmeat Corp., Korg USA and Casio, Inc respectively. 



Art Tatum 
20th Century Piano Genius 
(Emarcy Jazz Series) 

Reissued in its most pristine, unabridged 
form, this is one of Tatum's purest final 
statements on the state of solo piano in 
the American improvising tradition. The 
intimacy of these private party tapes, 
and the encouragement of his Hollywood 
supporters, make for a remarkably 
personal document. Tatum's sweeping 
harmonic gestures, riveting tempos, 
eccentric modulations and reorchestra-
tions might startle solo piano fans raised 
on more modal fare. He is the Rosetta 
stone of virtuosity on the piano. 

Zakir Hussain 
Making Music (ECM)  

A very pretty distillation of the Shakti 
concept, highlighting this grand drum-
mer's innovative use of melodic percus-
sion and rhythmic cycles. John Mc-
Laughlin sounds more at home here than 
on his recent electric outings (good as 
they've been), and no rhythm machine or 
sequencer can hold a MIDI to the natural 
blaster box patterns he weaves with 
Hussain. Hariprasad Chaurasia's wafting 
wooden flutes and Jan Garbarek's mys-
terioso saxes lend an earnest melodic dig-
nity to these trans-cultural compositions. 

Max Roach 
Bright Moments (Soul Note)  

Roach's concept of the double quartet 
(one part jazz quartet, one part string 
quartet), serves both to revitalize the 
notion of "jazz" strings and to invigorate 
his core grouping of players. Tyronne 
Brown, on Banchetti Electric Upright 
Bass, has the tone, time and overpower-
ing drive to inspire the drummer like Art 
Davis used to, and to translate the earth 
tones of Roach's drums to the elisions of 
the Uptown String Quartet. The re-
newed emphasis on writing better spreads 
around the spotlight, which often placed 
too much focus on Cecil Bridgewater's 

dryness and Odean Pope's voracious-
ness (and imparted a certain sameness 
to their accomplished solos). The color, 
swing and melodic directness of this 
band are sublime. And Roach be the 
coach—his drums simply sing. 

Duke Ellington 
In The Uncommon Market (Pablo) 

This new batch of vintage Ellington 
illustrates Norman Granz's unwavering 
dedication to the jazz continuum. Granz 
has culled some of the cream of Duke's 
50s/60s touring band (with Sam Wood-
yard on drums) in a beautiful set of piano 
trios, along with his every-night/one-
nighter features for Ray Nance's violin, 
Johnny Hodges' alto and Paul Gonsalves' 
tenor. The roaring backgrounds (dig 
those mothers in the trumpet section) on 
"E.S. P." supercharge a breathless 
harmonic wild west and rodeo show by 
Gonsalves that is so overwhelming it 
ought to frighten some of today's au-
tomatic pilot tenor stars back into the 
caves to practice—and fast. 

Michael Brecker 
Michael Brecker (MCA/Impulse) 
Jack DeJohnette 
Irresistible Forces (MCA/Impulse)  

Good opening shots in the post-fusion 
genre, from jazz stars with something 
other than bebop on their minds. Breck-
er's modal flights make up in warmth and 
drive what they lack in richness; still, 
having gotten his feet wet with his first 
"straight-ahead" album, Brecker's mel-
odic power suggests how this music 
might grow if the vamps were more 
expansive. DeJohnette's album is more 
subject to misunderstanding. An all-
around musician in his first post-Com-
post reach out, DeJohnette's made 
creative use of MIDIed rhythm boxes 
and sequencers to keep things grooving 
when he sits down at the keyboards, and 
his rhythm team of Lonnie Plaxico and 
Mick Goodrick (with special guest Nana 

TAKES 

Vasconcelos) generate graceful heat. 
The emphasis here is on building moods, 
not on blowing, though Greg Osby is a 
most promising reed player when given 
the space to shout. A clear, concise 
statement about ethnic rhythms, funk 
and ballads in the electronic age. 

Jo Jones 
Our Man, Papa Jo (Denon Compact Disc)  

With the legendary drummer's last 
recording, Jo Jones entered the digital 
age and intuitively recognized the com-
pact disc's potential for a vivid "live" 
sound. The listener's stereo perspective 
is right in the cockpit, on the drum 
throne with Jo facing out at his featured 
players (Major Holley, Hank Jones and 
Jimmy Oliver) gathered in a circle about 
him. You get the lush sound of an acous-
tic ensemble with a minimum of miking, 
immense bass presence and clarity, plus 
the true color and dynamics of Papa Jo's 
kit and cymbals. Jazz standards and 
Ellingtonia are programmed like the club 
sets of his time, with a maximum of 
swinging interplay and plenty of solo 
features for his collaborators. Witty. 

Tania Maria 
The Lady From Brazil (Manhattan)  

Tania Maria is the diva with a difference, 
an exotic equatorial star ready to claim 
her place at the pop. Listening to how 
her style has gestated from the horn/ 
guitar carnival of her pace-setting Con-
cord-Picante albums to the multi-key-
board glitter of this Manhattan debut 
makes one hopeful that progressive 
artists can sweeten their appeal with a 
bit of fructose rather than corn syrup. All 
the studio paladins and usual suspects 
are here (producer George Duke on 
three airplay grabs, plus Steve Gadd, 
Eddie Gomez, Anthony Jackson, Buddy 
Williams), and though the surface is 
slick, it ain't scrubbed; Maria's harmoni-
cally rich vamps are swinging and per-
cussive, her vocals smoky and elliptical. 

BY CHIP STERN 
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OUR SOLDIERS 
FACE THE MUSIC EVERY DAY. 

And it's not always something 
by Sousa. 

In fact, we draw as much 
from the hit parade as we do 
from the March King. Not to 
mention from all of the styles 
there are in between. 

What's more, Army bands 
are as varied as the music they 
play; there are stage, dance and 

concert bands, as well as combos 
and ensembles. 

Surprised? You shouldn't 
be. After all, Army musicians 
perform an average of 4-0 times 
a month. With that much Better yet, see your local 
playing time, you have to be Army Recruiter and listen to 
versatile. And you Amy BANR. what he has to say. 
have to be to It could be music 
good BE ALLYOU CAN BE. to your eats 

If you'd like to face the 
music as often as our musicians 
do, why not play for us today? 
(Yes, you have to audition.) Just 
call toll free l-8Œ)-USA-ARMY. 
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HOTLINE 
800-223-7524 
HOW TO ORDER AN AD 
Regular Classified (ads without bor-
ders): 20-word minimum. $2.50 per word, 
minimum $50_ per insertion. 
Classified Display (all ads with borders): 
$140 per column inch per insertion; $ 130 per 
column inch for six consecutive insertions: 
$122 per column inch for 12 insertions. 
Bold Face Caps: First line, additional $20. 
Box Number: Count 7 words for our box 
# and address and add $4.00 per insertion for 
handling. 
Payment Must Accompany Order. 
Deadline: Two months prior to date of 
publicaton All ad cancellations must be 
in writing and mailed to the Musician 
Classified Department. 
Address All Ad Orders: 

Jeff Serrette 
Musician Classified Ad Dept. 

1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036 
Phone: (212) 764-7388 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 

LARGE CATALOG-MUSIC BOOKS-Guitar, 
Bass. Drums-Instruction books & tapes. $1.00 (re-
funded with first order). Music Warehouse, PO Box 
390M, New Market, VA 22844. 

buy-sell- trade 
YOUR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & 

EQUIPMENT like you never could before! 
With MUSIC MART! A MONTHLY NATIONWIDE 
NEWSLETTER that puts buyers and sellers 
together. We are NOT a dealer. YOU deal 
direct with the buyer or seller...YOU make 
your very best deal. 
Get more for that hard- to- sell 
equipment...pay less for that hard-to-find 
item. MUSIC MART helps you find what you 
need...sell or trade what you no longer 
want. 
A one year subscription for only $24 
includes your monthly ads...AT NO EXTRA 
CHARGE. To subscribe....send your first ad 
describing the items that are WANTED..FOR 
SALE..or FOR TRADE...include your address 
or phone number. 
Mail with check or money order for $24 to 

MART PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
2901 Dorchester Lane, Cooper City, Fl. 

33026. Or call (305)432-8788. 
MASTERCARD / VISA accepted. 

EMPLOYMENT 

FIND BANDS TO JOIN. Find musicians and gigs. 
Write: MUSICIANS NATIONAL HOTLINE, Box 
7733, Murray, UT 84107. Phone (801) 268- 2000. 

FOR SALE 

ATTENTION GUITARISTS: FREE catalog! 
Achieve sound performance with "I. C. Sound" effects, 
effects kits, steels, publications, accessories. I.C. 
Sound, Box 9, Rouses Point. NY 12979-0009. 

TOUCH THAT DIAL! 
Get fast results 
with MUSICIAN 

assdied advertising 
Call Jeff at (212)764-7388 

IMP' 

ECONOMICAL Ir RACX MOUNT 
"FURNITURE" FOR THE 
PROFESSIONAL OR HOME STUDIO. 

FX RACK FEATURES' 
• Holds up to 18 spaces" of 

equipment 
• Attracbee black lectured vinyl 

laminate 
• Shown with optional wheels 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A 
DEMONSTRATION 
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 

FOUR DESIGNS COMPANY 
65.3, GROSS AVENUE • CANOGA PARK. GA 91301 
(818) 716-8540 

INSTRUCTION 

PLAY ANY SONG OR SOLO by ear instantly! 
Guaranteed! IMPROVISE LIKE THE MASTERS. Ex-
citing new method makes it easy. Free information! 
Write today. BATES MUSIC-MN, 9551 Riverview 
Rd., Eden Prairie, MN 55344.  

FREE CATALOG: INSTITUTE of Audio-Video 
Engineering, 1831 Hyperion (MU), Hollywood, CA 
90027. Recording School. (800) 551-8877 or (213) 666-
2380. Approved for International Students.  

LOS ANGELES RECORDING WORKSHOP 
5-Week HANDS-ON Recording Engineering Program 
in FOUR 24-track studios. Housing available. Synthe-
sizer & Live Concert Engineering Training included. 
Curriculum approved by California Department of Edu-
cation. 12268-B VENTURA BOULEVARD, STUDIO 
CITY, CA 91604 (818) 763-7400.  

MUSIC VIDEO PRODUCTION secrets re-
vealed! Nationally acclaimed instruction book. Free 
Brochure. Dash Entertainment, Inc., Box 8351111-M, 
Douglasville, GA 30135. (404) 949-7598. 

MUSIC/VIDEO BUSINESS 
Get started on a career in the music/video busi-
ness. Four locations-Atlanta, Dallas, Ft. 
Lauderdale or Seattle. Learn fascinating behind-
the-scenes techniques, play a key role backstage 
or at the controls. Top pro training in studio/con-
cert/video production, artist representation/ 
management, retail/wholesale, promotion/mar-
keting, copyright law, publishing, much more. 
Employment assistance. Financial aid available. 
For information: Atlanta, 800-554-3346; Dallas, 
800-441-1577; Ft. Lauderdale, in Florida 800-
821-9145, outside Florida 800-327-7603; Seat-
tle, in Washington 800-352-1110, outside Wash-
ington 800-345-0987; or write: 

MB 
Dept. 2405 

3376 Peachtree Road, N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

Specify city. 

INSTRUMENTS 

GUITARS - Pedal steels, Dobro, National. Vin-
tage, new. Martin, Taylor, Guild, Ovation; Gibson 
mandolins, banjos; Kentucky, Goldstar, Stelling, Wild-
wood, Mastertone; D'Angelico, amps, multi-trackers, 
books, accessories. FREE 72-PAGE BROCHURE. 
MANDOLIN BROS., 629 Forest, Staten Island, NY 
10310. (718) 981-3226.  

REPAIR GUITARS? FREE 80-page catalog 
packed with tools and hard-to-find parts for guitars, 
banjos and mandolins. Stewart-MacDonald, Box 900Z, 
Athens OH 45701. (614) 592-3021.  

FREE CATALOG OF electric and acoustic guitars, 
keyboards, effects, strings, accessories, more. EL-
DERLY INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Washington, POB 
14210-AD5, Lansing, MI 48901. (517)372-7890.  

FREE CATALOG! Name brands-Effects, Fer-
nandes Guitars, amplifiers, Casios, accessories, and 
more! Discount Music Supply, Dept. M. 41 Vreeland 
Avenue, Totowa, NJ 07512-1120 

MUSICIANS- ALL BRAND names (instruments 
and accessories). Up to 50% off list. Call or write for 
details. Hingham Music, Harbor Light Mall, No. 
Weymouth, MA 02191. (617) 337-6690.  

GUITAR & BASS FARTS-necks, locking nuts, 
pick guards, bridges, tremolos, electronics, knobs, 
screws, tuning keys and more. Write for free catalog. 
ALLPARTS, PO Box 1318, Katy, TX 77492. 

MISCELLANEOUS  

RELEASING PERSONAL JIMI Hendrix photo-
graph to generate support behind 60's Hollywood music 
project. Send $12.95: Third Stone, P.O. Box 6382, 
Champaign, IL 61821. 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard 
stereo record and leave the background! 

Write or call for a free brochure and demo record. 

LT Sound, Dept. MU, P.O. Box 338, 
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1258  

Cash for CD's 
We pay $6.00 for any Cl). 
LP want list accepted. 

rime 
CDX 

2497 E. Main St. 
Columbus, Ohio 43209 

(614) 231-1701 

"World Wide Mail Order Since 1975" 

MUSICIANS 

MUSICIANS EXCHANGE! BANDS/musicians: 
Your serious referral service for working musicians. 
Make the right connections. P.O. Box 742681, Dallas, 
TX 75374 (214) 392-1455.  

MUSIC OPPORTUNITY/RECORD CONTRACT 
We will present your demo tape to major record execu-
tives. Service FREE if not accepted. 25 years experi-
ence in industry. For details. S. A.S. E. MILESTONE 
MEDIA, Dept. MM, P.O. Box 869, Venice CA 90291.  

MUSIC BUSINESS MONTHLY newsletter-fea-
tures latest news/important contacts-Names, Ad-
dresses, Telephones! 6-month subscription only 
$10.00: TOPTEN, 185 West End Ave.. #7M-1, NYC 
10023.  

4,000 Dxrrx VOICES, $100. 125 banks, or-
ganized, no duplicates. Diskettes for IBM/Macintosh/ 
Amiga/Commodore. Indicate software. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. ManyMIDI Products, Box 2519-MU, Be-
verly Hills, CA 90213.  

ATTENTION ASPIRING ARTISTS! The 
Music Consulting Firm is for you. For information send 
$3.00 to: 2719 Buford H'way, Suite 215, Atlanta, GA 
30324. 
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LIVE MUSIC! MUSICIANS & SOUND en-
gineers, get the most out of your live performances. 
For a copy of 'The Fundamentals of Live Sound En-
gineering' send $5.00 to: Third Coast Associates, 7530 
North Lamar, Suite 205, Austin, Tx 78752. 

RECORDS & TAPES 
SINGERS!!! VOCALISTS FREE catalog back-
ground tracks. Hundreds hits! Rock, country, stan-
dards etc. Singing Source, 1341 Ocean Ave., Suite 
129F, Santa Monica, CA 90401. 

Sound Off , 
Two Ways NO 

Ideal For Demos or Retail Sales 
AUDIO CASSETTES: Send for your 
free "Cassette Talk" newsletter complete 
with latest prices. 
SOUNDSHEETS: Inexpensive, flexible 
vinyl discs sound great, won't break! 

MilirdlnE TOLL FREE 1-1300-EVA-TONE 
P O. Bee 7020-P, Clearwater, f L 33518 

SERVICES 
DIRECTORIES AND MAILING lists! Contacts 
you can't get elsewhere! Free information. American 
Music Database, PO Box 777. New York, NY 10108-
0777. 

RECORD LABEL IS NOW accepting tapes for fu-
ture roster consideration. Tapes for this initial review 
must be received by 10/31/87. Midnight Records, P.O. 
Box 8387, Berkeley, CA 94707. 

SOFTWARE 

6000 DX/TX VOICES. No duplicates. FREE C-64 
SOFTWARE INCLUDED. Send $97.50 ta: Makes 
Synth, P.O. Box 7927, Jackson, MS 39204. Dept. M. 

SONGWRITERS 

CUSTOM SONG DEMOS, State-of-the-Art, free 
information, sample cassette $3.00. Bonus music track 
with order. Hollywood Records, 603 First # 138-M, 
Oceanside, CA 92054. (619) 757-7446. 

LEARN SONGWRITING & COMPOSE MUSIC. 
Professional instruction by mail. For course descrip- , 
tion: AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE INSTI- I 
TUTE, Box 31021-D, Cleveland, OH 44131. 

HOTLINE SONGWRITER SERVICES will get 
your songs to the marketplace faster, cheaper, and 
more effectively!! Your sources or our computerized 
database! Top quality tape duplication and packaging— 
SASE: Hotline Songwriter Services, P.O. Box 8218, 
Jackson Heights, NY 11372. 

68th Annual 

Music City 
Song Festival 

Over $50,000 in cash and prizes! 
Amateur Song • Professional Song • 
Amateur Vocal • Lyric • Lyric Poem 
Musical categories for all styles! 

ENTRY DEADLINES: 
Song/Vocal — September 1, 1987 
Lyric/Lyric Poem — October 1, 1987 

Write or call for info today! 
MCSF, P.O. Box 17999-M 

Nashville, TN 37217 
(615) 834-0027 

TALENT 
BAND BOOKINGS—WILL market bands for 
gigs—nationally, regionally-10% commission. For de-
tails call: 1 (800) 227-8777, Ext. 333-1212. 

STERN from page 44 
first major job, playing with Blood, 
Sweat and Tears. There, he first played 
with Jaco Pastorius—in his pre-Weather 
Report days—an association that has 
lasted through the years and the per-
sonal travails (Pastorius' mellifluous 
slink can be heard on "Mood Swings" 
from Upside Downside). 
By the mid 70s, Stern had acquired, 

by default or divine intervention, a style 
to call his own. "I came by it not directly, 
but by some kind of a fusion between 
[rock and jazz]. It wasn't by directly 
copying someone like John McLaughlin. 
I wasn't listening to that then. It's weird, 
but I wasn't. It was either B.B. King or 
Wes Montgomery. Now I listen to all of 
it; McLaughlin I love. But still my 
favorite is one or the other." It's the 
either/or aesthetic rearing its head. 

Stern, to many jazz observers, was 
the man with the guitar who helped 
usher the Man with the Horn out of 
hibernation. In 1980, Miles Davis had 
stayed away from music for too long and 
was looking for a few good men to call his 
band. Guitarist Barry Finnerty didn't 
work out, and at saxist Bill Evans' 
suggestion, Miles gave a listen to Stern, 
then playing with Billy Cobham. Stern 
made the grade. At Miles' urging, Stern 
leaned hard on the distortion-laden rock 
immediacy he's capable of, leading some 
to believe that Miles had hired a heavy-
metal bebopper. 
"That was great, a real learning 

experience," Stern says of the job, 
which lasted through three albums, their 
subsequent tours, and more touring just 
after his successor, John Scofield, left 
the group. "Comping-wise, it was really 
a challenge. There was no keyboard, 
which shocked the shit out of me when I 
joined. [In a gruff Miles voice] 'Okay, go 
ahead, you got it.' He'd suggest things 
and then let the musicians let it grow 
independent of what he might have 
actually wanted in the first place. " 
Adding to Stern's ability to throw off 

the scent of his influences has been his 
study of other instruments. "Sometimes 
when I use a lot of sound, it's a matter of 
trying to get the sound of a sax—a more 
legato, distorted sound. For guitar, that 
translates more: that screaming tenor 
saxophone quality. I listen to a lot of 
tenor, a lot of alto sax, a lot of piano." 

At times, his playing is openly pianis-
tic. "A lot of that I learned from listening 
to Jim Hall, who is the master at it. He 
knows how to listen to piano and edit 
what he can't play on the guitar, but still 
sound more pianistic. Also. Mick Good-

rick is great at those amazing voicings 
and some knowledge of classical music. 
He's got that independent stuff happen-
ing—different voices. Sometimes when 
he comps, he plays one or two lines 
instead of chord forms, which are easy to 
fall into on guitar. There are books about 
it. You never see that with piano." 

Having weathered the inward tumult 
of his recent past, Stern feels a sense of 
renewal in his playing, and in his real life. 
"In terms of my priorities, they're a little 
more defined. Music is definitely high on 
my list, but it's not my first priority. The 
first things are my wife and my life. I just 
don't think music makes it completely. 
It's nice to be really passionate about it, 
about anything. But when you get obses-
sed with any kind of work that you do, 
you start spinning circles. I'm still a 
serious practicer; I shed all the time. But 
I'm a lot more balanced." 
A reflective Stern snuffs out his last 

cigarette. "Also, I've got to say just 
being sober has helped me. For me, 
dipping and dabbing just didn't make it. I 
would dip and then, whoo, the dab wasn't 
even there. That's really helped me 
become more focused. It's starting to 
become a lot more fun. - 

ROBERTSONfrompagee 
Clearmountain's laborious fine tuning 
and Robbie's football coach guidance. 

Robertson steps out of the mixing 
room and plops down in a chair. He looks 
tired, but he also looks real confident: 
the pride of a man who did great work, 
quit when he was ahead and has come 
back ten years later with something that 
can stand with his best. Days earlier he 
mentioned a thread that ties his songs 
together. Asked about it now, he says, 
"All it is for me is the sense of an Amer-
ican mythology. You'll hear it in the song 
we're going to mix next—'Somewhere 
Down The Crazy River.' In my mind 
there's this mythical place in America 
where the storyteller lives. And he tells 
stories based on this place and people 
who've come through, and his experi-
ences. That's why all the Indian stuff is 
there, because that's the birth of Amer-
ican mythology. It does something to 
me; it pushes a button in me. I don't 
know if it means anything to anybody 
else, but God, I know that place is out 
there somewhere." Robbie looks 
away—like he has one eye on this 
shadow land already. Then he says, "I've 
never been, but we all know it's there. 
And you'll recognize it in bits and pieces. 
You'll recognize it the way the storyteller 
tells it." A 
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NAMM from page 65 
trois include bass, mids and treble, a 
presence control and a voicing circuit 
that allows you to bring up different 
stages of gain, either concentrating on 
clean tubes, dirty tubes or even solid 
state. It also has an effects loop and an 
analog chorus. Did I say the thing sounds 
absolutely killer? ADA has also done 
something cool with their $200 MIDI 
foot pedal: In addition to regular MIDI 
gear, it will address pre-MIDI digital 
effects so you don't need another pedal 
for that favorite SDE-3000. 
Peavey is also entering the MIDI 

preamp waters, although they brought 
out the first MIDI amp, the Prograrnmax 
10, a year or so ago. Their new $600 
MIDI Programmable Preamp sounds 
fantastic, with all kinds of new wrinkles 
in the distortion circuit. It too has a 
programmable effects buss and, like the 
ADA, allows internal remapping of the 
parameter numbers. Peavey also has a 
nice $389 MIDI multi-effects called the 
Addverb that has recording specs at 
guitarist prices. Peavey has a bunch of 
MIDI units on the way, including mixers 
and patchers, and has already laid to rest 
the myth that its only power base is 
guitars, amps and PAs. 
Not all the preamp action was 

MIDIfied. At a more accessible $250 
was the Chandler Tube Driver, which 
actually has a good old 12AX7 tube on 
board. It uses a bias control to make the 
tube run hotter or cooler, giving a 
present, tight American distortion, all 
the way to a loose, dangerous British 
scream. It also allows the guitar's 
volume knob to control how much distor-
tion you want. Even better, it has fully 
buffered line outputs, so it'll serve as a 
preamp and allow you to run it straight 
into a power amp. 

Also non-MIDI, but more complex, is 
the 2000CPL Stereo Guitar Preamp 
from Gallien-Krueger. This baby com-
bines channel-switching, 4-band eq, 
compression, noise reduction, stereo 
reverb and stereo chorus. If that ain't 
enough, there's an effects loop. Toss in 
a mess of outputs and a five-button foot 
controller and you're pumping. 

While Tom Scholz and Boston were 
packing 'em in on the road, SKALD was 
awash in new RockModule units. There 
was a 12-band graphic eq, a stereo 
chorus, a stereo echo and a distortion 
generator. No MIDI, but great specs. 
Elsewhere, there were new attempts at 
combining effects, led by the Roland GP-
8, which takes eight underrated Boss 
effects and adds full MIDI programmabil-

ity. Then there's the t.c. 2290 from the 
Danish firm t.c. electronics. This one 
has five digital effects, including 32 
seconds of sampling, 20kHz frequency 
response, MIDI implementation and an 
interesting Dynamic delay feature that 
eliminates delay notes when they conflict 
with real-time notes. Not cheap at 
$2000. And Latin Percussion, who have 
been making some creditable non-
percussion electronic forays, unveiled 
their Sound Studio 19, which packs 6-
band eq, stereo chorus and delay, distor-
tion, compression and two effects loops 
into 100 programmable patches. You 
even get a 440 tuning tone. No, no MIDI 
on this one. 

We'll close with a hot technology from 
five or six years ago: wireless. Com-
panies are still trying to develop the 
ultimate wireless guitar setup, as wit-
nessed by Sennheiser's impeccable 
VHF2G. It's hard to see how much more 
dynamic range and working distance you 
could ask, but at $3425 you may have to 
have as many hit records as endorsee 
John Entwistle to afford one. Mere 
mortals like us dropped our jaws when. 
Nady offered a real true diversity system 
for $300 (the 201 VHF), a high-band non-
diversity unit for $200 (the 101 VHF) and 
an entry-level unit for an astounding 
hundred bucks. Well, that's summer 
NAMM in a microcosm: not a lot of hot-
copy-generating ideas, but a steady 
progression toward better, cheaper 
gear. We could do a lot worse. Zi 

SUMMERS from page 36 
like lowering myself to start fighting, like 
are we gonna do this, are we gonna get 
back together? I'm just not interested. If 
somebody else wants to do it, then good. 
I'm there and I can play, fine. But I'm not 
going to go around groveling to do it. But 
I was prepared to go there and help 
assemble this live album. 

"They wanted basically for the group 
to go in and write two or three tracks, 
and by the group they meant Sting. But 
you know, he's a solo artist now and he's 
doing his own creating, so any songs he's 
writing he wanted to keep for himself. So 
he wasn't about to write any new songs 
for a Police record when the group didn't 
really exist anymore. So the compro-
mise was to come up with a new version 
of 'Don't Stand So Close To Me' to put an 
added interest in the album, which I think 
is terribly cynical." 

Perhaps understandably, Summers is 
no big fan of Sting's superstar-sidemen 
approach: "I saw the show and it was so 
disappointing. Dreadful to me. It was so 

cold, I just couldn't get into it." 
For hardened Police fanatics, the 

most inexplicable part of Sting's new 
modus operandi is turning over the bass 
chair to Daryl Jones when Sting's clearly 
a more interesting rock bassist. "Funny 
you should say. I kind of agree. Kim 
Turner—he's Sting's sound man—was 
saying to me recently that one day Sting 
actually picked up the bass at sound-
check and played, and Kim said it was 
incredible. It was the first time in months 
that they heard the bass, a real bass. It 
was like there had been no bass, ever, 
just that fucking bullshit that they do," 
says Summers, miming the playing of 
lots of notes up high on the neck. "Cause 
Sting is good. He's not a virtuoso, but 
what he plays is right and it's simple and 
it's perfect in the Police. They're real 
bass lines. 

"I sympathize. It's very hard playing 
with other musicians who play in lots of 
groups and do sessions. It's very hard to 
get them to do the right thing, 'cause 
they come in with this mind full of licks 
and attitudes. And for them to try and 
sort that out and not make a musical 
cliché is really hard. So I really sym-
pathize with Sting, because I've gone 
through it as well, and he's told me as 
musicians they've all got great names, 
but to try and get them to play simply and 
not play clichés was really difficult for 
him. They don't lack ability on their 
instruments, what they lack is concept. 

"In a way, I sort of resent all these 
references to Sting. I have to be abso-
lutely honest; I don't think about that 
stuff at all. At this point it's something I 
did. I'm on to other things, which have a 
much greater influence over me. You 
must remember, you keep mentioning 
the Police, but a lot of the Police was 
down to me. I was a big part of that 
group. The drums are one thing and the 
singing's one thing, but the way it 
actually sounded, that was me! The 
guitar—I filled in all the music. Some 
people say, 'Wow, this record opens up a 
lot about the Police. We didn't realize.' 
And this makes things clear to some 
people. 

"I think this album is as good as any of 
the Police records, better produced and 
more worked out. It wasn't knocked off. 
It was a labor of love and a great pain to 
pull off. Of all the options I had, this was 
about the hardest thing I could have 
done, and the most expensive. It was the 
most chancy option, to put a band to-
gether, to try and overcome compari-
sons with my past and the view people 
have of me. I think I can say that in all 
honesty." [E 
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We calit seem to leave 
well enough alone. 

How did we improve some-
thing that didn't need improving? 

Take it from us, it wasn't easy. 
In fact, improving our rack mount 
digital delays was a team effort 
involving a lot of very, very picky 
people. But the result is 
something to behold. 

Introducing the new RDS 
series of rack mount digital delay 
systems, exclusively from 
DigiTech. 

First, our design engineers 
stripped each product back to 
the chassis. Using sophisticated 
computer-aided design tech-
niques, they added a more 
dependable modular circuit 
board along with a stronger 
transformer that delivers 15% 
more power. They included 
a unique —10dB/-30dB two-
position input sensitivity switch 
on the rear panel that lets you 
match input level to the source. 

DOD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
Salt Lake City. Utah Made in USA 

ern* 4M. 

-10dB / - 30c1B 

They even managed to 
squeeze out more headroom, 
and incorporate an invert feed-
back function that gives you 
maximum phasing control at the 
push of a button. And just for 

fun, they included micro-touch 
switching for even cleaner, more 
reliable operation. 
Then our graphic artists took 

over and turned one of the best 
sounding digital delay lines into 
one of the most beautiful looking. 

Finally, we let the folks in 
accounting have their way. The 
result is an awesome display of 
technical achievement at a down-
right frivolous price. 

Try out all three of the new 
RDS rack mount digital delay 
systems at your authorized 
DigiTech dealer. By now it 
should be perfectly obvious: 
they're as close as audio tech-
nology ever gets to perfection. 

For a full-color product sheet, 
write DigiTech, 5639 South 
Riley Lane, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84107. Or call (801) 268-8400. 
ma. 
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It understands mom 
than sine language. 

e 

The newTX81Z is the first FM tone gener-
ator from Yamaha that offers eight different wave-
forms for each operator. So besides sine waves, 
now there are seven other exciting waveforms 
you can play with. 

This not only increases the almost limit-
less sound possibilities of FM, it also gives the 
four-operator TX81Z a "six-op" sound. Yet the 
TX81Z is still compatible with other Yamaha four-
operator synths and tone generators. 

The TX81Z's Play Single mode lets you 
play voices with 8-note polyphony. There are five 
banks of 32 voices to choose from, including 128 
preset voices and 32 user voices, programmable 
from the front panel. 

Twenty-four additional performance 
memories let you play up to eight voices at one 
time. Instrument 1, for instance, could be a piano 
voice with 5-note polyphony while instruments 2, 
3 and 4 could be monophonic voices. Note limits, 
MIDI reception channel, voice numbers, detone 
and volume settings for each instrument can be 
instantly changed in this mode. 

A!! 
Eleven preset and two user-programmable 

micro-tuning-s let you play a harpsichord voice, for 
instance, in authentic mean-tone temperament, 
or gongs and bells in Balinese gamelan scales. 

And three effects including Pan,Trans-
posed Delay and Chord Set (which assigns up to 
four notes to be sounded by a single incoming note) 
let you add greater expressiveness to your music 

And you get all this at a price that trans-
lates into a great deal. 

Hear the new TX81Z FM tone generator 
at your Yamaha Digital Musical Instrument dealer. 
For more information, write: Yamaha Music Cor-
poration, USA, Digital Musical Instrument Divi-
sion, P O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In 
Canada: Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner 
Avenue, Scarborough, Ont., MIS 3RL 
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